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SUMMARY
The South African system of breach of contract recognizes several distinct forms of
breach. each encompassing its own set of requirements. Before one is able to
determine the outcome and accordingly the rights of each contracting party in respect
of an alleged breach of contract. the factual situation must be fitted into one of the
recognized forms of breach. This has resulted in a highly complex system of breach
of contract and resultant remedies.
The existence of a direct relationship between the form of breach present in a factual
situation and the remedies available to the innocent party is a fundamental premise of
South African law and one that is often accepted without much investigation. This
thesis investigates the extent of this interdependence and to establish whether this
intricate system is necessary from a practical and a theoretical point of view.
To this end. the thesis examines the less complex system of breach of contract as
embodied in the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods C·CISG'·) which has been widely adopted in international trade. and which has
provided a template for the reformation of various national systems of law. This study
concludes that the South African approach to breach of contract and remedies is in
need of reform. and that a unitary concept of breach could provide a basis for both a
simplification and modernization of our law.
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OPSOMMING
Die Suid-Afrikaanse Kontraktereg erken verskeie verskyningsvorms van
kontrakbreuk, elk met sy eie besondere vereistes. Ten einde die uitkoms van
probleemsituasies waarin kontrakbreuk beweer word te bepaal en derhalwe die regte
van die betrokkenes uit te kristalliseer. moet die feitestelonder die een of ander vorm
van kontrakbreuk tuisgebring te word. Hierdie benadering het 'n besonder komplekse
stelsel van kontrakbreuk en remedies tot gevolg.
'n Fundamentele uitgangspunt van die Suid-Afrikaanse stelsel is dat daar Il direkte
korrelasie bestaan tussen die tipe van kontrakbreuk wat in 'n bepaalde geval
teenwoordig is en die remedies waarop die onskuldige party kan staatmaak. Hierdie
siening, wat meerendeel sonder bevraagtekening aanvaar word, vorm die fokuspunt
van hierdie ondersoek. Die oogmerk is om die praktiese nuttigheid en teoretiese
houbaarheid van die benadering vas te stel.
As 'n vergelykingspunt neem die tesis die vereenvoudigde sisteem van kontrakbreuk
beliggaam in die Verenigde Nasies se Konvensie aangaande die Internasionale
Koopkontrak ("CISG"). Hierdie verordening geniet wye erkenning in die
Internasionale Handel en het alreeds die grondslag gevorm van verskeie inisiatiewe
vir die hervonning van Il aantal nasionale regstelsels. Die gevolgtrekking is dat die
Suid-A frikaanse benadering tot kontrakbreuk en die remedies daarvoor hervorming
benodig en dat die opvatting van 'n sg uniforme kontrakbreuk as 'n basis kan dien vir
die vereenvoudiging en modernisering van ons reg.
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CHAPTER ONE
1 1 Introduction
Globalization has taken place at a brisk pace in the zo" and now the 21SI century. The
development of a number of innovative communication methods led to an increase in the
flow of people, goods. services and money: I the world became smaller and trade boomed.
This has led to the breakdown of national borders. which are viewed as an obstacle to
economic relationships. and the development of international trade.:' As trade became
more globalised new regulations were needed to support international commerce and
finance.3
Modern contract law regulates the operation of commercial activity. at the heart of which
lies the contract of sale. -1 The contract of sale is regarded as the principal instrument of
international trade and as a result it has received significant attention at both domestic
levels and internationally. The South African law of contract, particularly the law of
purchase and sale. has. however. undergone only a handful of changes in the past 300
years despite the extensive advances that have taken place in this period."
This is disconcerting if one considers that the international sale presents a unique factual
situation and the needs of the international business community are different to those of
their domestic counterparts." There are additional risks involved due to the vast
distances the goods need to travel and the fact that there are often many more parties
involved in the transaction itself and the handling of the goods. The parties are also less
likely to know each other well. goods are often of significant value and the method of
payment often involves foreign currency. It is consequently clear that the domestic laws
do not always sufficiently address the needs of the international sale.
I Dalhuisen Dalhuisen on international Commercial. Financial and Trade law (2000) 59.
2 Ferrari The Sphere ofApplication of the Vienna Sales Convention (1995) 2.
1 Dalhuisen Dalhuisen on lnternauonat VII.
~ Dalhuisen Dalhuisen on intemational 13.
.' Lotz Purchase and Sale in Zimmermann & Visser (ed) Southern Cross: civil law and common law in
SOUlhAfrica (1996) 30.
1
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To assess the effect of this lack of development through out the entire sphere of sale
would be a mammoth task. one which would certainly not be appropriate for the present
thesis and it will consequently be limited to an evaluation of the South African system of
breach of contract and remedies.
The reason why this specific area was selected is because the legal rules govermng
breach of contract are in many ways the most important rules in the field of contract, as
people usually only really resort to the law at this stage of their dealings.' It is
consequently desirable that the law regulating disputes should be the most efficient
possible. as it would be at this point. where the parties are at loggerheads and
consequently have competing agendas. that clear answers will be the order of the day.
The lack of a competent system to govern instances of breach of contract could further be
a serious deterrent to trade. which in turn is essential for economic growth.
South Africa's approach to breach of contract is characterised as being "pigeon holed" as
it consists of a number of unique forms of breach. each with its own set of requirements.f
Before one is able to determine the outcome. and consequently the rights of each
contracting party. in the event of an alleged breach of contract one first needs to classify
the situation into one of the basic forms of breach. The system' s complex and intricate
approach to breach and remedies as well as the interdependence between the two, often
results in confusion and considerable uncertainty.
But why is South Africa faced with such a system" The answer lies in her diverse legal
roots. which produced an intricate system of breach. South Africa is characterised as a
mixed legal system.'! It comprises a legal structure which is neither exclusively based on
the civil or common law but rather a intermingling of the two. . The civil law was
adopted in South Africa in the form of Roman Dutch law. which commenced with the
Roman law occupation of the Cape in J 652. The common law manifests itself in the
6 Dalhuisen Dalhuisen on tnternational Zï S.
7 Cockrell Breach ofContract in Zimmermann & Visser (ed) Southern Cross.' civil /0\1' und common law in
South Africa (i996) 303 333.
x Cockr'ell Breach otContract 303.
2
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form of English law. which infiltrated South Africa as a result of a period of British
annexation beginni ng at the end of the eighteenth century. 10
The Roman Dutch (civil) system of law was therefore firmly in place when the English
(common law) authorities gained power in South Africa. One would have thought that
the new powers would attempt to put an end to the historically followed system of law
and launch their common law system in all spheres. This was not however the case as an
investigation into the viability of this led the powers that be to the belief that the present
system adequately provided for most areas of law and the introduction of a new system
would lead to "extreme confusion and distress". 1 1
Despite this continued dominance of Roman-Dutch law. the influence of English law was
unavoidable. This was felt on three basic levels: firstly by introduction in statutory
enactments in certain areas of law: I~ secondly by way of court decisions: I.) and thirdly by
tacit acceptance. examples of which are rife. 1-1 These developments have left a legacy of
complexity and the law relating to breach of contract and remedies has proved to be no
exception.
This particular area of contract provides ample examples of how existing legal doctrines
have been developed and new ones adopted by relying on a mixture of Roman-Dutch and
English authorities.l~ These two systems differ considerably in their approach to law.16
This unavoidably leads to discrepancies in the application of the law and intricate and
often overly elaborate principles. culminating in the conclusion that the South African
') Thomas et al. Historical Foundations ofSouth African Private Law (1998) 7.
10 Palmer (ed) Mixed Jurisdictions Worldwide - The Third Legal Familv (200 J) 19: Lee An Introduction /0
Roman- Dutch Law 41h ed. ( 1946) 9.
II Palmer (ed ) The Third Legal Familv 24-25: See also Hahlo The South African legal system (1968) 575.
Ie Lee Ramon Dutch Lav: 23: Palmer (ed) The Third Legal Fantilv 69. The company legislation of South
Africa is a modern day example of the introduction of English law into the country
I, Lee Roman Dutch Law 23: Palmer (ed) The Third Legal Family 69. There are ample examples of this in
the field of breach of contract. some of wh ich wi II be referred to in th is thesis.
1-1 Lee Roman Dutch Law 23 -24.
15 Cockrell Breach ofContract 332.
16 Watson Roman Law and Comparative Law (J 991) 140.
3
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system of breach and remedies is often overly academic and consequently fails to meet
the needs of commercial trade. 17
A further problem with the system is that while it encompasses certain general principles,
it also provides definite and specific doctrines for certain specialised contracts. As the
contract of sale is possibly the most common kind of contract in existence in South
Africa (and the rest of the world) certain special rules have evolved for this specific
genus of contract. IX This has also been the case in the realm of breach of contract.l" The
effect of this is that in the event of breach of a contract of sale. parties need to consider
both the general principles and remedies relating to breach of contract and those
specifically relating to sale. This is a complex and time consuming process which one
feels could and should have been avoided.
South Africa's legal system is one of the last staunchly uncodified mixed legal systems
remaining in existence in the world.r'' One of the results of this is a composite set of
sources. which are often inaccessible to the layman and usually require at least a basic
level of legal knowledge to firstly find and secondly apply them to modern commercial
transactions. This is particularly true of the complex South African structure of breach.
which requires substantial legal knowledge in order to determine what form of breach a
particular instance can be categorised as and consequently which remedies are available.
In conclusion. the South African system of breach and remedies appears extremely
complex and often falls far short of providing the best or most advantageous outcome for
the everyday commercial trader seeking clear cut practical answers.r ' This thesis will
seek to determine whether this complexity is really necessary and more to the point
whether the intricate interdependence between the forms of breach and remedies is
functional.
1- Cockrell Breach ot CO/1/mCI 333.
18 Havenga et al General Principles of Commercial Law 3rd ed (1997) 123.
19 These specific rules applicable at the event of a breach of a contract of sale wi II be discussed in detai I in
chapter four.
20 Watson Roman Law 232.
21 This issue will be debated at length in Chapter two. three. four and five.
4
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1 2 The way forward for the South African law governing breach of contract
As mentioned above. the contract of sale has received significant international attention
in recent years. The culmination of this consideration is undoubtedly The Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods [the CISG]. which has been described as the
centerpiece of harmonization of international trade law and the most significant piece of
substantive contract legislation in effect at an international level.v'
In direct contrast to South Africa. the ClSG follows a so-called unitary approach to
breach of contract. This means that the Convention adopts a unitary notion of breach of
contractual duties. and implements this approach by making use of a unified remedial
systern.v' This is a very simple system if one compares it to that of other legal systems.i"
as while the entire CISG consists of only 101 articles only a mere handful of these are
expressly devoted to breach of contract.
1 2 1 The extent to which the South African law governing breach can be compared
to that of the CISG.
The South African law regulating breach of contract was developed in an era far removed
from the present day. A time when international trade was not rampant and the law thus
developed in tune with the needs of the domestic trader. The rules of the CISG were
however formed in an entirely different environment. by way of a completely distinct
process and in response to incomparable needs. The question is thus plainly whether
these two systems can be compared.
In a particular international sale. a trader who has a number of import and export partners
from different countries and markets could quite possibly be faced with a different legal
22 Kritzer (ed) International Contract Manual: Guide to Practical Applications 0/ the United Nations
Convention on Contracts /'01' the tnternational Sale 0/ Goods (1994) Front matter I.
2.' Honnold Uniform l.awfor International Sales under the !WW United Nations Convention. ],,1 ed (1999)
26. This system will be explored in detail in chapter six.
2~ Bianca & Boneli CUl11l11entGl"\'on the International Sales Law: The! C)H()I 'ienna Sales Convention ( 1987)
14.
5
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system governing each individual contract." One could even have the situation where
one has uncertainty regarding which legal system is applicable. that of the importer. that
of the exporter or possibly that of a third country. The answer to which could result in a
vastly different outcome for either party.
Each country has its very own private international law rules stating how to approach
contracts involving a system of law other that of that particular country.t" These rules
enable a country to determine which system of law is applicable at every situation. The
application of the rules of private international law consequently makes the law of South
Africa relevant at an international level in certain circumstances and based on this, it is
fair to compare it to the CISG in the present thesis.
From a purely superficial point of view it would seem that the considerably less intricate
system of the CISG provides the perfect model for the transformation of the South
African system of breach and remedies. This stance still however needs to be
investigated in order to give it substance. What is comforting is the fact that the recent
reform of the German Civil Code.n including the provisions on breach. the intricacy of
which is comparable to that of South Africa. was largely based on the CISG.2x
This thesis seeks to determine to what extent the South African system of breach and
remedies requires reconsideration. specifically focusing on the relationship between the
classification of breach and the resultant remedies. and whether the substantially simpler
system of the ClSG should be used as the model for reform. if this proves necessary.
The thesis will commence this investigation by critically exploring South Africa's
approach to breach of contract and remedies in chapter two and three respectively.
Following this the specific principles applicable at the contract of sale will be
investigated in chapter four. The overriding aim of these chapters is to determine whether
cO Eiseien "Adoption of the Vienna Convention for the International Sale of Goods (the CISG) in South
Africa" 1999 SAL} 323 327.
c6 Koppenol-Laforce lntroduction in Koppenol-Laforce (ed) lnternational Contracts (1996) I 13.
27 Burgerliches Gesetzbuch. (BGB).
6
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the South African structure of breach whereby the classification of one's conduct into a
variant of breach determ ines ones remedies is both functional and necessary,
The conclusions reached regarding the interdependence of the South African system of
breach and remedies will be discussed in chapter five, which will also attempt to
ascertain the role of fault in the event of breach of contract.
The significantly less complex approach of the CISG to breach of contract and remedies
will then be critically evaluated in chapter six.
The thesis will conclude with chapter seven which wil I provide recommendations for
more effective solutions in the event of breach of contract. which if implemented could
make South Africa's current approach to breach more stream lined and efficient and
consequently ease the position of the South African trader operating in the rapidly paced
complex world of international trade.
28 See chapter seven for more in this regard.
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8CHAPTER TWO
BREACH OF CONTRACT IN SOUTH AFRICAN LAW
2 1 Introduction
While the histor, of South African contract la« is essentially the story of a movement
trom a 'theory of specitic contracts to a general ized 'rheor- or contract". the concept 0 f breach
has been moving - in an opposite direction. as it were - towards an increasingly tissured notion
of 'specitic breaches' .:'
South A frican law has embraced a so-called fractured approach to breach of contract,"
consisting of a number of unique forms of breach. each encompassing its own
description or definition and unique requirements, In the event of breach. the parties
to a contract first need to determine which "pigeon hole" of breach their individual set
of circumstances fits into before they can establish what relief they can seek.'
This chapter wi II explore the various forms of breach recognised in South Africa.
focusing on their historical roots and requirements, The discussion of the South
African remedy system is undertaken in chapter three. Cancellation will. however.
receive additional attention in the present chapter owing to the fact that its availability
and application varies with regard to each individual form of breach. An added
reason for this modus operandi is to illustrate how the form of breach determines the
remedies available to a party and the extent to which this complicates the South
A frican system of breach and remed ies.
2 2 The South African classification of breach
At the conclusion of a contract. the parties determine what the result of their dealings
will be. De Wet.J describes breach of contract as being the act or omission of one of
, Cockrell Breach 0/ Contract in Zimmermann &. Visser Icd j Southern ('/"OSS_' civil lem und C0l111110n
taw in South -ïfiica ( 1996) 303 304.
, Cockrell Breach ofContract 333,
1 Cockrell Breach ofContract 333. The truth of this premise will be investigated in chapter five.
4 De Wet & Van Wyk Die Suid Afrikaanse Kontrataereg en Handelsreg s" ed ( 1992) 157,
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, There is, however. controversy regarding the exact definition of breach of contract. The present thesis
takes as it's point or departure the view of De Wet and Van Wyks classic work on contract (see n 4
supra), Other descriptions or it can however be found in Nienaber 1%3 THRHR 32 and 19R9 TSAR I
and Van der Merwe et al Con/roe/ General Principles (2()()3) :td eel 2Y9,
I' Cockrell Breach ofContract 305,
ï Cockrell Breach ofContract 305.
x Van der Merwe et al General Principles -,OR-309, "I he distinction between positive and negative
malperformance is in place largely due to the work or Van lijl Steyn, His thesis »lora Debitoris
volgens die Hedendaagse Romeins-Hollandse Nel' 192Y is the locus classicus on this topic, See in this
regard Cockrell Breach ofContract 305,
" While and Carter (C 'ouncils) Lid I' McGregor 1962 AC 413.
1(1 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 298,
II De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 157,
I: Nienaber 1963 THRHR 19 as referred two in Van der Merwe et al General Principles JOY,
the parties to the contract. which has the effect that the envisaged results of the
contract are not achieved.'
These acts or omissions can traditionally be divided into those relating to the time
aspect of the contract and those relating to the content of the performance envisioned
by the contract." Breach in relation to the time aspect of the contract is labeled as
mora debitoris when committed by the debtor and mora ereditoris when committed
by the creditor. while a breach relating to the content of the contract is referred to as
positive malperforrnance.' Mora debitoris and mora ereditoris can also be grouped
into one larger category, namely negative malperforrnance."
Positive and negative mal performance (mora debitoris and mora ereduorist are.
however. not the only forms of breach that are recognised in South Africa, An act or
omission. which reasonably justifies the conclusion that a party is not going to
perform in terms of the contract. is labeled as repudiation,') Similarly an act or
omission by a party. which has the result that performance is no longer possible. is
categorized as prevention of performance."
De Wet recognises these above-mentioned forms of breach. namely mora debitoris.
mora ereditoris. positive mal performance. repudiation and prevention of performance.
as the five basic forms in existence in South Africa,11 Nienaberic prefers to group
these five forms into two overriding categories namely malperformance.
encompassing negative malperformance (mora debitoris and mora ereduorist and
positive malperformance. and anticipatory breach which encompasses repudiation and
prevention of performance,
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This last mentioned classification appears the most functional in practice and will
consequently be followed in the present thesis. The two principal categories of
malperformance and anticipatory breach. together with their subdivisions, will be
discussed from the position of an injured creditor facing the commission of the
relevant breach by the debtor. A II the above breaches can. however. also be
committed by the creditor and consequently breach of contract by the creditor will be
discussed as a further form in 2 3 3.
2 3 The various forms of breach recognised in South Africa
2 3 I Malperformance
2 3 1 1 Negative Malperformance
As mentioned previously, negative malperformance encompasses both mora debitoris
and mora ereditoris However. in order to faci Iitate the process of comparison later.
instead of discussing mora ereditoris with mora debitoris under the present heading, it
will rather be considered below when breach of contract by the creditor is analysed.':'
23 I 1 I Mora debitoris
The concept mora is used to describe the state where a party to the contract fails to
perform timeously" When this failure to perform is carried out by a debtor it is
referred to as mora debitoris. This delay in performance can arise in the form of a
failure to tender any performance whatsoever at the required time. or in the tendering
of a defective performance at the proper time. which is rejected lawfully by the
creditor. I.'
The historical roots of mora debitoris are divergent. While the requirements which a
specific act or omission must fulfill to be classified as a form of mora clebitoris have
their ancestry in the Roman-Dutch texts. the rules relating to cancellation on the
13 See 2 .3 :; infra
IJ Sweet I' Ragergnhare 19n (II SA U I (f)) UR. CL Christic The lem ot ('(J/1I/'OCI in South Africa
(2001) sn.
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grounds of this form of breach were strongly influenced by English iaw.!" The legal
outlooks and principles of these two sources of law often differ significantly and
Cockrell!" consequently regards this lack of accord in the development of these two
vital aspects of mora debitoris as the basis for the problems experienced under
modern law.ls
11
2 3 1 1 I 1 The requirements for mora debitoris
As mentioned, the requirements an act must meet before it can be classified as a form
of mora debitoris are firmly ingrained in Roman Dutch law. The requirements are
essentially as follows:
The first requirement is that the performance must remain possible despite the delay.!"
When the performance is no longer possible after the date it was originally required,
the act of breach cannot be classified as mora debitoris but amounts rather to
prevention of performance." This wi II occur in situations where the time and content
of a performance are inextricably bound to each other?
The performance must secondly be due and enforceable 22 This requirement IS
obvious if one considers that a performance can only be viewed as delayed if it is due
and enforceable. In essence it entails the absence of a valid defence on the part of the
debtor." There can be no mora if the time determined in the contract has not yet
1< Van der Merwe et al General Principles 30l).
I" Cockrell Breach otContract s'st».
IJ Cockrell Breach ;IContract 306.
IR Orthese problems wil] be highlighted below. Some writers regard this as Cl prerequisite rather then a
requirement that needs to he proven to demonstrate that //101'(1 debitoris is in existence. one such writer
is De Wel. see De Wet & Van W:-,k Kontraktereg 15R -159.
I') Van der Merwe et al General Principles 31 (J.
êll De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakrereg 159. This distinction is ottcn dilficult to make in practice. it is
however \ ital that il is made as the consequences attaching to mora debitoris an: quite different to
those attaching lO prevention of performance.
:1 De Wet & Van Wyk Kantralaereg 159: I 'an del' .1lerwe et al General Principles :> In.
:e Zimmermann The Lc/1\'ofObligations: Roman Foundations of a Civilian Tradition ( 1990) 791: Van
der Merwe el al General Principless I I.
e3 Christie The law ofContract 5n.
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arrived. or In the case where no time has been set. a reasonable time has not yet
'-Ielapsed."
The third requirement is that the delay in performance must be wrongful. If a date for
performance is prescribed in the contract itself. failure to perform by this day is
wrongful and amounts to mora/" This form of mora is called mora ex re.~6
12
If on the other hand no date for performance is fixed in the contract. the creditor has
to institute a demand or notice against the debtor in order to place him in mora ~7 The
demand. which may be in the form of a summons or other means and communicated
either orally or in writing, must inform the debtor that he is expected to perform by a
certain date. which must be reasonable in view of the circumstances." A failure to
perform by the date is wrongful and amounts to mora ex persona/"
There is uncertainty, largely as a result of the Engl ish doctrine of ..time is of the
essence". regarding whether or not a party falls into mora in the situation where the
performance required by the contract is such that a delay in performance is
unreasonable despite there being no date set in the contract or a demand issued by the
creditor.31)
It is submitted that the doctrine of "time is of the essence" should be limited to the
sphere of the consequences of mora and should not be extended to an area developed
under the helm of Roman-Dutch law:" These two spheres should be kept separate in
order to avoid complicating an already highly complex situation.
24 Van der Merwe el al General Principles s I I. The debt must runher not have prescribed. he subject
to a suspensive condition or rendered unenforceable b) reliance on the so-called exceptio nun adimpleti
con/rae/lis. CT De Wel & Van WJ k Kontrakiereg I h:?.
2; De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraksereg ISR. The date set in the contract must be certain in the sense that
it must nOLonlv be clear when it will occur but also that it wi l l occur. Cr. l.ubbe & MUITa\ Forlam &
Hathaway Contract Cases .. Materials and Commentarv :l,d ed ( 19RII) 50:?. -
2" Zil111l1~rmann Homan Foundations 7911. .
2
7 .\el j' Cloete Il)n (:?) SA 150 (/\1 15l): .tltred Xlc.upine & Son (P/I) l.td j' Transvaal Provincial
Administration 1l)77 (4) SA 310 T 347.
2S .Vel j' Cloete supra 163: Van der Merwe et al General Principles 31.,-315.
29 (' & 'l Products (Ptv) Ltd j' .11H Goldschmidt (Prl) l.td 1911I (31 SA 61l) (C) h3 I .
1(1 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 161 -162: Va;l der Mem e el al General l'rincipless 15-3 17. OUI'
courts have nOLdecisivelv settled this matter \ et.
11 -ïlfred McAlpine & Son (Pry) Lid r Trans\';al Provincial Administration supra 347.
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If this situation was recognised as a ground for mora debitoris. it could result in a
debtor being ignorant of the fact that his conduct amounts to mora and consequently
being blissfully unaware that he IS in breach of contract and subject to the
consequences thereof. This state of affairs should for the sake of fairness and
certainty be avoided as far as possible.v'
A possible solution to the situation where performance is so urgent that any delay
would be unreasonable. is to view the debtor as being in moru. but to identify a new
category of mora in such a case namely mora ex lege. mora arising by operation of
law.33 A further solution could be the identification of a tacit date for performance in
13
,~
such a situation due to the urgency of the matter.' Whatever the approach, a
complex. uncertain outcome is inevitable.
The fourth requirement is that the delay must be due to the fault of the debtor. Fault
on the part of the debtor appears to be a requirement for mora debitoris. but its
existence is presumed':' and it is up to the debtor to prove its non-existence if he
wishes to escape liability on this basis.i''
These requirements appear simple enough when outlined separately as they have been
above. but in practice. when applied together. the outcome is often large-scale
confusion. The requirement that provides the most ambiguity is clearly the third one.
Determining when a delay in performance is wrongful and consequently amounts to
mora is often not an easy question to answer, An additional problem. as wi II be seen
below. is that the answering of this question is often not kept separate from the issue
of when one may cancel on the basis of 1110ra debitoris.
12 De Wet criticises Federal Tobacco I+'orks r Barron & Co 1904 TS 41\3. the case which is most
renowned lor adopting this approach, as having no common la\l authority as a basis, (T De Wet &
Van Wyk Kontraktereg I (i2, See Mcl.ennan "Mora Dcbitoris ami Abandonment o l Contract - lederal
Tobaccos Revisited" ::W(J() S,-/ LJ (il) where an attempt is made to rcconci le this case \I ith the general
principles appl icable to mora debitoris.
n Van der Merwe et al General Principles 317. CT (',{, T Products tPtv) l.td \' ,II f-I Gotdschmidt (Pry)
supra (i32,
;~ Van der Merwe et al General Principles 316-317.
'j Zimmermann Roman Foundations 794,
;" Cockrell Breach ofContract 307, The issue of fault at breach of contract will be discussed in chapter
live,
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Once the debtor's conduct is found to amount to mora debitoris. he is liable for
performance even if the performance was to become impossible." This is a special
consequence of this form of breach.
14
2 3 1 I 1 2 Cancellation in the event of mora debitoris
As stated above. the requirements for mora debitoris have been adopted in an almost
unaltered form from Roman Dutch law." The Roman Dutch sources perm itted
cancellation only if there was a lex commissoria" in the contract." Such a clause
entitles the creditor to cancel the contract as soon as the debtor falls into mora ex re.-ll
Where there is no date for performance the creditor would first need to place the
debtor in mora by means of a demand betore he could exercise the right to cancel
conferred on him by the lex commissoria+
This approach would lead to a sufficiently certain outcome providing each party with
a clear view of the consequences of mora debitoris in their particular transaction.
Unfortunately. as in many other instances in the South African law of contract. the
influences of other legal systems found there way into this segment of our law
resulting in unnecessary complexity.
Under the influence of English law the employment of the lex commissoria ceased to
be the only method to evoke cancellation in the event of 1110ra debitoris." the remedy
also being permitted "where time was of the essence of the contract"." This doctrine.
which was imported in the middle of the nineteenth century" and as stated by De Wet,
37 Zimmermann Roman Foundations 799: De Wet & Van Wyk kontraktereg 163: Van der Merwe et al
General Principles 318: Sel I' Cloete supra Ióo.
3R Cockrell Breach a/Contract 307.
," A clause providing Cl part: with the right to cancel. Sec in this regard De Wet 8:. Van Wyk
kontraktereg 164 n ·n.
4(' vel I' Cloete supra 160.CI. Cockrell Breach otContract 307
41 Van del' Menie ct al Generat Principles _'18.
Jc Van der Merwe et al Genera] Principles 3 18: I)e Wet & Van Wvk Kontraktereg 164.
4.' Lubbe & M urray Contract 504: I "ander Merwe el al General Principles 3 19. Sec Sel r (weie supra
160. Zimmermann reels the courts did not take great effort to analyse the Roman-Dutch sources in
order to tind a basis lor disappointed creditors to rescind the contract. see Zimmermann Roman
Foundations 805.
44 Coekrelll3reach a/Contract 307: Zimmermann Roman i oundotions 8()4.
4) Cockrelll3reach cfContract stïï .
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"het aansienlike verwarring gestig.r'" allows cancellation of the contract where there
is no lex commissoria but the nature of the contract is such that prompt performance is
of vital importance." This may be because the goods are subject to continuous price
fluctuations or only have a limited lifespan (such as perishable foodstuffs)." If the
contract is found to be of such a nature, a right to cancel is extended to the creditor."
South African courts have also recognised that a creditor can make "time of the
essence of the contract" by addressing a notice of rescission to the debtor." This is a
notice to the debtor. who is already in mora. informing him that if he fails to perform
by a certain date the creditor reserves the right to cancel." If the debtor does not
perform by the date the creditor may cancel the contract and provide the debtor with a
notice of such cancellation." A notice of rescission may be combined with a demand
to serve the dual function of putting the debtor in mora and acquiring a right to
cancel." A right to resile will only however be granted if the debtor is in mora and if
the delay related to a material term ofthe contract."
The above situation IS anything but clear-cut and simple. There is room for
tremendous confusion in almost every sphere of the concept of 'time is of the essence'
and the various consequential rights to cancel arising from il. The concept itself is
very vague and when the nature of a contract can be regarded as such wi II often be a
difficult issue to master. Further. the extension of this doctrine appears to create
unnecessary intricacy.
It was mentioned above that the incorporation of this doctrine into the concept of
when a debtor is in mora could result in a confusion of the requirements for mora ex
-l" De Wet & Van W\ k Kontraktereg 164.
" Lubbe S: Murruy Contract 504 -50S: De Wet s: Van W) k Kontraktereg I (>5: Cockrell Breach oj"
Con/me/ 3IJ9 where attempts have been made to reconcile the doctrine to Roman Dutch principles b)
eonstrui nz it as a tacit lex commissoria.
-l8 Van de; Merwe ct al General Principles 319: De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg 165 .
•" De Wet& Van Wy k ,,'ol1/rak/ereg 165.
,,, Nel v Cloete supra 160: Zimmermann Roman Foundations il06, CT Harker "The Nature and Scope
of Rescission as ij Remedy for Breach or contract in American and South African law" I Y80 -ïcta
Juridica (>I 77.
'1 Lubbe & Murray ('o/1/mu505: Van der Merwe et al General l'rinciples j ILJ,
': Van der Merwe et al General Principles 3 19,
'1 .Vel r Cloete supra 163-164:: Zimmermann Roman Foundations I:W6.
q S1J1eel r Ragerguhara 1978 ( I ) SA 13 I (D) 135. This concept "material breach" \\ ill be discussed in
greater detail in chapter three.
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re with the doctrine of lime is of the essence' 55 There is also the fear that where the
time and content of the performance are closely connected lime of the essence' and
impossibility of performance may be confused." It is clear that the incorporation of
this foreign doctrine has largely done more harm then good.
In conclusion. it can be clearly stated that whether or not a debtor has fallen into
mora. and if so when a creditor can cancel as a result. is often a highly intricate
question in South African law. One needs to ponder the exact practical utility of such
a complex system and whether a finding of mora really affects the remedies at one's
disposal."
16
2 3 1 2 Positive Malperformance
Positive malperformance relates to the content of the contract. and can take one of two
forms: the party performs (whether timeous or not) but it is inadequate or defective as
it does not meet the terms of the agreement." or the one party does something he is
not entitled to do in terms of the agreements') This form of breach has been described
as satisfying a residual purpose in that it encompasses breaches. which cannot be
slotted in elsewhere.?"
Once the debtor has tendered the defective performance. there are essentially two
possibilities: retention of the performance and the claiming of damages or rejecting
the performance and claim ing proper performance or damages as a substitute." If the
latter option is followed. the tender of defective performance does not amount to
positive malperformance. although the debtor may be in mora Only once the
S' De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakiereg 167: Zimmennann Ronian toundations g05.
56 De Wet & Vein Wyk Kontrakrereg 167.
57 See chapter live where this will he extensive!. discussed.
5~ Of importance here ill the context or sale is the sellcrs Jut: tu guard the buy er against el ietion and
latent defects which will he discussed further in chapter four.
'" Van der Merwe el al Genera! Principles 321: De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg. 177
(,(,Cockrell Breach IJj('on/l'Clc/312.
"~I De Wel 8:. Van W \ k Kontraktereg 177. CT Radiotronies rPtvt l.td ,. SCIJII. l.indberg & ('(1 t.td 195 I
(I) SA 312 (C) 32X. Rejection is onl . permissible when the breach is ur u material nature. The test is
the same as the one employed to determine itcancellation is possible. which will he discussed infra and
in chapter three. See however Van del' Merwe et al General l'rinciples 327 for a nell theory in this
regard applying to non-reciprocal contracts based on the findings made in IJk Tooling (Edms) Bpk ,.
Scope Precision Engineering (/~'c/I7lS) Bpk I <:179 I SA 391 (A) This case vvi II be looked at in greater
detail when enforcement ofperformance is discussed below in chapter three.
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defective performance is accepted. in other words option one is followed. can positive
malperformance be deemed to be present"
Whether a positi ve mal performance has occurred entai Is the deterrn ination of the
contractual content and the provision of evidence to show that the performance did
not conform therewith.
Whether or not fault is a requirement for positive mal performance is a question.
which has not as of yet been settled. in South African law. It will not however be
discussed here but rather in chapter five where fault as a possible requirement for
breach of contract will receive separate attention.
2 3 1 2 ] Cancellation on the basis of positive mal performance
Starting once again from the root of Roman-Dutch law. it is not surpnsmg that
cancellation could only really take place on this basis if the contract expressly
provided a right to do so. In other words what was again required was a lex
C0/11111i.\',\'oria h3
South African law has nevertheless once agam developed away from a wholly
Romanist approach and has adopted a more lenient outlook in this respect. A party is
said to be permitted to cancel if the breach was serious enough to justify such a drastic
consequence" Unfortunately. determining when this situation prevails has proved to
be a problem in practice. and clear-cut formulas or rules have not as of yet been
developed. Our courts have instead invoked a series of expressions in this regard."
One of the most popular of which is that the breach of contract has to "go to the root
of the contractt." Essentially the process is one of judicial discretion, which needs to
be exercised in each individual circumstance in order to determine whether the breach
"e Van der Merwe et al General Principles 322.
", Cockrell Breach otContraci s ï ),
(,-1 Van der Merwe Cl al General Principles 3n. CT Harker "The Nature and Scope nl Rescission" 70.
b5 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrataereg 179. See chapter three. where the concept of material breach is
discussed further.
l,(, De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 179.
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is so serious that a party cannot be expected to retain the defective performance and
simply claim damages for the breach he has suffered."
The development of a general right to cancel by the South African courts is attributed
to the intluence of English law.68 It is clear that in the absence of a lex commissoria.
the parties will find themselves in the undesirable situation that they will not be sure if
the contract will be subject to cancellation until the courts have exercised their judicial
discretion in this regard. It is submitted that once again the intluence of' a foreign
judicial system has affected the domestic legal system in such a way that ambiguity
and uncertainty are the unavoidable by - products.
2 3 2 Anticipatory Breach
2 3 2 1 Repudiation
In sharp contrast to the first two forms of breach discussed. repudiation is purely of
English descent.I" Roman-Dutch writers did not recognize repudiation and it is
accordingly one of the newest forms of breach in existence in South Africa." It was
only accepted as an independent form of breach in the middle of the nineteenth
71century.
Repudiation occurs when a contracting party. by his unequivocal conduct. creates the
reasonable impression that non-compliance with the contract. wi II ensue in due
course." The examples of such conduct are widely divergenr." Essentially the
conduct presupposes an element of wrongfulness. which is determined by employing
(,7 Singh ,.. vlcarthy Retail Ltd I a Mclntosh Motors 2000 (4) Sf\ 795 (SCA) 803: De Wet & Van Wyk
Kontrakiereg 179.
"8 One i I" the earl iest uses of this formulation can be found in Transvaal ('lild Slorage Co ,.. \.'/ Mea!
Export Co l.td I Lj 17 TPD 413 as referred to in Cockrell Breach ot Contract 313. Most nl" the tests
employed to test the materiality o l a breach hal e their origins in I'.nglish lall: the complexities of which
will be discussed in chapter three when the remedy o l cancellation II ill he explored ill greater detail.
(,') Tuckers Land and Development Corporation ï Ptv) Lid ,. /I{)\';S 19i1() ( I ) SA 645 /\ 65(): De Wet &
Van Wyk Konnakrereg 168.
-" Cockrell Breach (it( 'onlme! 314.
71 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 330.
72 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 16i1: Van der Merwe et al General Principles 333.(:1". Erasmus ,.
Pienaar 1984 (4) SA CJ (T).
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an objective test:7-l .. the test as to whether conduct amounts to such repudiation is
whether fairly interpreted it exhibits a deliberate and unequivocal intention no longer
to be bound.':"
Once conduct is found to amount to repudiation. the other party is faced with a
choice." He can either reject the repudiation and hold the party to his obligations or
he can in certain circumstances "accept" it and avail himself of the remedies available
for breach of contract in that instance." If the former is chosen. the obligations
remain in operation and the innocent party looks to performance under the contract."
There has been much quarrelling in the past regarding whether the "acceptance" of the
repudiation should be regarded as a prerequisite for its recognition as a form of
breach.Ï" In recent years the courts have in certain instances adopted the stance that
once conduct is seen as amounting to repudiation it is an autonomous form of breach
and by accepting it a party simply exercises his election to cancel the ccntract"
2 3 2 1 1 Cancellation on the grounds of repudiation
A party may only cancel a contract if it is a repudiation of the contract as a whole or a
material part of it. The commentators. who define anticipatory breach as conduct that
envisages malperformance. adopt as a test in this regard whether the anticipated
malperformance would justify such action" In other words one would have to apply
the principles relevant at that particular form of breach. be it mom debitoris or
positive malperformance.
7) See Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 3.,4: De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakteres; 168 lor
examples ot" such conduct.
74 Lubbe & M UITa\ Contract 477.
i: Street I' Dllblin"1961 (2) SA 4 (W) I () as quoted with approval in Culverwell und another I' /3rO\I"/1
1990 ( I) SA 7 14.
76 Culverwelt \' Brown supra 17,
77 De Wet& Van Wyk Kontralaereg 17()- 171,
lS Erasmus I' Pienaar supra 26-27,
7'1 Cockrell Breach oit. 'OI1lI'ClC/ 315: Van der Merwe et al General Principles 33()-333,
8(1 See Stewart urightson (Fry) Lid I' Thorpe 1977 (2) SA 943 (A) "here the otter and acceptance
model was rejected,
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2 3 2 2 Prevention of Performance
Prevention of performance artses where one party s conduct is such that it renders
performance impossible.Ï" The impossibility may be partial or total: it may also result
in the performance being either absolutely or relatively impossible." While absolute
prevention of performance points to the fact that mal performance is a certainty.
relative prevention only points to this eventuality with relative certainty" Nienaber"
contends that relative impossibility should rather be classified as repudiation and only
absolute prevention should be categorized as prevention of performance. On the other
hand other writers. including De Wet.86 are of the opinion that both absolute and
relative impossibility fall under the overriding branding of impossibility of
performance. This issue will be debated further when cancellation at this form of
breach is explored.
It is generally accepted that fault is a requirement for this form of breach." As in the
case of mora. the presence of fault is presumed and the onus appears to be on the
guilty party to prove its absence." If the guilty party is in mora he cannot rely on his
lack of fault to resist iiability/" If the patty creating the impossibility of performance
has no fault. the obligations are simply terminated."
Where prevention of performance results in a total impossibility of performance, the
innocent party is for obvious reasons unable to claim specific performance of the
contract. What is less clear is the effect of this on the obligations. De Wet is of the
opinion that the obligations are not in fact extinguished and the guilty party remains
bound." The innocent party may then cancel'" or uphold the contract. and claim
'I Van der Merwe cl al General Principles 337 li', t.ratucotor lnternational (/'11') l.td l' tntamorket
(Plv) Ltd 20() I (2) SA 284 (SeA) 2<:14,
Re éockrell Breach ofContract 3 I ó.
8.1 Van der Merwe el al Generat Principles 338,
84 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 338,
R5 Nienaber Repudiation (1989) IS ...JR I as referred to in Van del' Merwe el al Generot l'rinciptes 338.
81' De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 17fi -177,
87 This matter will he discussed more extensiv e!x in chapter riv c.
88 Grobbelaar l' Bosch 19M (3) SA fiX7 (r~) fiYI
89 See :2 :; I I I I SUpl'O,
'Kl De Wet & Van Wyk ,,'OI1lf'aklere~ 175, See the implications o l this at the discussion or fault in
chapter ti ve.
'11 De Wet & Van W) k Kontraksereg 175,
'JC See infra lor more in this regard.
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damages as a substitute for performance. A further view is that although a total
impossibility terminates the obligations. the guilty party remains liable to compensate
the innocent party for damage suffered."
2 3 2 2 1 Cancellation in the event of prevention of performance.
This form of breach is deemed sufficiently serious to permit the innocent party to
cancel the contract whenever it should arise." It is not. however. clear if this notion
rings true for all cases and there is the view that the innocent part)' will only be
permitted to cancel the contract when the breach is material?'
A partial prevention of performance perm its the innocent party to cancel the contract
if the performance is divisible." The position is more intricate where the
performance is indivisible. It has been submitted that the innocent party could here
resile from the entire contract and claim damages or alternatively accept partial
performance and claim damages as far as he has suffered damages for the part that
failed to be performed." Partial performance may. however. lead to a further
problem as if the guilty party were to perform in teIlTIS of his remaining obligations.
this could be deemed to amount to positive matperforrnance." The innocent partys
right to cancel here will be governed by the principles governing cancellation at
positive mal performance.
In the case of relative impossibility. i.e. where the eventual impossibility of
performance is not yet certain. it has been submitted that the innocent party gains a
right to cancel after the lapse of a certain period of time99 When this right arises is
not entirely clear and is apparently subject to judicial discretion.
A more effective solution might be to regard relative impossibility as a form of
repudiation rather then impossibility of performance and apply the cancellation rules
-" De Wel & Van W,: k Komraktereg 176: Van Jer Merwe el al t ieneral l'rinciples 34(),
-LJ Van der Merwe el al General i'rinciples 340,
-Jj Lubbe & Murrax Contract Aw),
"6 De Wel & Van Wvk Kontraktereg 176 as referred lo ill Vall JCl' Merwe el al General Principles 34().
-<7 Vall der Merwe el al General Principles 341
"8 Van der Merwe el al General Principles 340.
,~)De Wel & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 176.
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of repudiation in order to determine when the innocent party may cancel. The
relationship of this form of breach with the other forms remains obscure and it would
appear that prevention of performance is by no means clearly established in South
African law,11I1I
2 3 3 Breach by the Creditor
The above forms of breach, with the exception of mora debitoris. have been discussed
generally without specifying which party. the debtor or creditor. are guilty of breach,
The reason for this is that all of the forms. with the exception once again of mora
debitoris. can be committed by both parties and the same principles apply mutatis
mutandis, lOl Similarly to mora debitoris. however. mora ereditoris can only be
committed by the creditor and consequently warrants further attention,
2 3 3 ] Mora Creditoris
Mora ereditoris is exclusively committed by a creditor, This form of breach relates to
the timeous performance of the creditor's duty to co-operate with the debtor in order
to facilitate performance by the latter.I()] It should not thus be used as a label for all
the breaches com m itted by a cred itor.
It seems futile to have such an independent form of breach if it relates to the very
same obligations. which are infringed at the case of mora debiloris,IIJ3 Cockrelll(J4
correctly asserts that this development can only be understood if a creditor's duty to
co-operate is substantially different from the duties of the debtor. De Wet'(J) strongly
asserts the uniqueness of this form of breach on account of its distinct requirements
10(, Cockrell Breach of Con/rae/ 3 I X, See chapter seven "here suggestions are made pertaining to the
tuture of this form ofbreach.
101 Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 343,
I(lc Ranch lnternational Pipelines t Transvaalttl'tvi I.td " /..11(; Constructlon ((ïtv)(I't,,) Ud 19X4 (3 J
SA 861 (W) '8.77 which relers to the definition of mora ereditoris as compiled hI De Wet. (T Van del'
Merwe et al General Principles 343,
10.1 See Reinecke "'n Paar opmerkinge oor die aard, gevolge en indcling \ an kontrakbreuk" 199(J T';,-' R
(-,77 Ó79- 680,
I(I~ Cockrell Breach ol Contract 3 I (J,
1115 De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg 182, This I iewpoint of De Wet i~ largel. based on the thesis by
De Villiers slora Creditons us ïorm "an Kontrakbreuk (1953), Cr. Ranch international Pipelines
tlransvaalttl'ty) l.td v U'/G Construction ((ï/v)(Ply) t.td supra '8.77,
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and consequences and strongly advocates its treatment as an independent form of
breach. The exam ination of this form of breach affords the opportunity to establ ish if
this approach is tenable.
23
2 3 3 1 1 The requirements for mora creditoris
From the definition of mora ereditoris. it is obvious that it can only arise where the
debtor required the creditor's co-operation to meet his obligations.':" Mora ereditoris
can occur before performance by the debtor takes place or when it takes place.'!" As
in the instance of mora debitoris.IOR mora ereditoris is only possible where the
performance by the creditor is still possible. Where the time and content of the
obligation of the creditor are so closely connected that performance at a later stage is
no longer viable. the creditor is not guilty of mora ereditoris but rather prevention of
, IIJC)
performance.
The first requirement is that the debt must be capable of fulfilment.'!" The debt must
not be subject to a suspensive condition or contain a time clause pro creditore. III
This requirement is essentially the requirement of mora debitoris that the debt must be
due and enforceable. adapted to the case of moru ereditoris The underlying principle
is the same in both instances. namely that the respective creditor or debtor cannot be
found to be in mora until their respective obligations are due.
The second requirement is that the debtor must have made a proper tender of
performance. The debtor must have done everything necessary from his side that did
not require the assistance of the creditor and then inform the creditor of the need for
his co-operation. I I c Where a time and place has been set for performance. the creditor
must perform his obligation accordingly. Where no such arrangements have been
Hic De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg IH2.
11J7 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 343. An example ol' "here the dut) to co-operate arises
prior lo the date lor performance by the debtor is where the buyer muv have to nominate a ship on
which the seller must load the goods and an example Di' "here the dut) to co-operate OCCUl'S at
performance is where the buyer has to open the premises to receive deliver).
lOR See 2 3 I I I I supra.
1(1') De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakiereg 183.
1111 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 344: De Wet & Van Wvk Kontrakiereg 183.
III Van der Merwe et al General Principles 344 n 284.
II: Zimmermann Roman Foundations 819: De Wet & Van Wyk Korurakrereg 184.
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made. or the debtor wishes to perform before or after the performance time. the debtor
must give him a reasonable time to do SO.113 The performance tendered by the debtor
must be proper in the sense that co-operation by the creditor will have the effect of
terminating the obi igations.ll~ What is required by the debtor depends on the nature
of the performance. the requirements of the contract and the provisions regulating the
discharge by perfonnance.115 As long as the defect is not serious enough to empower
the creditor to be able to reject performance. he may not refuse to accept the
performance even if the article is defective. III>
24
The third requirement IS that the creditor must fail to receive the performance
tendered. If the day set for performance arrives and the creditor fai Is to receive
performance he is deemed to be in mora.117 As mentioned above. where no date for
the performance has been set the creditor must be given a reasonable opportunity to
make arrangements to receive the performance and del iver the counter-performance if
necessary. IIk Once this reasonable time has lapsed the creditor falls in mora if he has
still not performed. II'! A time for performance may also possibly be inferred from a
demand instituted by the creditor as against the debtor. I~()
The fourth requirement is that the debt must be due to the fault of the creditor. De
Wet is of the opinion that. as in the case of mora debitoris. the creditor should not be
seen as being in mora if his inability to receive performance is not due to his own
failing. As is the case with mora debitoris. fault is a required tor mora ereditoris and
it is presumed to be present unless the creditor establishes an excuse.I~1
II, Van der Merwe et al General l'rinciples 344, See however vlortin Hurris <':' SOliS ()IS t l.dms) Bpk l°
QlI'a QlI'a Regeringsdiens 2000 (3) SA 339 SC/\ .149,
II" De W ct &. \i an lA." k Kontrakierev I X4,
II' Lubbe & Murrax (, 'ontract 52X, .~
III, De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakiereg 184,
117 De Wet& Van Wyk Kontraktereg 184,
lig De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakteteg 186,
II'! This requirement can clearly be likened to the third requirement outlined in the above discussion of
1110/'{/ debuoris which states thai the debtor's lad otpertormance must he wrongful 101' him to fall into
mora, see 2. .1 I I I I supra.
1:0 Lubbe & MUITa\ C'ontract 528,
1:1 Van der Meme'et al General Principles 344 n 2R5: see 2. .1 I I I I,I'/(p/'(/,
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233 1 2 The consequences and remedies of mora creditoris.
If a creditor falls into mora. any mora by the debtor relating to that obligation is
terminated. as the debtor and creditor cannot be in mora simultaneously.l+' As is the
case at mora debitoris. once the creditor falls into mora he bears the risk of
supervening impossibility and the debtor's duty of care is significantly reduced.l/''
The debtor can allegedly cancel the contract on the grounds of mora ereditoris in the
same circumstances as mora debitor;s,12.', The issue of consignation. whereby a
debtor releases himselfby performing to ajudicial officer in the face of the creditor's
refusal to co-operate is. with certain obscure statutory exceptions, only of historical
iznifi J)'islgnl Icance, _.
It is obvious that the requirements for mora ereditoris are by and large a modified
version of those set for mora debitoris One of the observations made while
investigating the above forms of breach is that the requirements and uniqueness of
each has lent itself to the development of distinct grounds for cancellation for each
and every form, This has not been the case in respect of mora ereditoris. which has in
fact mirrored the grounds that have come to pass at mora debitoris. 126 Th is
development is clearly curious if one considers that mora ereditoris is regarded as
being materially different from mora debitoris and consequently requiring
ind d ,,107111 epen ent recognition, -
2 4 Conclusion
The structure of breach presently confronting South A frican merchants. and often
international traders. is extremely intricate, Its complexity warrants the possession of
a substantial level of legal knowledge and experience to derenn ine the form of breach
an instance can be classified into. which in turn determines the remedies available,
I', F.ra.s'/11I1.1'l' Pienaar 19R4 (4) SA 9 (T) 20,
1:.1 Lubbe & Murra , Contract 52R-529: Van der Merwe Cl al Ciellem!!'/'incip!e.l' 3-+5,
I:. Van der Merwe Cl al General Principles 346,
I:S Lubbe & Murray Contract 529, See De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg I RX- 191 lor more on this
notion,
1:6 De Wel & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 191.
1,7 This matter wi l] be examined further in chapter seven,
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This considerable intricacy is unfortunate as it prevents a layman from attaining
certainty regarding the resolution of disputes and accordingly creates an atmosphere
of cynicism surrounding this area of law. This in turn discourages the undertaking of
contractual commitments which stunts growth and development. It is thus imperative
that a revision of the structure of the system of breach be considered. 12X
128 Suggestions in this regard are made in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PRINCIPAL REMEDIES A VAILABLE IN SOUTH AFRICAN LAW
3 1 Introduction
The focus of an examination of breach of contract ought to be the remedies available
to the injured party. Owing, however. to the fundamental position fulfilled by the
form of breach in the determination of the remedies available. the emphasis has
shifted to the classification of the parties conduct into one of the recognised forms of
breach. In order to accurately portray the extent of th is relationship one. nonetheless.
needs to make a study of the principal remedies recognised in South African law.
This will be done in the present chapter where particular attention will be directed to
the discovery of the precise relationship between the form of breach and the remedies
available. I
Enforcement of performance. damages and cancellation are the three key remedies
avai lable for breach of contract in South African law. The choice between these
remedies rests with the injured party. He may choose to implement more than one of
them together or in the alternative as long as the remedies are not inconsistent and he
is not overcornpensated'
3 2 The remedy of enforcement of performance
In South African law the primary remedy for an aggrieved party in the event of breach
of contract is specific performance or enforcement of performance." The Law of
Contract subscribes to the notion of pacta sunt servandc/' and as this remedy is aimed
I Findings made in this regard vvill be presented in chapter live.
2 Christie The taw ofContract 60S.
; Benson I' ';.1 ,I/II//I[t! Uie Assurance Society 198ó ( I ) SA 77h (A I 7R2, See:; :2 :; intra lor Cl discussion
regarding the correctness o l such an approach, There remain clear arguments in case la« that the right
to claim performance arises from the contract itself. with the result that performance can be claimed i I'
the debt is due regardless i I' the existence of a breach has been established or nol. cr Theron I' Theron
1973 (:lj SA óó7 (C). This concept will be discussed runher in chapter live when the relationship
between the breach round to be in existence and the remedies al ailable as a result will be discussed at
length,
~ The strict enforcement or obligations,
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at the performance of the duties under the contract. it is regarded as the natural
remedy for breach.' Subject only to a broad judicial discretion." a party always has
the right to claim performance of the obligations when the other party is found guilty
of breach. regardless of which form it takes.'
De WetS suggests that enforcement of performance can take the form of either
performance in forma specifica i.e. performance as envisioned by the contract
enforced by judicial proceedings or a surrogate performance in the form of the
monetary value of the performance. De Wet labelled this monetary claim as one for
"damages": this seems incorrect. as it does not entail compensation for loss. as is
normally the case with a claim for damages.') The majority of the Appellate Division
in [SEP Structural Engineering and Plating (Ply) Lid li Inland Exploration Co (Ply)
Ltd 1(1 found that a claim for surrogate performance is not available in South African
law as a remedy independent from a claim for compensation for loss. I I There have
since however been decisions questioning the correctness of this view. I c
3 2 1 The role of the exceptio non adimpleti contractus in a claim for
enforcement of performance
Certain extraordinary principles are applicable in respect to performance claims
concerning reciprocal contracts. The focal point of comparison of this thesis. the
contract of sale. is a prime example of such a contract. Accordingly it is necessary to
, Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 351.
o See 3 2 3 infra.
- Benson I' S.-/ shuuo! t.ife .issurance Societv 19XÓ ( I ) SA n(, (A I 7R2: Havnes I' King» illlamstown
itunicipatnv 195 I (2) SA 371 (A I .17R: See n 129
x De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 209.
oj Van der Merwe et al (Jenera I Principles 352.
III 19R I (4) SA I (A 17.
II cr. Van der Merwe et al General l'rinciples 353 n 13.
I: Mostert I' Old \,I1/II/(t! 20()1 (4) SA 159 IXó. See also the various criticisms ol' ignoring surrogate
performance as listed in this source. II' surrogate performance wen, round Lo be an independent remedy
in existence in South Africa. it would probably be subject to the same discretinnar- power as applicable
at specific performance in the usual sense. CT 1'(J/7 immerzeel cl:. Po hi and another I' Somaneer Ltd
200 I (2) SA 90 (SCA I. As a result of this uncertainty still existing in our case law. this thesis will use
the term performance or enforcement of performance rather then specific performance. which is usually
used in South African lavv, See however Van del' Merwe ct al General Principles 353-354 lor
submissions tav ouring the non-acceptance or surrogate performance as an independenet form or
breach.
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ascertain the precise role of these principles and more importantly. for the objective of
this thesis. whether there applicability depends on the form of breach in existence
Under reciprocal contracts each party undertakes to perform in exchange for the
counter performance of the other party.':' These contracts are regulated by the
principle of reciprocity. which is applicable if the parties are required to perform
simultaneously or the plaintiff is required to perform before the other contracting
party.!" The principle requires the performance or tender of performance by the
plaintiff in order to implement his demand for counter-performance. I :i It also entitles
a party to hold back his performance. i.e. raise the exceptio non adimpleti contractus'?
unti I the other party has perforrned.l
The practical effect is that the said claimant must allege in his pleading that he has
already performed or that he is prepared and equipped to do SO.IX If the pleadings do
not contain such contentions. the other party is free to argue that the pleadings do not
supply a cause of action." Should the claimant provide such assertions in his
pleadings. the co-contractant is at liberty to deny them but the ball is in his court as far
as issues of proof are concerned."
It is thus clear that the exceptio is not in itself a remedy for breach but rather a pre-
requisite for the claiming of performance in respect of reciprocal obligations."
Through this function it does. however. satisfy a further role in that it presents a
defence for a party facing a claim for performance.
The overriding aim of this thesis is the establishment of the exact relationship between
the form of breach found to be in existence and the remedies available as a result. It is
1.1 De Wel & Van Wy k Kontrakiereg 196.
I" Van der Merwe el al Generat Principles 359. Il is important till' the purposes o lthis thesis \0 note
that at a contract otsale the panies usually perform sirnultaneouslv.
15 Van der Merwe ct al Generul Principles 359.
I,. Hereafter the exceptio
17 BK Tooling (Edms) Bpk r Scope Precision Engineering supra 415-416.
IX Van der Menl'e eL al General Principles 359.
I" De Wel & Van Wy" Kontraktereg 197: Van der Merwe eL al General Principles 359.
cO 13'" Tooling (Edms) Bpk l' Scope Precision Engineering (Edms) Bpk supra 419.
cl Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 361. Cr. R'" 7ooiing (Edms) Hpk l' Scope Precision
Engineering (Edms) Bpk supra 419. See infra for the erfeet otthis tinding.
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therefore necessary to determine whether the form of breach a party's conduct IS
classified as has any bearing on the appl ication of exceptio.
While it is apparent that the exceptio is available at all attempts to enforce the
obligations of reciprocal contracts, there is one aspect of this defence which is only
appl icable at positive malperformance and not at any of the other forms. namely the
prospect of its relaxation.
The application of the exceptio proves problematic when the claimant has performed
or tendered performance but the performance proved to be defective. The defendant
could then reject the performance, if he was entitled to do so in the circumstances, and
h . h . JJt en raise t e exceptio." This situation does not give rise to great difficulty.
Problems arise when the defendant is not at liberty to reject the performance.
On a strict application of the above principles even if he was not permitted to reject
the very same defective performance. the defendant could raise the exceptio on the
basis that the claimant has not rendered a proper perforrnance.v' In BK Tooling
(Edms) Bpk v Scope Precision Engineering (Edms) Bpk the appellate division ushered
in a discretionary power for the courts to relax the principle of reciprocity and grant
the plaintiff a contractual claim2.J for a reduced price> This case brought a fresh and
equitable end to the above stalemate and is hailed as "an outstanding blend of legal
scholarship and pragmatic common sense ...". cr,
22 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakrereg 200.
21 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 20()-20 I. IJe Wet suggests that the doctrine of substantial
performance comes to the rescue here. this doctrine has. however heen rejected h; the Appellate
Divivision in Bf,: Tooling (Edms) Bpk l'Scape Precision Englneering tlidms) Bpk supra 431)(;-437A. at
least in as far as its application at the principle ofreciprocity is concerned.
'4 Rather then a claim based on enrichment as was advocated b: other case law. See n 25 infra.
2j Cockrell Breach o]' Contract 3 I-I. The judgment sa« the end or the so-called ..tri log: .. 0 I' cases on
this matter which consisted or Houman l' ,V()/Ïjie IlJI4 AI) 2'13: Breslin l' Hichens IlJI4 AI) 312: Van
Rensburg l' Straughan 1914 AD 317.The trilogy was believed to stipulate that while the exceptio
stopped the plaintiff trom claiming performance from the defendant. hl: could institute Cl claim lor li
quantum meruit. which was calculated by deducing the cost or rcmedx ing the delecu IC performance
Irorn the contract price on the basis or unjust enrichment. Cf. l.ubbe & Murray C 'ontract 570.
26 Cockrell Breach ol Contract J 14. Before such discretion is exercised, the plainti IT has to convince
the court that the defendant has utilised the defective performance to his advantage and tollowing this
that special circumstances exist requiring the court to exercise its discretion. In other « ords he needs to
persuade them that fairness demands that this discretion be implemented. The plainti IT also needs to
supply the amount that the contract price should be reduced to. nA: Tooling (Edms} lipk r Scope
Precision Engineering (J:dl11S) Bpk supra 435.This amount is usually derived b: taking into account the
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The exact scope of the court's discretionary power and its sphere of application has
not. however. been fully ascertained yet.27 The fact that it. however. fulfils the
function of a procedural prerequisite rather then a remedy diminishes its relevance for
present purposes as it does not aid the exploration of the relationship between breach
and remedies but simply shows that their may be procedural distinctions at the
appl ication ofthe remedies in respect of different forms of breach,
3 2 2 The courts discretion to order the enforcement of performance
" IT [he Court has a discretion to grant or to refuse an order I'()r performance ... Once that is
realized (sic). il seems clear. both logically and as a rnauer of principle that an: curtailment or
the Court's discretion inevitably entails an erosion of the plaintiffs right in some way or
another, ··CS
These modest lines hailed the conclusion of numerous years of uncertainty." It
conveyed clarity concerning the extent of the courts powers in context of enforcing
performance and how it should exercise its discretion. The court clearly rejected the
resort to a number of "crystallized instances in which specific performance should be
refused'<'' developed in earlier case law." Although rejected as mechanical rules. the
instances still. however. remain relevant in the form otguidelines."
Cockrel133 argues that this discretion of the court encroaches excessively on a party's
fundamental right to performance of the contract. It could be argued that the lack of
clear rules to be taken into account when exercising this discretion could result in
legal uncertainty. In view of the conservatism of judicial thinking, it is submitted that
cost of remedying the defective performance. \I hich i~ one (If the quantification measures used to
determine damages. sec :1 3 2 infra.
27 It appears that on the basis of fairness the discreuonary power can still be exercised Cl en where the
exceptio can no longer be instituted as a fulfillment mechanism, sec Thompson r Schott: 1999 (I) SA
232(SCA),
2R Benson )' S.-I vluttta! t.ife Assurance Society supra n2 - nn,
2'> See in this regard Beck "The coming of age o l specific performance 19X7 tomparative &
tnternational law Journal ofSouth Africa 190 195-208: Cockrell Breach otContrae. 32X .no,
..(I Cockrell Breach of Contract 32X, For a list of these instances see Christie The !U)I o] contract 60X-
615 .
.. I l lavnes r Kingwilliamstown Municipolitv 195 I (:2 \ SA :171 (/\ I. Although this case did not set the
factors as rigid rules. UI er time they were seen as such.
12 There still exists uncertainty in our law regarding the resort to an order ofspecific performance in the
case of service contracts. See in this regard Van der Merwe et al Generat Principles 355-35ó: Lubbe &
Murray Connact 543- 545.
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the factors used in the past to determine when a court should exercise its discretion
will continue to play an important if not overriding role in this regard.
3 2 3 Should enforcement of performance be regarded as the principal remedy
for breach?
The emphasis on enforcement of performance as the chief or primary remedy for
breach can be traced back to a strict adherence to the notion of pacta sunt .lervanda.34
The idea of a man' s worth being directly proportional to h is word seemed to form the
basis of contract law in earlier times.
The question is whether this idea still is feasible today and whether it is viable from
an economic point of view in view of the radically different approach evident in
common law sysrems " and criticism of enforcement of performance as an obstacle in
the way of economic efficiency. 3ó
It is submitted that if enforcement of performance were not available generally. as is
presently the case. South Africa' s entire system of contract law. notwithstanding her
system of breach would be turned on its head. Absent a strict adherence to the
obligations as created by contracts. contractants would be forced to tore go a
significant degree of certainty in the event of breach. A legal system comprising
uncertain and thus uneasy parties is bound to display a substantial degree of
inadequacy whether it is in the form of contlicting legal opinions or in deterrence to
trade. All of which will result in economic waste.
In conclusion thus South Africa's present regard tor the remedy of enforcement of
performance as the principal remedy at breach has proved to be sufficiently adequate.
The general discretion of the court not to order performance in certain instances will
') Cockrell Breach o] Contract :13().
). See 3 2 SI/pro. .
'5 See 3 :; infra.
,<, See in this regard the comments bv Farnsworth and Posner in Van Heerden "/\n l-xploratory
Introduction to the Leonornic Analysis of Law I ':IX I Responsa sleridiana 152 15-1 - 157: Cockrell
Breach ofContract 331 and the references quoted at n 170. See also Unibank Savings und Loans Ltd,'
.~hso Bank Ltd 2000 (4) SA 191 (W) regardi ng the issue 0 I' economic \\ aste arising from an order 0l
performance.
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viable remedy."
33
33 Damages
In South African law. as unequivocally pointed out above. enforcement of
performance is regarded as the principal remedy for breach. This once again stems
directly from the country's richly Roman-Dutch bloodline." In direct contrast
English law regards damages as the primary remedy and enforcement of performance
merely enjoys the status of an exceptional remedy awarded on the basis of equity
when a verdict of damages would prove inadequate."
The cancellation path. as has been gauged from the above discussion on the forms of
breach. is not always accessible to an injured party. Even where it is available. both it
and enforcement of performance do not in all situations adequately provide for the
loss suffered by the injured party." In certain situations this loss or disadvantage he
endured can only be sufficiently addressed by the guilty party paying a monetary sum
in the form of damages.' I Accordingly in South African law. the remedy of damages
is always available to the injured party. irrespective of whether he decides to enforce
the contract or cancel it."'~ The claim can further be instituted in conjunction with an
order of performance or a cancellation claim. or it can stand on its own."'_'
Over the years a particular structure has developed in the South African law of
damages. At the forefront of this structure rest certain general principles which are
always to be taken into account by the courts. As time passed. however. various
measures of quantification were developed. which are used to calculate loss at the
various standard forms of breach. These measures of quantification have.
nevertheless. developed on the basis of the general principles and should only be
'7 inibank Savings and l.oansl.td ,.. -ïbsa Bank l.tdsupru 20l).
\~ Cockrell Breach ole 'ontract 325.
N Christic the luv. ole ontroet ó05: Cockrell Breach otConnact 32:'i-32h.
"(I De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg 195.
"I De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg 195.
Ic Van der Merwe et al General Principles 351.
".' Lubbe & Murray ('OI1l/"CICI 602. See also the abox e remarks on damages a~ a 'surrogate' lor specific
performance.
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applied as far as they give effect to them.-I-I Accordingly they should always be
viewed with circumspection and their practical effectiveness should be assessed on a
continuous basis.
The general principles applicable at damages will now be examined briefly. following
which one of the measures of quantification. which may prove of particular interest
for the present thesis wi II be explored.
3 3 1 General principles
When claiming damages. a party must not only prove the existence of his loss but also
the extent of it." If the plaintiff has. however. proved damage or loss by the best
evidence available the court will determine the extent of the damages to be awarded."
The law of contract does further not concern itself with non-patrimonial loss and
merely awards damages for patrimonial loss.-I7
The standard approach employed by the courts to measure damages has enjoyed many
different labels over the years. the most popular of which have been the "difference"
or "differential'ttheory'<" and the interesse principle. Essentially it entails a
comparison between the present patrimonial position of the plaintiff after the damage
causing event and his hypothetical patrimonial position had the damage-causing event
not occurred." The difference is known as the interesse of the party and represents
the loss suffered511
.j.j De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 231.
i; Swar! ,. I (In der I \,'er IY70 I I ) SA A33 I.A) 643. I he South African courts arc not prepared to award
damages (nominal damages) on mere proof hy the plainti Ir that a breach of contract exists. CJ". Lubbe
& Murrax Contract 602 .
.j(, Van der Merwe et al General Principles 386,
.JJ Administrator ,Yawl ,. Edouard 1990 (3) S.A 581 I.A), Cf. Van der Merwe ct al Generat l'rinciples
389, Often however the loss suffered due [0 the breach of contract extends past the infringement of
patrimonial interests and effects non-patrimonial interests such CIS bodil. injun or an infringement o l
one's personality, interests COl ered hy the lall ofdelict. The interest, ol' a pan: can unronunatcl , not
always be separated into neat little boxes and once again the threat ill' an III crlap between the lallol'
delict and contract arises. Cl', Lubbe & Murrax CO/7/retCI (1)2-60-f,
.jB Van der Merwe et al General Principles 387: Lubbe & Murrell Comroet ó04,
.jc) Swart )' I 'an der I:V\'ersupra.
;0 Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 387, This approach ma: prov e difficult to apply Owing to
the fact that damages ma: he instituted along with other remedies. when determining the actual
position of the parties effect must be gil en to an: remedies the panics ma: hal c instituted. sec Lubbe
& Murray Contract 60S, Both the negativ e and positi. e consequence, of the damage causing event
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The approach seems complex enough without any additional distinctions or divisions.
The situation. however. goes from murky to anarchic when one refines the interesse
principle into positive and negative interesse. The point of departure in South African
contract law when assessing damages is that the injured party is entitled to be placed
in the position he would have been in if the breach of contract had not occurred.t'
This entitles the injured party to positive interesse which entails envisioning the
hypothetical patrimonial position of the party should the breach of contract never have
occurred. egative interesse. which is traditionally the approach employed when
assessing damages in the law of delict. seeks to place the party in the position he
would have been in had the delict never occurred.i" If negative interesse is thus
employed in the law of contract the damage causing event would be the contract itself
rather then the breach. :i3
The only advantage one appears to gain by claiming negative interesse is the ability to
claim the expenses incurred to conclude the contract." In Hamer" Wet//55 it was.
however. stated that these expenses can be claimed as part of positive interesse. This
case also held that a plaintiff does not have a right to elect to claim damages on the
basis of negative interesse and is limited to a claim calculated on the basis of positive
• 1(1
Interesse.'
must be taken into account. De Wet & Van W\-" Kontraktereg 225 Sec l.uhbe & Murra. Contract hOS
regarding the 'breakel en principle'.
jl Proben \"Baker I ()~3 (3) SA 229 (I)) 223: De Wet & Van W)" Kamraktereg 222.
jc Lubbe & Murray Contract 604.
;; Van der Merwe et al General Principles 391-392. It is submilleo that when viewed correctly there is
no real distinction between the two. Cr. Van Aswegen "Damages lór Negative Interesse in Cases of
Breach ofContract" 1993 S·I Xlerc LJ 265266 and the authorities quored in n 7 therein. While positive
interesse is viewed as the principal approach at contract. case la« has gil en rise to the vie« that after
the cancellation (lf a contract Cl part) is at libert , to choose whether to institute posiii. c or ncgatix c
interesse. Proben I' Haker 19R3 (3) SA 229 II)): obiter in Svorinic I' Hif!,gs I ()~5 (2) SA 753 (W). U'.
Lubbe & Murray (·ol7lmc/613-616. See Van Aswegen "Damages I(lr Negative lnteressc" 2h9-275 tor
criticism of the laetors which gave rise to such a linding.
\.j Van der Merwe et al General Principles 392. I .ooking at negati , c interesse from il purely theoretical
view. it simply appears paradoxical to base one's claim on the breach o l a contract and then think Clwa)
the very same contract to determine what one has lost due lO the lack of its continuation In effect one
is viewing the conclusion of the contract as the damage causing event rather then the breach.
VanAswegen "Damages lor Negative Interesse" 273.
\\1993 (I) SA 235 (1'). See also Van Aswegen "Damages tor Negative Interesse" 272-273.
\" Homer \. Wall .I'/I/)/,{/ 241. See in this regard Van der Merwe ct al t ieneral Princtples 3Y2-395. An
alternative approach invoking the identification of contractual interests g iving rise a partys claim was
identitied in Anglo-American lavv hy Fuller & Purdue and is investigated further in l.ubbe & Murray
Contract Su«.
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Adding to an already uncertain situation, is the view that the focus at the assessment
of damages can either be subjective. in terms of which the actual position and factors
facing the party who has suffered by the breach are taken into account. or objective.
where the typical damage suffered by a party at such a breach is examined." It is
however submitted. that as the aim of damages is to compensate the injured party for
the loss he actually suffered. the point of departure should be subjective."
Damages will only be granted if there is a direct causal link between such damages
and the breach of contract. This principle seems logical and simple. yet in the age-old
tradition of South African law. a number of ambiguous and complex theories and
viewpoints have developed in this regard.
The law will not hold the guilty party liable for all the damage caused by the contract.
and for this reason a party is only liable if both factual and legal causation are
established." A number of theories have developed to determine the remoteness of
the loss to the breach of contract.i" The most practically pleasing of which appears to
be the test of reasonable foreseeability as expressed in Steenkamp v Du Toit. 61
From a purely external point of view. one would expect that the actual application of
the test would cause no more problems than that caused by the 'officious bystander
test" as applied to determine the presence of tacit terms. as both tests would seem to
apply the same sort of practical inference by the judicial officer, The use of it by the
'7 Lubbe & Murrax Contract Siï«.
iX An objectie e approach vvi II however rear its head at an appl ication () I' the measures ()I' quanti lication.
l.ubbe & MUITa\ ('ol1lmc/604 -606,
,,' Van del' Mer~\e ct al General Principles 39() &. 395, I () determine tactual causation the condierio
sine <1110 non leSl is empl(») ed. Christie The /'(/11' o] tontroc! 629, In terms o l thi s lest the breach o l
contract is thought a\la) and if the breach also disappears, the damage is deemed to be as a result ofthe
breach, It is however put forward that as such a deduction is purel. common-sense. there is no need tor
such a specially devised lest.
h(1 Van der Merwe ct al Generul Principles 395: Lubbe &. MUITa) Contract 62·+_ lhix process in lact
determines whether legal causation. which is the causation required t() hold a pan) liable, is present.
hi 191() TS 171 175 as relerred to in Lubbe & Murray Contract 62.+: "II In cases not complicated by the
existence of lraud nr other exceptional features. a person who has rendered himsel I' liable lor damages,
is responsible II)!' the natural and probob!e consequences o l his act. these consequences being
ascertained vvith relerenee lO the defendant's knowledge al the time, :\ man, theretore. who has tailed
10 earl') out his contractual obligation. is liable lor such damages as he must reasonablv have known
would naturally and probably result from the breach: such damages in other words. a, given his
knowledge o l the circumstances, might naturally be expected to Iollo« the breach." (author's
emphasis),
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courts has. however. been complicated by English case law'" and a distinction
developed by Pothier63 Both the last mentioned sources have embraced a distinction
between general (intrinsic) and special (extrinsic) loss. a distinction which has also
been adopted by our courts."
General (intrinsic) damages are assumed to have been foreseen by the parties. or
"being within their contemplation'J" and are generally recoverable and accordingly
do not need to be specially pleaded." Extrinsic (special) damages are on the other
hand only recoverable in special circumstances and need to be specially pleaded by
the plaintiff." Two tests have traditionally been employed by the courts to determ ine
whether extrinsic damages are recoverable6k These are namely the contemplation
principle and the convention principle.
The contemplation principle requires the damage to have been contemplated or
reasonably foreseen by the parties at the conclusion of the contract.?" Extraordinary
losses are allegedly foreseeable if special circumstances making the loss a probable
resu It of the breach were or ought to ha ve been known to the party responsi bie for
breach." The convention principle states that the damages will only be recoverable if
the plaintiff is able to prove that the guilty party contractually undertook to be
accountable for such damage." It must be proved that the guilty party was
sufficiently aware of the risk of that particular damage. that it can be held that he
agreed to be liable."
he Hadley 1" Baxendale I X54 9 1'::\ 341, 1854 156 J::R 145,
".1 Obligations par, 159-167 as relerred to in Lubbe & Murray Contrac! 624 -625,
"J Shot: investments IPIV) t.td vKalovyrnas 1976 (2) SA 545 (1\) and the other case la« relerred to in
Van der Merwe et al General Principles 296 n 299,
h; Lubbe & M urray Controct 625,
,," Van der Merwe et al General Principles 397,
,,7 Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 399: l.ubbc &. Murra, tontroct 625, I\lthough I arious
general examples o l each have been developed, whether damage should be regarded as extrinsic or
intrinsic will ultirnately depend on the circumstances or Cl cr: case, This distinction has further been
likened to the distinction made between a subjeetil e and obiecu. e locus at the assessment ()!' darnages.
see i.ubbe & Murrav Contract 626, The usc or the eireurnstance- 1)1' the case t" determine whether
darnages arc extrinsic (lI' intrinsic could be \ icwcd a possible corninuation or the subjective approach,
as the actual circumstances or the parties are regarded as paramount.
"S Lubbe & Murrax Controet 626: Van der Merwe et al Generat l'rinciples 399-4() I,
h'} Van der Merwe et al General Principles 399,
70 Lubbe & MUITal Contract 626,
-I Lubbe & Murra~ C 'O/1/raCI 626,
r: The Appellate dil ision has seemed to have lavored the COI1\ ention principle. sec I,UI'e/)' ~, Co Ltd 1"
Jungheinrich 1931 AI) 156: Shot: investments (Ply) Ltd " Kolovvmas 1976 supra 554 F-Ci: I lolmdene
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It is submitted that the contemplation principle should on the basis of the above
criticism be accepted above the rather impractical convention principle. The
foundation of the contemplation principle is sound and based on the very essence of
the foreseeability principle as originally stated. Further. the acceptance of this
principle seems to do away with the need for a distinction between special and general
damages. as the principle is equally applicable at both.Ï:' A distinction which is
arbitrary if one considers the issue of breach from a purely subjective point of view.Ï"
3 3 2 Quantification measures.
Now that the basic principles applicable to the claim for damages have very briefly
been explored. one of the measures of quantification used to give effect to them.
namely the market value rule will be dealt with in order to show illustrate how the
quantification measures are regarded as an extension of the general principles set out
7'above.' An attempt will also be made to determine whether this measure of
quantification has developed in line with specific forms of breach.
3 3 2 1 The market value rule
The damages suffered at breach of contract consist principally of a monetary value
representing the performance the innocent party has had to forego as a consequence of
the breach 7h Th is monetary val ue of marketable performances is usua lly accepted to
Brickworks (Ptl) l.td I' Roberts Construction ('IJ Ltd ISl77 l:ll S/\ 67(J 1/\) us relerred lo in Van der
Merwe et al General Principles 40 I n 329. This principle is nul. howe. cr. tree trom criticism us an
illusory construction of an agreement to pa: damages seems perplexing. It is doubtful. barring at the
discussion ofpenalty clauses. which the contractants would hav c considered the undertaking ofliability
lor breach b: one or both or them. breach would at this point sirnplv nol have been an issue, See Van
der Merwe et al General Principles 399-40 I: Christie the I.UII' (Jf Connact 640 lor runher criticism or
the convention principle,
71 l.ubbe & Murrax Contract 6211,
71 See Thoroughbred Breeder's Association I' Price ïïaterhouse ('IJOPel',I' 2()() I (-+ IS,," 55 I (S( '1\) 51Q
where it was suggested obither that the flexible test otIa« Ill' delict shlluld be imported into the lall or
contract. Cl', Van der Merwe et al General Principles 4()()-40 I,
-j This rule is discussed in light or the particular locus 0" this thesis: the contract Ill' sale, Other
quantification measures can be found in De Wel & \ an 'vV,:k ,,'u/I/mk/ereg 23IJ-23I : van JCl' Merwe Cl
al General Principles 4()3-412,
7" Van der Merwe et al General Principles 405, This amount will be adjusted b: the monetary I alue or
any performance still ovving b: him in the event of cancellation, or bl the monetary value of' the
performance he ma) already hal c receiv ed.
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be the market value or market price of the lost performance." Damages are thus
frequently assessed with reference to this yardstick. which is referred to as the market
value rule."
Thus where the one party has del ivered a defective performance. the market value of
such performance can be subtracted from the market value wh ich the proper
performance would represent. and in so doing one would arrive at the damages the
innocent party could claim for the positive malperforrnance." Novick" Benjamin'"
refers to the use of this remedy at non-performance in the form of non-del ivery by the
seller or non-acceptance by the purchaser.
The market value rule presents a fair and workable method to calculate damages and
appears accordingly to be available at most forms of oreach." Beyond the fact that
the measure cannot be used in as far as it does not give effect to the general principles.
it is not possible to prescribe rigid rules in regard to its application."
In essence the applicability of the remedy mainly revolves around the definition of a
"marketable performance". It is clear that a market for the goods needs to be in
existence. yet a market in the traditional organised sense does not have to be present.
and is regarded as any location where there exists a demand for and a supply of the
perforrnance" The market value is usually calculated with reference to the time and
place at which the performance would have taken place.X-l The time of determination
may prove important as various market forces could provide for vast changes in prices
in a relatively short period of tirne."
77"ovick ,. Benjamin 1<)72 (2) SA R42 (A) R60: Van der Merwe Cl al General Principles 4()5: De Wet &
Van Wyk Kontraktereg 23 I.
7~ Kotzenellenbogen I.id ,. ,l/lIllin 1977 (4) SA H55 (A) 879-880.
7') De Wel & Van Wyk Kontraktereg :232.
,,, Supra 860.
" Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 4()5-4()(). Sec h()"c\ er 4()h Il .l)().
s: De Wet & Van W~ k Kontraktereg 232-2:13. \lhu al~!) pro , ide un example olw herc the principle w i l]
not he applicable.
~1 See Lubbe & Murray Contract 639 for the definition as sel OUl in Kotzenellenbogen l.td ,.. vtultin
1977 (4) S.A H55 (.A) 878-879 which was subsequerul. con firmed in Kangra Holdings rjJly) Ltd ,.
.viinister ol'" 'ater .tffairs 1998 (4) SA 330 (SeA) 336.
~4 De Wel & Van iiyk Kontrakiereg 233: .' ovick 1" Benjamin supra H61 .
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It is thus evident that while this measure does provide a useful method to determine
damages, it must always be remembered that it merely represents a crystallisation of
the general principles. The latter can always be relied on by the injured party to
quantify damages. What does however prove problematic in practice is the tendency
of the courts to slavishly adhere to this measure and accordingly require a party to
expressly provide grounds to justify a deviation from this process." As reiterated
through out this section on damages. the point of departure must be the general
principles and the quantification measures ought only to be applied as far as they give
effect to such.
3 4 Cancellation
Cancellation. in contrast to the other two remedies. is viewed as an extraordinary
remedy and its accessibility is accordingly restricted." In the above sections it was
pointed out how the availability of the remedy largely depends on the relevant form of
breach. Any investigation into a possible unification of the forms of breach would
unavoidably thus involve a quest to determine a complementary uniform approach to
h· dv i xxt IS reme y 111 contract. The clarification of the various opportunities to cancel as
arising at each term of breach was delved into adequately above and this section will
simply seek to make a few further general comments on this exceptional yet severe
remedy.
3 4 1 The notion of material breach
An historical survey of the role of cancellation in South African law does not leave
much to work with and it is irrefutable that the modern day approach to cancellation is
markedly more liberal then in Roman Dutch times." This was shown to be largely
due to foreign intluence. particularly in the form of English law."
" Whether darnagcs art: claimed Oil their 0\111. or ill conjunction \lilh a claim lor cancellation or
enforcement of performance, will also be a factor determining the lime and place al which the market
value will be determined. Van der Merwe et al General Principles 407-.WX.
N6 Van der Merwe Cl al General Principles 409: De Wel &. Van W~ k Kontraktereg 231.
X7 Van der Merwe t:l al General Principles 351.
XN See the discussion below and the recommendations made in chapter' SCI en.
x" Cockrell Breach at ('onlr(/CI321: Harker "The Nature and Scope of Rescission' ó7-70.
'~I Cockrell Breach ofContract 321.
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Today the South African courts are said to recognise a general right to cancel in the
event of a material breach of contract." It was shown that specific rules as regards
the right to cancel have developed in respect of the forms of breach. but it has been
submitted that the concept ofa material breach remains at the core of these rules."
When the possibility of cancellation on the grounds of positive mal performance was
discussed above. it was shown that the availability of the remedy depends entirely on
the severity or materiality of the breach." It was. however. pointed out that the
meaning of this concept has not as of yet been explicitly and clearly decided by our
COUltS. Criticism of this situation was also provided. To facilitate the comparison
which will be made later as between South African law and the CISG. which
em braces the correlative idea of fundamenta I breach. th is profuse lack of clarity needs
to be investigated further.
Cancellation is a drastic remedy and the requirement of a "minimum degree of
seriousness" for the breach as a prerequisite for cancellation is seen as a way to curb
its impact." The proof of such seriousness often places a weighty burden on the
shoulders of the party wishing to terminate, Palties are often forced tor the sake of
certainty to include a lex commissoria in the contract and in so doing avoid the
ambiguity associated with the concept of a material breach."
The fact that contractants need to avoid the working of their legal system due to the
fear of its ambiguities and vagueness is extremely undesirable, It is clear that in
addition to the need for elucidation of this notion of material breach. the approach to
cancellation as a whole requires significant clarification,
"I Harker "The Nature and Scope of Rescission" 70,
"c Naudé & Lubbe "Cancellation lor 'material' or '{undamental breach: A comparaii, c analysis or
South A trican law. 'I he I iN Convention on Contracts tor the International Sale 0 I' Goods ICl SCi) and
The I Jnidroit Pri nci ples on lnternational Commercial Contracts" ~()() I Siel! LH ~71 ~71-:1Tl:
'IJ See 2:1 I ~ I supra.
'1-l Harker "The Nature and Scope or Rescission" 7(),
'I' Otto ''I)ie konsensuele terugtredingsreg (le" cornrn issmia I, Breidelloos aldwi ngbaar?" 20() I rSA H
20:1 204,
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In South African law there have been various attempts to develop a more uniform
approach, One of these has already been visited in chapter two. namely that of De
Wet & Van Wyk who state that cancellation is available where the breach is so
serious that the aggrieved party cannot reasonably be expected to abide by the
contract and be satisfied with damages." A further approach corresponding to the
reformulation of the forms of breach by Nienaber as referred to above. '-)7 has also been
suggested." Both these approaches however fail to make any headway in the quest to
provide more tangible rules in this regard,
There is however dissent on whether the theory of material breach can be stated in
more concrete terms, Harker99 is of the opinion that this is not possible due to two
factors: firstly the sheer number of ways a breach can arise. and secondly the fact that
the interests of both parties need to be balanced, He is of the opinion that as every
case involves a significant degree of judicial discretion only general principles as
apposed to rigid rules can be devetoped.'?"
While these points are not without merit. there is nothing standing in the way of the
development of a number of concrete factors. based on experiences in practice. lO aid
the court in their decisions in this regard thereby providing some SOl1 of stability In
the sea of uncertainty that presently presents itself.
By basing the factors on instances which occur regularly in practice. one could
introduce an air of objectivity but at the same time the subjective situation of the
parties concerned can be taken into account by leaving the final decision to the
judicial discretion of the presiding official.'?' 1(1::'
"" De Wet & Van Wy" Konn-aktereg 17<1as referred to in Naudé and I.ubbc "Cancellation 11)1'"Material
or Tundamental' breach" -'73,
"7 See 2 :2 and chapter two n 12 supra.
'IR Naudé and Lubbe "Cancellation lor 'Matcrialor' Fundamental' breach" -'73-] 74.
,,) Harker "The Nature and Scope of Rescission" 79,
Inn Harker "The Nature and Scope or Rescission" 7<1,
lOl A number or such laetors. based on the CISG and the LJ IDROIT principles liCIT identified in
Naudé and Lubbe "Cancellation lor 'Material or 'Fundamental' breach" ,,72-373,
102 Some further suggestions on these factors xvi II be made in chapter sel en,
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3 5 Conclusion
The present chapter sought to impart a concise portrayal of the remedial system
presently facing South Africa. This was done with the specific objective of
facilitating the discovery of the exact relationship between the form of breach found
to be in existence and the remedies available as a result. The findings made in this
regard will be divulged in chapter five.
While outlining this remedy system. numerous instances of unnecessary complexity
and ambiguity were unearthed. This does not bode well for the fostering of greater
certainty in contractual undertakings and consequently the system needs to be
reformed. I 03
101 Proposals in this regard are made in chapter Sc.:I cn.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ASPECTS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN SYSTEM OF BREACH PERTAINING
TO THE CONTRACT OF SALE
4 1 Introduction
The intricate set of principles governing the South African system of breach and
remedies was set out in chapter two and three respectively. The situation however
becomes more intricate in certain instances owing to the persistence of additional
principles, over and above the general ones. for a range of specific contracts.
The focal point of this thesis. the contract of sale is one of the areas where
supplementary principles and rules have surfaced. These further principles include
certai n instances of additional responsibi Iity for the seller and add itional modes of rei ief
for the buyer. As these additional developments are not readily regarded as falling
within the traditional system of breach and remedies. they may affect the relationship
between the forms of breach and remedies and will accordingly be explored in the
present chapter.
4 2 The seller's obligations
A contract of sale is a reciprocal agreement whereby the seller undertakes to del iver an
object to the buyer. who undertakes to pay the seller a sum of money in exchange. I The
obligations of the seller have traditionally received the 1110st attention. Two of these
obligations namely the duty to warrant the buyer against eviction and the liability for
defective goods. particularly latent defects. have received particular consideration in
case law and distinctive principles have developed in regard to each. The exact
foundation and tenor of these principles often give rise to much confusion and
ambiguity and this will accordingly be dealt with below.
I De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 313.
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4 2 1 The seller's liability for eviction
The seller is obligated to warrant the buyer against eviction. This obligation entails the
assurance that a person with a stronger title then the buyer wi II not oust the merx from
him thereby depriving him of the use and enjoyment of it.~
The exact scope of this obligation was developed over a considerable period of time and
the buyer is today no longer regarded as having been evicted only if he has suffered
judicial dispossession of the merx. 3 Eviction is also deemed to be present if the buyer
was forced to pay a sum of money to a claimant to keep the merx. as is the case with an
intermediate buyer in a chain of successive sales. who was forced to make a payment to
a further buyer as a result of the iatters eviction ..j To hold the seller responsible for the
eviction. the buyer needs to inform the seller once he is threatened with an eviction, so
he can come to his aid. Even in the absence of the sellers assistance. the buyer is still
expected to put up a proper defence ivirilis defensios.' If the buyer neglects to inform
the seller or provide a proper defence. he can still hold the seller liable. provided he can
prove that the other party" s title was sufficiently strong that the above attempts would
have been fruitless."
The classification of the buyer's liability when this obligation is infringed is not certain.
It has not yet been clearly established whether it can be regarded as one of the
traditional forms of breach of contract or some sort of sui generis liability governed by
specific principles and giving rise to sui generis remedies. This uncertainty stems from
a lack of clarity regarding the exact foundation of the obligation to warrant against
eviction. The case law has not as of yet provided much assistance in this regard.'
4 2 1 1 The evicted buyer's remedies
C De Wet & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 329: Loiz Purchase andSale 37-+.
, Lotz Purchase and Sale 374.
J Garden City Motors (Ptv) Ltd I' Bank of/he Orange Free Slate Ltd 19R3 (2) SA 104 (N): l.ouis Bo/ha
.1lo/ars 1" James & Slabbert Motors (P/Y) Ltd 19R3 (3) SA 793 (A J.
, De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakiereg 3JO: see l.otz Purchase and Sale 375 for a discussion of what a
virilis defensie entails.
(, Lamm~rs and Lammers r Giovannoni 1955 (3) SA 385 (A) 39().
7 Suggestions in this regard are provided in chapter sel en.
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De Wet and Van Wyk are of the opinion that on eviction. the buyer is entitled to make
use of the normal remedies that a buyer has at his disposal in the event of breach of
x
contract by the seller.' In other words. cancellation ot' the contract if the breach is
material." which would usually be the case in this context. and claiming back the
purchase price and damages or maintaining the contract and claiming damages.!"
If the buyer was further aware that he had a defective title and fai led to inforrn the buyer
of such. he could be held liable for this misrepresentation. which would once again
conjure up the law of delict in addition to the contractual principles. I I
The fact that the infringement of the obligation results in the use of traditional
contractual remedies gives rise to the assumption that it should be regarded as a form of
breach of contract. The question is.. however. whether it can be classified as one of the
traditional forms or a new form requiring separate recognition? Case law has also
further confused the situation by finding that certain of the traditional remedies are not
available for infringement of this obligation." as well as providing set measures for the
determination of damages in this instance. I_; This suggests that the infringement of the
obligation and its remedies are not regarded as falling within the traditional
classification of breach of contract and its resultant remedies.
4 2 2 The seller's liability for defects
When positive malperformance was analysed above." the general principles applicable
to cases of defective performance were explored. If one applies these general
x Ik Wel & Van Wyk "'o/1/raklerex :no.
-, Sec. however. l lendler Bros Garage (Ply) Ltd r Lantbons Ltd l':)ó7 1-1) SA 1151(») where il was held
that an evicted buy er is nni) entitled to darnages nOL cancellalion and the damages amount is
determined as the value otthe subject otthe sale at eviction.
lO Lotz Purchase and Sale 37ó. In·.llpha Trust (Edms) Bpk ,. ïan der uan 1975 (.J) S/\ 7:1-1 (1\) 747. Il
was held that compensation lor damage suffered could he claimed in the event or cvicrion. with the
purchase price as the minimum. The resuil being that the purchase price can be recox cred in the form
of damages el en if' the contract is upheld. Most writers have howe. er suggesled that this is incorrect.
Ct. LOLL Purchase und Sate 376: De Wel & Van WI k Kontraktereg 331 n 102. See however Kerr The
Law ofSale and Lease ( 1':)96) 182-184. See also n l) supra.
II De Wet & Van W) k Kontrakiereg 332.
12 Hendler Bros Carage (Pry) Ltd l' Lambons Ltd as referred lo supra in n 9.
11 See n l) and I () supra.
I~ See 2 3 I 2.
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principles to the contract of sale. the merx would need to possess nothing more at
delivery than the characteristics which it had at the conclusion of the agreement, unless
the existence or non-existence of further characteristics are guaranteed, whether tacitly
or expressly." If the merx falls short of the guarantee the seller will be guilty of breach
of contract in the form of positive rnalperformance." The normal contractual remedies
for breach of contract can then be claimed by means of the actin empti (the action on the
contract of sale). 17
The seller might also possi bly be Iiable ex delicto for representations made regarding the
character of the thing which prove to be unfounded. I R Here the principles of the law of
delict would come into play. adding an additional dimension of complexity.
In a contract of sale certain additional obligations are borne by the seller. resulting in
him bearing a substantially greater responsibility tor the goods. This burden essentially
entails his obligation to guard against latent defects. In Holmdene Brickworks (Pty) Ltd
" Roberts Construction Co LId I') a latent defect is defined as "an abnormal quality or
attribute which destroys or substantially impairs the utility or effectiveness of the res
venduo. for the purpose for which it has been sold or tor which it is commonly used".
His failure to provide the latter assurance results in the buyer becoming entitled to
additional remedies.
4 2 2 1 Additional remedies available to the buyer in the event of a latent defect
4 2 2 J 1 Remedies enforced by means of the actio empti
Where the seller is the manufacturer of the object sold" or the merchant seller dealing
in these goods." the buyer can institute an action for damages or consequential loss if
lj De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg 332,
I" I.immermann Homan Foundations ~2X, see 2" 1 :2 supra.
1- Lotz Purchase und Sale ,,77: I.illllllerillann HO/71u/1 loundations ~2X,
IS De Wet & Van W,: k Kontraktereg .132,
I" 1977 (J) SA 670 (A) 6X~
2(1 This action is based on the writings of Voel. See l.oiz Purchase und Sale 37R: De Wel & Van Wyk
Kontraktereg 341 ,
21 This liability sterns trom the writings of the French author Pothier: il was however adapted b,: our
courts and the further requirement was added in Kroonstad II'estlike Hoere-Ko-operatiewe I ereniging
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the rnerx contains latent defects. even in the absence of a guarantee or misrepresentation
on the part of the seller." The merchant seller is liable even where he is unaware of the
defect and "publicly professes to have attributes of skill and expert knowledge in
relation to the kind of goods sold"." This is an extremely vague proposition and fails to
provide sufficiently clear guidelines for determining when such a situation arrses In
. '-1practice.: While the actio empti remains the basis of these claims. it IS not clear
whether the actions are based on breach of contract or m isrepresentation."
4 2 2 1 2 The Aedilitian Actions
There is still a further possibility for liability on the part of the seller based on the
Aedilitian actions. These actions have their roots firm ly entrenched in Roman-Dutch
law and were developed by the Aediles Curules" They are available even where the
seller is neither a merchant professing to have expert skill and knowledge in relation to
'7the goods nor the manufacturer of the goods.: The liability is independent of a
guarantee or 111 isrepresentation of the seller and even a lack of knowledge regarding the
existence of a latent defect." The buyer's claim is however restricted in extent.
The actin redhibitoria provides for the cancellation of the contract and places both
parties. as tar as possible. in the position they would have been in had they not
concluded the contract." It enables the buyer to receive a repayment of the purchase
price including interest and the reasonable expenses incurred by him with regards to the
3()
rnerx The actio quanti minoris allows the buyer to claim a reduction in the purchase
Bpk I' Botha 1<)(,4 (,) SA 561 (A) 571. See l.angeberg. I aedsel Hpk I' Sarculuni Boerderi Hp« 1996 (2)
SA 565 (A) 571-572 tor criticism of the approach in the Kroonsrad case.
:: De Wet & Van WVK kontraktereg 341.
:.1 Kroonstad Westlike Hoere-Ko-operatiewe ïereniging Bpk t: Botha supra 571.
:. l.otz Purchase and Sale 379.
:' De Wel & Van WyK Kontraktereg 342: Lotz PIII'CIl(I.\·eand Sale .17li.
:h These were magistrates entrusted with certain specific duties in the markets.
:7 l.otz Purchose and Sale 379.
:~ This lack or knowledge h~ the seller is regarded b: Keil' as heing the main reason jill' the sun ivai or
the aedilitian actions today. as but lor these actions il' the seller did not 1~!l1into the abov c categories or
manufacturer or merchant seller he would not he liable should he nol be aware or the defect. see Kerr
Sale and Lease 105.Cr. De Wel & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 342.
,q Kerr Sale and Lease 95.
1(1 l.otz Purchase and Sole .1X(): De Wel & Van W\ k Kontroktereg 344.
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price, which is calculated as the difference between the purchase price and the value of
the defective article.r"
The remedies accordingly do not enable a party to recover consequential damages. De
Wet"s3~ explanation for this is that the remedies arise in the situation where the party
who is claimed against is not in fact guilty of breach of contract and for this reason his
liability is unexpected and accordingly curtailed. This point is important. if one
considers the presumption as set out in the beginning of this chapter. that the
classification of one's conduct as firstly breach and then secondly a particular type of
breach determines one's remedies. This is one area where there may exist clear proof
that this is not the case.r'
For liability to arise in the instance of a latent defect. the following requirements need to
be met: the defect must not be insignificant: it must be latent: the buyer must be
unaware of it and the defect must have existed when the contract was concluded."
These remedies are not only available where there is a latent defect but also in the event
of a dictum el promissum+ A dictum el promissum is "a material statement made by
the seller to the buyer during the negotiations. bearing on the quality of the res venduo
and going beyond mere praise and commendation" ,6 There appears to be little to no
authority in the Roman-Dutch law for this definition.37 De Wet3~ is of the opinion that
the Appellate Division were in a "wetgewende stemming ... " when they developed this
definition. It is. however. submitted that the very fact a doctrine or legal concept lacks
historical authority should not in itself be a reason to view it with speculation or disdain.
One of the main criticisms of the South African legal system is that it is antiquated and
often fails to deal with the realities of modern trade. It thus appears imprudent to
continue trying to find historical SUppOl1 for legal rules rather then simply adopting
them in the spirit of fairness and their effectiveness in modern trade.
11 De Wet & Van Wyk Kontrakiereg 344: l.otz Purchase und Sale _lXI).
1c De Wet & Van W) k Kontraktereg :;4J
11 See infra and chapter seven tor more in this regard. as well as criticism or De Wet's \ icw
1.) De Wet & Van W,; k Kontraktereg 343: Loiz Purchase and Sale _lR I.
15 Lotz Purchase and Sale 3R I.
1h Phame (Ptv) Lid I' Pai:es 1973 (3) SA 397 (A) -+ 181\.
;7 Lëtz .. Aanspreeklikheidsgrondslag \ il' Skuldlose Wam oorstelling. I)ie Koopkontrak. Ou Koeie en
ánder Gediertes uil die SIOOl" 1997 lJe Jl/re 159 - 164 .
.18 De Wel & Van Wyk Kontraktereg 346.
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The criticism of the concept of dictum el promissum based on its inadequateness or
vagueness is however a point deserving debate. Phame v Paizes39 itself provides
certain guidelines to enable one to infer when the circumstances are such that the
relevant statement amounts to more than mere praise and commendation. While the
concept appears to go beyond mere puffing. it seems to be restricted to representations
and does not extend to warranties ..J() Once again the courts have thus ventured into the
complex issue of misrepresentations and in so doing continue to expose law of contract
to delictual principles ..J1
The buyer is entitled to make use of the actio redhibitoria when he is able to prove that
a reasonable person would not have bought the article if he had been aware of the
defect." A further ground for the remedy arises where the defect is so serious that it
makes the article useless ..J3 If he were not able to do so he would have to make use of
the actio quanti minoris.
4 3 Conclusion
It would thus appear that in the instance of a contract of sale. a buyer is often faced with
a complex set of remedies. the applicability of each further depending on a number of
requirements and preconditions. In some situations a party would need to make a
choice between the use of the aedilition actions. or one of the general remedies enforced
by way of the actio empti ..J.j
It is further not absolutely clear whether infringement of the obligations discussed above
are to be regarded as a form of breach of contract in the traditional sense or a new form
of breach or simply a sui generis liability') The same problems are accordingly
''I Supra 4 I X A .
.j{1 Kerr Sale and Lease I ()7,
Jl Zimmermann Roman Foundations .,0:;, While the {lI crlup (lI delictual ,IIlU contractual liahilit ,
remains an l:,er-gro\l'ing problem in South Africa. bevond Cl 1(;11 general comments. it \lill nut be
addressed at lenuth in this thesis,
.jê Lotz Purcha.I'; and Sale 3RO,
.jl De Wet & Van W) k Komraktereg 344,
JJ Kerr Sale and Lease <)1, The choice would normally be influenced h: that which the part: wishes to
claim with the remedy , I J' he wishes to claim consequential damages. he woulc rather make use or the
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experienced when endeavouring to determine the exact foundation of the remedies
applicable at the infringement of both obligations. As it not clear whether they are to be
deemed as remedies for breach of contract. whether in the traditional sense or a new
form, or some SOl1 of sui generis remedies available in the situations outlined above."
This adds additional confusion to an already overly complex system.
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From a strictly commercial poi~t of view this situation seems highly unsatisfactory and
it is submitted that the every day trader should have access to a far more streamlined
system, one providing clearer and more commercially sound solutions. ~()
general remedies as consequential damages. as mentioned abov e. can not he claimed with the aedilition
action .
.1; CfOlivier "Aanspreeklikheid weens Onskuldige Wanvoorstelring b: Koniraksluiting 1%4 IHNHR
20: Lubbe & Murray Contraer 354-355.
1(, This issue vvill be considered further in Chapter seven where recommendations tor Cl Illore effective
system will be offered.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS DRA WN IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
SYSTEM OF BREACH OF CONTRACT AND REMEDIES
52
5 1 Introduction
Following the dissection of the South African system of breach of contract and
remedies in chapters two, three and four. it is possible to draw a number of very
interesting and in some instances worrying conclusions,
At this stage it seems pertinent to consider the contentious issue of fault in relation to
breach and deliver an overriding evaluation of the system's need for ir. The chapter
will then conclude with an investigation into an issue that essentially cuts to the very
heart of the South African system of breach, namely the supposed relationship
between the form of breach in existence and the resultant remedies,
If it were to be found that the form of breach one's conduct fell into does not have a
bearing on one's remedies the very premise the system is based on will be turned on
its head, The cement holding together the foundation of this intricate structure of
breach will vanish leaving in its wake an overly complex, non-functional system
severely lacking any logical purpose,
5 2 The role, if any, of fault in the event of breach of contract
5 2 1 General Remarks
Fault cannot thus far be regarded as having found its rightful standing in respect of
breach of contract, at least in as far as the level of agreement amongst writers on the
subject is anything to gauge from. I While fault was allegedly a requirement for
breach of contract in Roman-Dutch law." its existence as such in South African law
remains controversial,
I See inter alia Van der Merwe et al General Principles 30 1-30S:
2 Stoop "The relevance of fault in breach ofcontract" 1998 THRHR I 'J.
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In the instance of breach of contract fault appears to play one of two principal roles.
It can either exist as a requirement to determine the existence of a breach of contract
itself. or it can be a factor in the determination of the remedies available at breach, a
position that it most commonly assumes in civil law countries.'
At the start of this thesis. South Africa's complex legal genealogy was set out and by
this stage it should be clear that she could not simply be neatly slotted into one of the
above legal traditions and their divergent attitudes to fault. Experience has shown that
the South African law of contract. as in the case of most other spheres of law, has
largely developed its own distinct approach and it is subrn itted that the issue of fault is
no exception.
In Administrator. Natal v Edouard ~ it was plainly stated that in contrast to delict
"fault is not a requirement for a claim for damages based upon a breach of contract."
It is clear that this statement cannot. without further deliberation. be accepted as black
letter law in all cases of breach. It does however give rise to an interesting point
regarding the convergence of del iet and the law of contract.
It is generally accepted in South African law that the same cause of action can give
rise to both a delictual and a contractual claim. as long as the requirements for each
have been met.' The essential dividing line here appears to be fault. which is always a
requirement for delictual liability. It is submitted that if fault were viewed as an
invariable requirement for contractual liability. the dividing line between delict and
contract would virtually disappear. Owing to a number of divergent reasons these two
spheres must be kept distinct."
To deduce the exact function of fault. it is necessary to explore its role. if any. in
relation to each of the five above-mentioned forms of breach. following which
proposals will be made regarding its future status.
3 Treitel Remediesfor Breach ofContract ( 1988) 7.
4 1990 (3) SA 581 (1\) 597. Cr. Van der Merwe Cl nl Generat Priciples 302.
5 Hutchison & Van I-leerden "The lort/contract divide seen trom the South African perspective 1997
.icta Juridica 97 9R.
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5 2 2 The role of fault in respect of each of the recognised forms of breach
5 2 2 1 Mora debitoris and mora creditoris
Owing to the similarities between these two forms of breach. the issue of fault in
relation to each of them will be discussed simultaneously. 7 .In Ne/ v Cloete the
Appellate Division assumed that fault was a requirement for mora. Its exact function
is. however. not clear at all. but it appears that a party who is late is presumed to be at
fault, and that is incumbent on that party to establish the absence of fault. In this way,
the absence of fault serves as an excuse or a possible ground on which to escape
liability for the violation of a contractual duty."
5 2 2 2 Repudiation
The test for this form of breach requires a "deliberate and unequivocal intention no
longer to be bound"." Although this test might seem to point to the existence of fault
on the part of the guilty party, it must be remembered that the test is objective so that
there is no basis for the contention that fault is built into the concept of repudiation."
It has, however. again been suggested that the absence of fault may be a defence to
resist a claim based on repudiation. I I
5 2 2 3 Prevention of Performance
Whether fault is a requirement for liability at prevention of performance has not yet
been conclusively decided. In Grobbelaar jl Boschl2 it was held that if a contractant
cannot be blamed for the impossibility of performance. he is excused from
performance. This apparent requirement for the breach should therefore be
understood as providing a ground for escaping liability should it not be present.
"For reasons wh) these tvvo areas or la« cannot he merged St:C Van der Merwe et al Generat Principles
304-305.
7 1972 (2) SA ISO (A) l ó? as referred to in Van der Merwe el al General Principles 3 17 n 114.
a See :2 3 I I I I supra and 2 3 3 I I supra.
9 See 2 3 2 I supra.
If> See Titekers Land and Development Corporation (/Jly) l.u! I' Hovis supra 653: Datat.'ol or
International (Ply) LId I' Intamarket (Ply) Lid 2002 (2) SA :2R4 (SeA 244.
11 Van der Merwe et al General Principles 335.
Ie 1964 (J) SA 6R7 (E) 641 as referred lo in Van del' Merwe et al General Principles .n4.
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With a view to the promotion of certainty. it is submitted that a contractant should
only be permitted to an excuse from liability for breach of contract if the impossibility
of performance is due to vis maior or casusfortuitns l.ack of fault in circumstances
wh ich do not fall under either of these rubrics ought not to free one from Iiabi Iity. 13
5 2 2 4 Positive Malperformance
The focus point of academic wrangling regarding the role of fault as a requirement tor
breach seems to relate to positive malperformance.'" The opinions on this topic range
from the failure to even mention the existence of such a possibility'" to the view that it
is a general requirement.!" Others. however. state that the topic has not as of yet been
decided with any real certainty. thereby indicating the current state of the affairs."
The fact that there is a dearth of case law on the subject is surprising until one takes
into account that when this form of breach developed. proper performance was
usually warranted. expressly. tacitly or by operation of law. On this basis. the
question of fault becomes immaterial. Ix But what of the situations where the
assumption of liability does not involve the undertaking of a warranty') The law of
sale in particular has developed to such an extent that such situations are quite limited.
This means that the issue of a further requirement in the form of fault will not often
arise in practice.
It appears that it can broadly be stated that unless provided differently in the contract.
fault is not a definite requirement for positive malperformance."
11 It must. however. he highlighted that should the guiltl part. he ill IIWILl. he cannot usc his lad ot
lault as a justification to avoid liability. see supra": 3 2 2.
I~ Cockrell Breach otContract 312.
I' See the relerences quoteel in Stoop "The rele. ance ottauh IIIIl 59"
I" See the relerences quoteel in Cockrell Breach ofContract 312 Il 5IJ.
17 Lubbe & Murrax Contracl490.
18 Van eier Merwe'et al General Principles 325.
19 Van eier Merwe el al General Principles 326. See howe. er intra lor suggestions regarding where it
could pia: a role.
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5 2 3 Conclusions and Suggestions for the future role of fault in South African
law
It is clear that the role of fault reflects the fragmented concept of breach and that it
cannot be viewed as a universal requirement for all of the forms of breach recognised
in South Africa. This lack of uniformity results in uncertainty and divergent
judgements." which heightens the air of uncertainty characterising the South African
system of breach. If fault does not constitute a distinct requirement tor breach. the
question is whether it should simply be discarded or whether the matter should not be
approached differently.
Fault may serve a purpose by providing an excuse tor a party's actions." The more
correct and commercially effective approach would be to ignore fault as an express
requirement for the existence of breach and simply regard it as a means to escape
liability once a breach is found. 22 It is. however. only where fault is excluded as a
result of vis maior or casusfortuitus that such an excuse should be allowed. Such an
approach wi II provide clear-cut practical results as it is based on an objective
standard. If it is not adopted. difficult Issues regarding the precise degree of
blamelessness thar would permit an escape from liability will have to be decided.
adding additional uncertainty to an already intricate system.
This approach would give rise to the same effects as a finding of supervenrug
impossibility. which results in extinction of the obligations if non-performance is due
to vis maior. If this construction of the role of fault were to be followed. the need for
prevention of performance as a distinct form of breach would cease fall away. as it
would be subsumed under the doctrine of impossi bi Iity of performance."
5 3 The relationship between the form of breach and the available remedies
20 For example in .\el ,. t Toete supra 167 the Appellate Division held that lauh i, u requirernent Ior a
tinding or mora yet in Administrator »atc II ,. Edouard supra 5<17 it held that fault is not a requirement
lor breach of contract.
21 See Treitel Remedies 9 lor a discussion of fault as a ground lorjusti fication.
22 A similar approach was suggested h:- Van Rensburg et al Contract par 221 in Joubert (ed) the LOl!"
o{<;olllh Africa V ( 197X).
2 See chapter seven lor more on this notion.
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Now that the various forms of breach and remedies recognised in South African law
have been dealt with. the exact relationship between the form of breach and the
resultant remedies can be considered. This after all is the fundamental premise of the
fractured system. namely that the form of breach dictates the remedies available to the
contractants. If it were to be found that the form of breach does not determine the
remedy available to the party. in other words that there is no real difference as to the
relief available for each form of breach. the need for this complex system of
categories of breach would fall away.
5 3 ] The relationship, if any, between a finding of a specific breach and
enforcement of performance
As shown above. subject only to a broad judicial discretion. a party always has the
right to claim enforcement of performance when the other party is found to have
committed breach. regardless of the form. which it assumes.
But is the finding of breach in any event the catalyst bringing about this claim? Must
such a finding be present to entitle a party to claim the performance of the obligations
envisioned by the contract')
In Theron I' Theron~-+a very interesting and astute point was raised In the following
way
"While il is necessary. in the case of a contract under which the lime lor performance has not
been fixed, that the debtor (i.e. the party b: whom performance must be made) be placed in mora
before the contract can be cancelled on the ground o!' the dcbtors railure to perform or before
damages or interest can be claimed b: reason o lthe debtors non timeous performance it is not
the law that a debtor must be placed in mora before he may be sued IClI· speci lie rerlormance··2:i
The creditors claim tor performance arises from the contract itself and there is no
need to first prove the existence of mora for the right to arise. This idea clearly
:J 197:' 3 SA 6ó7 (CJ The judge relerred lo Van /:1 Ste:n .I/om Deltitoris supra XJ-X:ï. Case la«
used as authority l(lr this tinding include Standard Finance (·ofiomlio/l o/S.·I t.id. t: I.angeherg Ko-
operasie Bp]: 1%7 (4) SA óXó (Af)) ó91: Btundelt r I/cC(/lI'le,· 1':I4X (41 SA 473 (WI which further
relied on the decision, ol Ridley \"slarais 1':I]l) AI) :ï and llnxtnan ,. tsriuain I ':141 AI) '273. See also
Lamprecht ,. Lyttieron Township (PI.1')Ltd 19-18 (4) SA :ï2ó (T): .\ el v tIoete supra I :ïl).
25 197:'., SA 667 (C) «n. cr. Lubbe & Murray Contract :ï()4.
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follows from the fundamental premise ofpacla sunt servanda and accordingly finds a
very secure foothold in South African contract law?'
The same principle can very easily be applied to the other forms of breach. with the
result that whether a party's conduct does or does not satisfy the requirements of one
or other of the forms of breach is of absolutely no consequence as far as the other
party's right to enforce the contractual obligations is concerned. The right to enforce
performance simply arises from the contract itself and the question is simply whether
the relevant duty is due and enforceable. The fact that specific performance will in a
factual sense often be sought when a debtor is in breach does not detract from this.
5 3 2 The relationship, if any, between a finding of a specific breach and the
availability of a claim for damages.
The right to claim damages does not depend on the specific form of breach. The
remedy becomes avai lable on the basis of certain general principles wherever a party
acts wrongfully by infringing a contractual duty. These general principles have
clearly not been developed in response to the classification of the various breaches
and are applicable regardless of the form of breach found to have been comm itted.
It is true that various so-called measures of quantification have developed in respect
of particular forms of breach that frequently arise in practice and that there is in this
sense an inter-connection between the remedy and certain breaches. If however. one
bears in mind that these specific measures of quantification are themselves based on
the general principles and are only applicable as far as they give effect to the latter. it
is clear that not too much can be made of this. This fact is also evident from the
above discussion of one of the quantification measures. namely the market value rule.
which is clearly applicable to all the forms of breach.
5 3 3 The relationship, if any, between a finding of a specific breach and the
availability of a right to cancel
26 See in this regard BK Tnoling (Edms) Bpk r Scope Precision Engmeering. (Edms) Bpk supra 433.
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Cancellation has proved to be the most controversial remedy due to the fact that it is
not generally available, and its availability is further said to depend on the form of
breach that has occurred. Consequently in most discussions of the topic. and the
present thesis. it is dealt with in relation to each form of breach. It has. however. been
submitted that what is at the core of these rules is the concept of a material breach
rather than the various forms of breach." A closer inspection of each of the forms of
breach and their consequent remedies reveals the truth of th is statement.
Originally the parties could only cancel the contract if there was an applicable Lex
commissoria in the contract. which was usually only the case if the breach was serious
enough to warrant such an outcome. As time. however passed. new rules developed.
In the case of mora debitoris and (as shown above) consequently mora ereditoris. the
whole concept of "time is of the essence" can be traced back to the desire to grant a
right to cancel only if the breach is serious enough to warrant this. Cancellation on
the basis of positive mal performance is completely based on the seriousness of the
breach in question. Repudiation is based on the principles applicable to the other
breaches and prevention of performance usually leads to cancellation because of the
serious nature of the breach.
In conclusion. therefore. the discussion reveals that the rules applicable to the right to
cancel are founded on the notion of material breach. There is no practical reason for
the complex rules on cancellation which are presently in existence. Accordingly the
need to differentiate so strictly between the various forms of breach seems to fade
further into oblivion.
5 4 Conclusion
From the above it is apparent that the present system can by no stretch of the
imagination be regarded as ideal. It was developed in a largely ad-hoc fashion. is
based on antiquated ideas and principles which. with a few exceptions. have not as of
yet received any real adaptation to bring it in line with the demands of modern day
,) See chapter :1 4 I and the references referred to in chapter :1 n 92.
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commercial life. In respect of the contract of sale. discussed in chapter 4. the position
is even more complex.
It was pointed out that the injured party is. in the case of a breach of a contract of sale
faced with a situation of some complexity. This is owing to the fact that both general
and specific remedies are applicable to him. This is particularly the case where the
merx is latently defective, a situation that occurs frequently in trade. Adding to his
dilemma is the threat of a possible over-lap between the principles of contract and
delict and the uncertainty regarding the theoretical basis for some of the remedies at
his disposal.
In the present chapter it was shown that no real practical benefit is gained by
following a fragmented approach to breach. On the contrary it simply creates greater
obscurity and consequently adds to the uncertainty already facing the parties in the
event of breach. One marvels at the fact that traders in todays rapidly paced world of
commerce are expected to rely on this anarchic and overly intricate system of breach
and remedies. The lack of certainty inherent in the system must to some degree place
South African traders on an unequal footing to the rest of the world and amount to an
obstacle in the development of global trade and economic growth. This situation is in
due need of rectification.
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CHAPTER SIX
BREACH OF CONTRACT UNDER THE CISG
6 1 Introduction
"[Wjhat the drafters sought was not superior sales law. but rather uniform sales law. The
theory behind this approach was that uniform law - whether or not it represented substantive
improvement- would at least eliminate the complexities. uncertainties and costs of the system
of subjecting international sales transactions to national sales law designated by private
international law rules.,,1
In the previous chapters the South African system of breach and remedies was examined
and it was determined that the intricate structure of breach is without a functional basis
and that reconstruction should consequently be considered.' Part of this process will be
the determination of an alternative structure. The United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (The CISG) IS arguably one of the most
modern approaches to the international contract of sale.:' As repeatedly mentioned
through out this thesis." the CISG is said to have embraced a unitary system of breach of
contract.' This approach. unlike that which obtains in South Africa." and many other
legal systems. does not identify various forms of breach. each with their own set of
I Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the CISG and Limits 'I) their Uni/arm Character in Sarcevic &
Volken (ed) The international Sale ofGoods Revisited (2003) 35 42.
2 See particularly chapter five.
; The CISG was prepared by the United Nations Commission on the International Trade law (UNCITRAL)
and was adopted at the Vienna Convention on I I Apri I 1980 and finally entered into force on I January
1988. For an overview of the historical background of the CISG consult inter alia: Bianca & BonelI
tnternaiional Sales l.aw 3-7: Ferrari The Sphere ofApplication ofthe Vienna Sales Convention ( 1995) 2-6:
Schlechtriern (ed) Commentary on the UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) 2IJd ed
(1998) 1-7: Eiseien "Adoption of the Vienna Convention" 333-338: Nicoll "The United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods: The Vienna Sales Convention 1980" August
1993 New Zealand Law Journal 305 305: Nicholas "The Vienna Convention on International Sales Law"
1989 The Law Quarterlv Review 20 I 201-204: Sono The i'ienna .'-:ale.l Convention. Hi.\'IOIT and
Perspective Imp:l/www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/sono (12/10/03): Felemegas The Uni/ed Nations
Convention on Contracts jar the international Sale of Goods Article - and Uniform lnterpretation
http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/felemegas (12/ 10/03)
~ See chapter one and the references quoted therein.
, This premise will be debated infr a
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requirements. which need to be met before the breach and its consequences are regarded
as arising. Under a unitary system of breach any non-fulfillment of an obligation by a
party. whether expressly stated in the Convention or merely akin to the contractants'
individual undertakings. is regarded as a breach of contract. which at least in principle
attracts the self-same consequences.Ï This chapter will endeavor to determine the extent
to which the CISG meets the needs of the international trader and accordingly its viability
as a model for the reconstruction of South Africa' s system of breach of contract.
62 The eISG's remedial system
The remedies for breach of contract available under the CISG are dealt with in a
distinctive manner. The buyer and seller's remedies are segregated and dealt with after
the obligations of each party are set out. Following which a number of remedies
available to both parties are dealt with. The reason for this mode of treatment is obviously
the differences between the form and effect of the buyer and seller's acts of breach.
Typically the buyer" s obligations are fewer and far less intricate then those of his
x
counterpart and he also normally has more control over them.'
This section will start with a brief synopsis of the exclusive remedies available to the
buyer and seller as set out in articles 45 and 61 respectively. As will become apparent
later. these remedies that the convention makes avai lable to the buyer or seller
respectively. are essentially identical and consequently they will be considered
simultaneously following which the general remedies pertaining to both parties will be
discussed.
I, See Chapter two and four for an overview of the South A frican system of breach and chapter five for
conclusions drawn after a study of the system.
- Cf. Article 45 and 61 and 6 :2 I intra
~ See liegel The Remedial Provisions in the Vienna Sales Convention: Some Common Law Perspectives in
Galston & Smit (ed) International Sales: The United Nations Convention on Contracisfor the International
Sale of Goods (1984) 9-1 9-29. Despite the distinction between the remedies avai lab Ie to buyer and the
seller. some writers feel that significant discrepancies between the two sets of obligations and their
consequent breach warrant further attention.
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6 2 1 A brief synopsis of the remedies that the Convention exclusively bestows
on each of the respective parties
Article 45 and 61 constitute the core of the buyer and seller" s remedies in the event of
breach of contract." The discrepancies between the two provisions are almost non-
existent and for this reason they will be discussed together.
Although the articles seem simplistic. they reveal the essence of the elSG's unitary
outlook on breach. It is clear that in theory any infringement of his obligations provides
the buyer and seller respectively with a range of rernedies.l'' The chief remedies
identifiable in the articles are: enforcement of performance. I I avoidance (including the
availability and consequences of a resort to the Nachtrist mechanism}.':' damages. I}
reduction in price!" and interest. IS
6 2 2 The principal remedies available in the event of breach
6 2 2 1 Enforcement of performance
If one were to pin point one area of law that epitomizes the chasm lying between the civil
and common law legal traditions. it would probably be their deeply divergent outlooks on
'J Article 45 provides If the seller fails to perform any of his obligations under the contract or this
Convention. the buyer may: (a) exercise the rights provided in articles 46 to 52: (b) claim damages as
provided in articles 74 to 77. (I) The buyer is not deprived of any right he may have to claim damages by
exercising his right to other remedies. (2) No period of grace may be granted to the seller by a court or
arbitral tribunal when the buyer resorts to a remedy for breach of contract. Article 61 provides: (I )If the
buyer fails to perform any of his obligations under the contract or this Convention. the seller may:
(a)exercise the rights provided in articles 62 to 65: (b) claim damages as provided in articles 74-77 (I) The
seller is not deprived of any right he may have to claim damages by exercising his right to other remedies.
(2) No period of grace may be granted to the buyer by a court or arbitral tribunal when the seller resorts to a
remedy for breach of contract.
ro The avai labi lity of some. such as avoidance. is however restricted.
II See 6 :?:2 I.
Ic See 6 :2 :2 2.
I; See 6:2 2 3.
1-1 See 6 2 2 4.
I" See 6 2 2 5.
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the remedy of enforced performance." In Civil law. this remedy occupies the position of
the primary remedy for breach. while in Common law legal systems it is regarded as an
extraordinary remedy. granted only in certain exceptional circumstances.i
The adoption or non-adoption of this remedy as part of the CISG would thus always
prove problematic. The Convention sought to resolve this tension by incorporating a
largely unrestricted right to require performance. mirroring the approach followed in civil
law counties. while retaining a wide reaching reservation regarding the application of this
remedy in order to placate common law countries. I x This reservation. entrenched in
article 28, will be discussed after a consideration of the broad right to require
performance as outlined in article 46 and 62.
Article 46 and 62 represent the basic provisions entitling the buyer and seller to demand
performance from their respective counterparts.l" As mentioned before. this right is laid
out quite extensively with only a few exceptions. It is based on the idea of pacta sunt
servanda. 20
Article 46( 1) is available in the case of any non-performance by the seller and only
withholds the right to require performance when the buyer has resorted to an inconsistent
Ii, See Ziegel The Remedial Provisions 9-10 - 9-1 I for a discussion on the actual extent of the gulf
separating the two legal systems' attitudes to specific performance. particularly the modern day adherence
to ideas forged long ago on. See also 3 2 in chapter three in this regard
Ii Bianca & BonelI lnternational Sales Law 232 & 333-334: Schlechtriem Commemurv on the UN
Convention 198-199. The extent of the common law tradition of not fervently granting performance
enforcement remedies is. however sometimes thought to be overemphasized. Cf. Honnold Uniform Law/or
International Sales under the 1980 United Nations Convenlion (1999) 306: Bianca & BonelI International
Sales Law 334. See 32 in chapter three where this distinction was also highlighted.
18 Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the ClSG 46-47 .Cf. Honnold UI1I/orl11LoH'jol' International Sales
305: Schlechtr iern Commentarv on {he UN Convention 198-200.
I'J Article 46 provides (I) Th~ buyer may require performance by the seller of his obligations unless the
buyer has resorted to a remedy which is inconsistent with this requirement (2) If the goods do not conform
with the contract. the buyer may require delivery of substitute goods only if the lack of conformity
constitutes a fundamental breach of contract and a request for substitute goods is made either in conjunction
with notice given under article 39 or within a reasonable time thereafter. (3) If the goods do not conform
with the contract. the buyer may require the seller to remedy the lack of conformity by repair. unless this is
unreasonable having regard to all the circumstances. A request for repair must be made either in
conjunction with notice given under article 39 or within a reasonable time thereafter. Article 62 provides:
The seller may require the buyer to pay the price. take delivery or perform his other obligations. unless the
seller has resorted to a remedy which is inconsistent with this requirement.
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remedy." An example of such conduct is where the relevant party has already avoided
the contract. This remedy is obviously inconsistent with a claim for performance and
))
precludes the enforcement of the contract."
Article 46( 1) provides the buyer with relief in the case of a total failure of performance
by the seller.i" As a result of the additional complexity associated with the seller's
obligations in comparison with that of the buyer. especially with regard to his duty to
deliver conforming goods and the buyer" s consequent right to require performance.
article 46 includes certain further provisions to deal with particular circumstances of non-
C . d l' ").jcontorming e rvery.: This is thus clearly an instance where specific remedial
provisions have developed in regard to a particular form of breach.v'
Article 46(2) precludes the buyer from demanding the delivery of substitute goods unless
the breach is found to be fundamental." It further states that the goods must be requested
in conjunction with or within a reasonable time after the necessary notice of the lack of
conformity. as prescribed in article 39. is given. The reason for restricting the claim of
substitute goods to instances of a fundamental breach is obvious if one considers the
resultant hardship on the seller."
Article 46(3) entitles the buyer to demand repair of the goods even if the breach is not
fundamental unless this would be unreasonable.i'' The cost of repair in relation to the
value of the goods or the significant trouble the seller will need to go to satisfy the
e(l Bianca & Bonell/nlernol/(;nal Sales Law 335.
'I Schlechtriem Commentary on the UN Convention 378: Bianca & Boneli lnternationai Sales Law 335.
See below regarding the exceptions to this right as arising from article 79.
22 Honnold Uniform Lawfor lnternational Sales 306-307.
23 Lockofsky & Bernstein Underslanding the elSG in Europe .. .J compact guide lo th« IWW Uniled Nations
Convention on Contracts jnr the International Sale otGoods ( 1997) 84.
2-1 Bianca & Boneli tnternauonal Sales Law 333. .
25 This would traditionally be regarded in South African law as positive malperformance.
26 See the discussion of what constitutes a fundamental breach in 6.l 1 intra.
27 Schlechtriern Commentary (In the UN Convention 377: Bianca & Boneli lnternotional Sales Law 338.
See also the discussion of fundamental breach in 6 3 1 infra.
28 Honnold Uniform Lawlor International Sales 309.
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demand may indicate that it is unreasonable to insist on this variant of the performance
rernedy.i"
The Right to cure
If the date for performance has not yet arrived. Article 37 gives the seller. subject to
certain conditions. the right to cure his delivery of defective goods before the day arrives.
This concession is further extended by article 48 which provides that the seller is entitled
to cure even after the delivery date. This right is. however. not unqualified. In such a
case. the right to cure depends on it being capable of being effected without unreasonable
delay. inconvenience or uncertainty regarding the reimbursement of expenses advanced
by the buyer.
This right is quite intrusive on the remedies available to the buyer. but once one considers
that the circumstances of the buyer must be taken into account to determine if the right
should be allowed. its influence appears to diminish. The article also contains a further
premise as it is subject to article 493(J Honnold. however. submits that a hasty
declaration of avoidance by the buyer cannot trump this right to cure by the seller31 A
further correlation between the seller's right to cure and avoidance should be considered,
namely that the determination of whether the breach can be cured may playa role in the
determination of its materiality. which is required to determine if it is fundamental and
consequently warrants avoidance.]]
The article 48 right to cure is clearly a further part of the Convention' s ongoing plan to
ensure the preservation of contracts rather then their avoidance. but it is submitted that it
2') Enderlein & Maskow international Sales luw 180.
30 Schlechtriem Commentarv on the UN Convention 406 .
.;1 Honnold Uniform LO\\"[or international Sales 375-376 as referred to in Leokofsky & Bernstein
Understanding the elSG in Europe 91 and Kritzer (ed) Detailed -ïnalvsis in Guide /0 Practical
Applications 404. Cf. Ziegel The Remedial Provisions 9-23: Lorenz Fundamental Breach under the elSG
hnp:/iwww.law.pace.edu/cis!!/biblio/lorenz.html ( 12/ 10/03): Schneider "The Seller' 5 right to cure under the
Uniform Commercial Code and The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods" 1989 Arizona Journal oflnternational and Comparative l.aw 6986-90.
32 Nicholas "The Vienna Convention on International Sales Law" 224.
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does more harm then good by creating unnecessary uncertainty. Once again it can be
pointed out that this right is not available in all cases of breach but only in respect of the
delivery of non-conforming goods." Once again it is clear that distinct provisions apply
to traditionally recognised variants of breach.
Article 62 states that the seller may demand performance in the event of failure by the
buyer to perform his obligations as long as the seller has not resorted to a inconsistent
remedy. This articled is considerably shorter then its article 46 counterpart due to the fact
that compelling the buyer to pay for the goods once he has received and retained them is
often far less problematic then enforcing delivery of the goods by the seller."
6 2 2 1 J The reservation of the right to enforce performance as entrenched in
article 28.
Article 28
If. in accordance with the provisions of this Convention. one party is entitled 10 require
performance of any obligation by the other party. a court is nol bound to enter aj udgment for
specific performance unless the court would do so under its own law in respect of similar
contracts of sale not governed by this Convention.
These simple words attempt to provide the bridge between the common law and civil law
approaches to enforcement of performance and to resolve one of the main obstacles
facing the unification process. rt appears to adequately provide for the common law
approach to enforcement of performance and thus to address the concerns of both systems
of law. Schlechtriem. however. submits that this is not entirely the case and that the
Convention does not result in the same outcomes as its domestic counterparts ..):'
;; There are. however. suggestions that the delay in performance can also be cured. See Kritzer (ed)
Detailed Analvsis in Guide to Practical Applications 407. There is no corresponding right 10 cure available
for the buyer.
_;~Honnold Uniform Lawfor International Sales 378.
35 Schlechtriern Commeniarv on the UN Convenlion 20 I.
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It is clear from the wording of article 28 that the relevant court is only entitled not to
grant a remedy for 'specific performance'. which suggests that not all the remedies
resulting in the enforcement of performance are affected36 The remedies which are not
affected are often. however. difficult to establish. The very phrase 'specific performance'
bears a number of different meanings and constructions. which makes determining the
exact scope of the provision difficult.37
The general view is that the phrase encompasses the performance of all contractual
obligations and thus covers all the remedies invoked in terms of article 46 and 62.3R It
does not apparently extend to claiming of restitution of goods or money after avoidance
'9of the contract."
By once again putting the ball in the court of the relevant domestic court which. of
course. presupposes Cl recourse to the complex rules of private international law to
determine the applicable national law. article 28 defeats one of the chief objectives of the
Convention ..)() This clearly militates against the spirit of uniformity underlying the
convention and once again results in uncertainty." I
Some writers suggest that the solution to this problem is to view the relevant domestic
COUl1'S (forum) national law as being applicable rather then its private international law
rules." Schlechtriern submits that "(tjhe reference to the 'own law' of the court would
be confusing and superfluous if article 28 intended to refer to the private international law
of the forum state ." .)] He feels that ..the wording. purpose and legislative history" of this
;6 Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the ('lSG 56.
;- See Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the ('ISC; 56: Schlechtriern ('lIlI1l11el1lWT ()11 the Ui,' Convention
203 for examples.
;R Honnold Uniform Law for International Sales 382: Schlechtriern Commentarv ()/1 the UN Convention
203. There remains debate. however. regarding the classification (If the seller's action 1'01" the price. See
liegel The Remedial Provisions 9-3 I .
.;9 Schlechtriern Commemurv on the UN Convention 203.
·w For examples of typical quandaries arising from this provision. see Honnold Uniiorm Law for
international Sales 223-2:24 .
• 1 Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the elsc 55 .
• 2 Schlechtriem COl17l17el1lCIITon the UN Convention 205: Honnold Uniform Law lor international Sa/es
223-224 .
.13 Schlechtriem Commentary on/he UN Convention 205.
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article advocate against this point of view.-l4 While this latter submission seems far more
feasible and would prevent the need to venture into the often complex world of private
international law. it still results in the domestic rules of one of the trading partners being
applicable rather then an independent impartial convention.
This difficulty is marginally tempered by the fact that should the court decide to grant the
remedy of specific performance. it cannot follow the national rules in this regard but must
instead return to the rules of the crso."
This blatant lack of homogeneity in the CISG's approach to enforcement of performance
is not widely stressed. One of the reasons for this is the structure of the articles
applicable to enforcement of performance within the Convention." Article 28 falls under
the general provisions and is not situated within the Parts dealing with remedies, as its
counterparts. articles 46 and 62 are.
While the need for this article is fully understandable in light of the divergent outlooks on
this remedy held by the two principal global legal systems. one cannot shy away from the
fact that it does reduce the issue of specific performance to an area of uncertainty.v' This
outcome is unacceptable in a Convention of the stature of the CISG and should be
reconsidered.-lR
-l-l Schlechtriem Comment ar, on the UN Convention 205.
-l5 Erauw & Flechtner Rem~dle.l under the ClSC; 55. It should. however. be noted that neither article 46( I)
nor 62 provide how a judgment is to be enforced. The law of the country where it must be enforced must
determine this. Cf. Bianca & Boneli international Sales Law 238 .
.11\ Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the elSG 47.
1- Some writers underplay the divide existing between the common law and civi I law outlook to specific
performance. See Bianca & Boneli International Sales Law 233-234.
-lR A possible less drastic solution may be to apply the exemption embodied in article 28 as restrictively as
possible Cf. Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the C'ISG 64. Bianca & Boneli suggest that the article was
in fact not necessary as a greater compromise could have been reached between the two disciplines. See
Bianca & BonelI lnternational Sales Law 236-237.
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6 2 2 2 Avoidance and the effect of the right to fix a Nach(rist
Article 49 and 64 determine when the buyer and seller may respectively avoid the
contract.--I9
Generally a seller or buyer only has the right to avoid the contract if the breach is found
to be fundamental.~(1 This article is in line with the universally accepted notion that a
breach must be sufficiently serious for it to .iustify the drastic consequence of
avoidance.~' Essentially it IS a process of 'balancing the buyer's concern for
predictability and certainty against the seller's need for protection against contracts
canceled on minor or capricious grounds. ··52
~<) Article 49 provides: (I) The buyer may declare the contract avoided: (a) if the failure by the seller to
perform any of his obligations under the contract or this Convention amounts to a fundamental breach of
contract: or (b) in case of non-delivery. if the seller does not del iver the goods within the additional period
of time fixed by the buyer in accordance with paragraph (I) of article 47 or declares that he will not deliver
within the period so fixed. (2) However. in cases where the seller has delivered the goods. the buyer loses
the right to declare the contract avoided unless he does so: (a) in respect of late delivery. within a
reasonable time after he has become aware that delivery has been made: (b) in respect of any breach other
than late delivery. within a reasonable time: (i) after he knew or ought to have known of the breach (ii) after
the expiration of any additional period of time tixed by the buyer in accordance with paragraph (I) of
article 47. or after the seller has declared that he will not perform his obligations within such an additional
period: or (iii) after the expiration of any additional period of time indicated by the seller in accordance
with paragraph (2) of article 48. or after the buyer has declared that he wi II not accept performance. Article
64 provides: (I) The seller may declare the contract avoided: (a) if the failure by the buyer to perform any
of his obligations under the contract or this Convention amounts to a fundamental breach of contract: or (b)
if the buyer does not. within the additional period of time fixed by the seller in accordance with paragraph
(I) of article 63. perform his obligation to pay the price or take delivery of the goods. or if he declares that
he will not do so within the period so fixed. (2) However. in cases where the buyer has paid the price. the
seller loses the right to declare the contract avoided unless he does so:(a) in respect of late performance by
the buyer. before the seller has become aware that performance has been rendered: or (b) in respect of any
breach other then late performance by the buyer. within a reasonable time: (i) after the seller knew or ought
to have known of the breach: or (ii) after the expiration of any additional period of time fixed by the seller
in accordance with paragraph (I) of article 63. or after the buyer has declared that he lViII not perform his
obligations within such an additional period.
'II Article 49 ( I lea) and 64 ( I )(a). See the discussion in 6 3 I in/ra regarding what constitutes a fundamental
breach.
51 The need for a sufficiently serious breach betore avoidance is justified is even more pertinent in
international transactions which often involve tar greater volumes of goods. currency and far larger
distances to travel. Cf. Pauly "The concept of fundamental breach as an international principle to create
uniformity of commercial law" 2000 Journal a/Law and Commerce 221 225.
'2 liegel The Remedial Provisions 9-12.
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The Convention also gives both the aggrieved buyer and seller the right to fix an
additional period of time or "Nachfrist' as a deadline for performance by the breaching
party. 53 This remedy is provided in article 47 and 63 for the buyer and seller
respectively." Owing to the effects of this "remedy" on the availability of avoidance, it
appears pertinent to consider it here."
The fixing of an additional period of time for performance brings with it certain
additional legal implications both for the buyer and the seller." Article 49 (I )(b) makes
it clear that if the buyer has fixed an additional period for delivery and the seller still does
not deliver. he may declare the contract avoided whether the failure amounts to a
"7fundamental breach of contract or not.' This is the most important function of this
power to fix an additional period of time.:iR It must be observed, however. that this
concession is only applicable to cases of non-delivery and not to all failures to perform,
which indicates an implicit fragmentation of the unitary concept of breach by the seller
into delay and the other instances.i"
By virtue of article 47 the buyer is entitled to fix an additional period for the seller to
perform any of his obligations after the seller has failed to perform.?" This additional
period must be 'reasonable' in light of the circumstances. Ziegel submits that the only
3, Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the CISG 44.
3-1 Article 47 provides: (I) The buyer may fix an additional period of time of reasonable length for
performance by the seller ofhis obligations. (2) Unless the buyer has received notice trom the seller that he
will not perform within the period so fixed. the buyer may nol. during that period. resort to any remedy for
breach of contract. However. the buyer is not deprived thereby of any right he may have to claim damages
for delay in performance. Article 63 provides: (I) The seller may fix an additional period of time of
reasonable length for performance by the buyer of his obligations.(2) Unless the seller has received notice
from the buyer that he wi II not perform within the period so fixed. the seller may not. during that period.
resort to a remedy for breach of contract. However. the seller is not deprived of any right he may have to
claim damages for delay in performance.
'3 See the submissions made infra and in chapter seven regarding the exact nature of this right.
'6 Schlechtriem Commemurv on the UN Convention 394.
,; Fletcher feels that the OI~ission to provide rules on the materiality otrhe performance not delivered may
undermine the fundamental breach standard. Fletcher Remedies under the t\ie11' international Sales
Convention. The Perspective from Article ] oj the L' C' C'. http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/bibliolflecht
(12110103).
SR Schlechtriem Commemurv on/he UN Convention 394.
39 See Schneider "The Sell~r's right to cure" Arizona Journal oflnternotional and Comparative Law 83-90
for a discussion on the wisdom in restricting this additional right to avoid the contract to non-delivery.
hO Schlechtriem Comrnentarv on the UN Convention 397.
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function that article 4 7( 1) serves is to fix a "terminal date" for the goods to be delivered
where the contract does not make the delivery of the goods an essential obligation of the
contract. 61
A second important function of this article is to provide a buyer. who has lost his right to
avoid the contract when the seller has delivered defective goods due to the fact that he did
not report the breach within a reasonable period as prescribed by article 49(2)(b). with a
right to avoid the contract on the basis of article 49( I )(b )f':)
The fixing of an additional period of time provides the seller with a supplementary period
wherein the buyer may not resort to any remedy other than a claim for damages for delay
in performancc"
Although article 63 is in wording identical to 47. its practical effect on the parties,
however. differs slightly. Article 64( I )(b) states that if the buyer does not make payment
or take delivery within the additional time fixed. the seller may avoid the contract
notwithstanding the fact that the breach is not fundamental. Thus by separating the
consequences of non payment or non acceptance of the goods by the buyer from the other
forms of non-performance. article 64 continues the trend of fracturing the unitary notion
of breach.
lt is submitted that the inclusion of this right is a praiseworthy step as it creates greater
certainty in the minds of both seller and buyer regarding some of their respective
obligations and remedies64 Notwithstanding this. it must be stressed that even though
the wording of both articles would appear to cover all forms of breach. the practical effect
(>I Ziegel The Remedied Provisions 9-17 This idea is similar to the whole idea of 'making time of the
essence of the contract as discussed in chapter two.
(,2 Sch lechtriem Commemar. ()/1 the UN Convention .395.
(" Schlechtriem Commentary on the UN Convention .395. This results in the exclusion of the application of
all the other remedies granted in article 45. The buyer may. however evoke the remedy of avoidance within
this period if the seller were to for example deliver substitute goods containing a serious enough defect to
be regarded as a fundamental breach. Cf. Schlechtriem COl71l11enlOiT IJn the UN Convention .399.
(,4 See Bridge The Bifocal World oflnternational Sales. ïienna und Non-Vienna in Cranston (ed) Making
Commercial l.aw. Essavs in Honour ofRoy Goode ( 1997) 277 290.
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of this remedy is restricted to certain forrns.Ï" thus illustrating the splintering of the
apparent unitary system of breach.
There is also much confusion regarding the exact classification and function of this right.
While it is often classified as a remedy. its function is essentially the same as the role of
a notice of rescission in terms of the doctrine of "time is of the essence". as received in
South African law.66
In the preceding discussion on Nochfrist. it was pointed out that the most important
consequence of this concession of an additional period in which to perform was that it
enabled the buyer and seller to avoid the contract in the event that certain forms of breach
still continued after the lapse of the additional period. notwithstanding the fact that they
were not fundamental breaches. This provision is set out in article 49 ( 1) (b) and 64( I) (b)
for the buyer and seller respectively.
As briefly pointed out above. on a closer inspection of these articles it becomes apparent
that this additional right to avoid the contract is not available for all the cases of non-
performance after the lapse of an additional period of time. In the case of article 49(1)(b)
it is only applicable at non-delivery by the seller and on application of article 64( 1)(b) it
is clear that it is only available when the buyer has not yet paid the price or taken delivery
of the goods at the lapse of the additional period.
This blatant division between the above-mentioned instances of non-performance and the
other possible instances is curious in light of the Conventions stringent adherence to the
notion of a unitary form of breach. An apparent reason for this segregation is the
essential role of these obligations in practice." resulting in the view that the continued
non-performance of these obligations would constitute a fundamental breach justifying
avoidance." This explanation is debatable as it assumes a prior classification of the
(,< Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding {he CISG in Europe 92.
(,(,See 2 3 I I I 2 supra for the use ofa notice of rescission in South African law.
67 Bianca & Boneli lnternationat Sales Law 363.
(,R Schlechtriern Comment arv on the UN Convention 416.
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materiality of obligations applicable in all instances: this does not seem feasible in light
of the enormous energy spent on the formulation of article 25 in order to determine the
fundamentality of a breach in every individual situation.Ï"
This additional ground for avoidance was further not extended to the other forms of non-
performance due to tbe fact that this would be too harsh a consequence for the seller or
buyer. whichever the case may be. if an insignificant breach could lead to the far-
reaching remedy of avoidance.Ï" This clearly points out that a hierarchy of breach IS
alive and well within the Convention despite the continued claims to the contrary.
Article 49(2) and 64(2) provide some of the preconditions on the right to avoid the
contract71 The basic premise underlying the provisions is that the buyer or seller who
wishes to avoid the contract must make their intentions clear within a reasonable time.
Once again one finds different provisions being made applicable to various instances of
non-performance. Article 49(2) draws a clear distinction between a delivery which is still
outstanding and a delivery which has already been made. while 49 (2)(a) draws a
distinction between late delivery and other breaches. If the seller has not yet delivered
after the time for delivery has passed. whether it be the original time set or the additional
time set. the buyer may take as long as he wishes to avoid the contract.Ï'' If. however, the
seller has delivered the goods and the buyer is entitled to avoid the contract on the basis
of article 49 (1 )(a) he must do so in a reasonable timen Similarly article 64(2)
differentiates between the payment and non-payment of the purchase price while article
64 (2)(a) makes a clear distinction between late performance by the buyer and the other
non-performances. Once again the convention differentiates between various breaches,
treating some more stringently then others.
1,'1 See 6 3 I infra for a discussion of article 25.
711 Bianca & Boneli International Sales Law 364.
il Others can be found in Article 39. 43. 82. see supra.
r: Schlechtriem Commentarv on the UN Convention 427. This principle is applicable whether he wishes to
avoid the contract on the basis of article 49( I )(a) or 49( I )(b).
73 See article 73 regarding the issue of avoidance at instalment transactions.
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The buyers right of avoidance is further subject to additional notice requirements as set
out in article 39 and 43. Article 39 is applicable in the case of non-conforming goods and
requires the buyer to give notice of the lack of conformity of the goods within a
reasonable time and sets a maximum time limit of two years. If he does not do so he
loses the right to rely on the non-conformity and thus he could possibly lose the right to
avoid the contract should the breach prove to be fundamental. These time limits further
prevail over the ones set in 49(2).74 Article 40. however. precludes the seller from
relying on article 39 to avoid liability when he was aware or could not have been unaware
of the lack of conformity.
Article 43 is applicable when the buyer has received goods which are subject to a third
party claim and requires the buyer to inform the seller within a reasonable time after
becoming aware or after he ought to become aware of such claims. This once again
may affect the buyer's right to avoid the contract should the breach prove to be
fundamental. Article 43 trumps the working of 49(2) but sets no time limit as is the
case in article 397~ Section 43(2) further states that the seller is not entitled to rely on
43( 1) to escape liability if he knew of the third partys right to claim.
Article 26 states that a declaration of avoidance is only effective if notice is given to the
other party. The Convention does not prescribe any formal requirements for such a
notice. which can even be made tacitly." The buyer may also combine a notice of an
additional period for performance with a conditional declaration that the contract will
be avoided if performance does not take place within this period."
7-1 Bianca & Boneli lnternational Sales Law 365.
-5 Bianca & Boneli tnternationat Sales Luw 366.
76 Schlechtriem Commentary on the UN Convention 425.
77 Schlechtriern Commentary on {he UN Convention 425. Articles 81-84 determine the effects of avoidance
of the contract by the buyer and seller.
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6 2 2 3 Damages
The CTSG gives the claim for damages a prominent position in its remedial system. It
can be instituted both as a supplementary remedy to specific performance or avoidance or
JRas the only remedy.
The Convention' s damage provisions are contained in article 74-77 and are applicable to
both the buyer and the seller. Article 74 summarises in a few words the basic elements
and limitations on the claiming of damages under the CrSG7lJ Article 74 states that there
must be a causal connection between the breach and the damages and if this is the case ..
the innocent party may claim damages including loss of profit. This remedy is
consequently available for all forms of breach. whether fundamental or not. It is clear
that the underlying principle of the damages remedy is to place the injured party in the
position he would have been in if the contract was performed.t'' Because article 74 is
applicable to all forms of loss including indirect or ancillary loss. and is applicable to
both the buyer and the seller. 81 it does not provide any rules to determine the actual loss
X'suffered as a consequence of the breach. -
The only limitation on the claim is that the loss may not exceed the loss which the
party in breach foresaw or ought to have foreseen as a possible consequence of the
breach at the concl usion of the contract83 This rather wide construction of the
foreseeability test may appear overly vague and lacking in structured rules. but in
light of its extensive function the lack of concrete rules is understandable. The
78 Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the elSG 111 Europe 96.
79 Schlechtriem Commentarv on the UN Convention .553.
KO Kritzer (ed) Detailed Analvsis in Guide /0 Practical Applications 582. This is interesting to note in light
of the heated debate regarding the use of either positive or negative interresse in South A trican law. See
chapter three.
XI Leokofsky & Bernstein Understanding the CISC_] in Europe 98: Kritzer (ed) De/ui/ed Anatvsis in Guide
/0 Practical Applications 5~Q.
X2 Under article 74 the loss is. however. said to be calculated concretely as only losses actually determinable
and incurred are taken into account: Schlechtriern COmme/1/WT on/he UN Convention 565
8, Article 74. Cf Lookofsky & Bernstein Unders/anding the CISG in Europe 100-10 I: Schlechtriem
Commentary on the UN Convention 567-569.
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provision has accordingly been described as a "remarkable triumph for international
uniformity ..H4 It is clear that the Convention leaves the development of detailed rules
to the case law.
Article 75 provides a more specific remedy in the event of the avoidance of the contract.
If. after avoidance. the buyer has bought goods in replacement or the seller has resold the
goods within a reasonable time and manner. article 75 allows the party claiming damages
to recover the difference between the contract price and the substitute transaction. It also
allows a claim of any further damages recoverable on the basis of article 74.
The determination of a reasonable time and manner is based on the premise that the seller
will wish to make a resale at the highest price possible while the buyer will wish to
recover the goods at the lowest price possible.f If the time and manner is found not to be
reasonable. the party is not left without a remedy as he can still make use of the general
damages article set out in article 74.86
Article 76 provides for an alternative means of measuring damages at the avoidance of
the contract where no substitute transaction has ensued. It provides that in this instance
the claimant may. barring the carrying out of a repurchase or resale in terms of article 75.
recover the difference between the contract price and the current price and further
damages in terms of article 74. The current price represents the price prevailing when
avoidance ensues. determined at the place where delivery of the goods should have been
made or. if this does not exist. the price at another place serving as a reasonable
substitute. If avoidance takes place after the goods have been taken over. the current
price is determined at the time of taking over.
The mitigation of damages is prescribed by article 77. The party relying on the breach is
required to take such measures as may be reasonable in the circumstances to curb his
x.) liegel The Remedial Provisions 9-37.
85 Kritzer (ed) Detailed Analysis in Guide lo Practical Applications 594.
X6 Kritzer (ed) De/ailed Analysis in Guide to Practical Applications 594.
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losses. If he fails to do so. the breaching party may claim a reduction in damages."
Thus while this article can not be regarded as placing a duty to mitigate loss on the
parties. it does provide a heavy incentive to do so.88
In conclusion. it is evident that there is no real relationship made between the form of
breach suffered and the ability to claim damages as a result. Consequently. at least in this
part of the Convention. there is no obvious erosion of the unitary concept of breach.
6 2 2 4 Reduction in Price
When non-conforming goods have been delivered. the buyer may in terms of article 50,
reduce the price in the same proportion as the value of the goods at delivery bears to the
actual value that the conforming goods would have had.~l) This right is. however. subject
to the right of the seller to cure the breach on the basis of article 37 or 48. If the seller
has made use of these rights. or even if he attempted to do so but the buyer refused him
the right to do. the buyer may not make use of the remedy of price reduction.
Once again. therefore. a particular form of breach. namely non-conformity of the goods.
entitles a party to a special remedy. while other instances of breach do not receive the
same treatment.
6 2 2 5 Interest
If a party fails to pay the pnce or other money in arrears. the other party can claim
interest on it on the basis of article 78. This claiming of interest does not affect any claim
for damages he may have in terms of article 74C)o
X7 There are some writers who feel that this mitigation duty should be extended to remedies other then
breach. See Kritzer (ed) De/ailed Analysis in Guide /0 Practical Applications 610-61 I.
S8 See Leokofsky & Bernstein Understanding the (lSG in Europe 101-103.
89 This right can allegedly be traced back to the actio quanti minoris as found in Roman law, see
Schlechtriern Commentars on the UN Convenlion 437. As shown in chapter four. this remedy is still alive
and well in South African law.
90 Article 84 also provides a duty on the seller to pay interest on the price from the date it was first paid if
he has to repay it after avoidance.
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6 2 2 6 Concluding Remarks
This thesis has repeatedly referred to the Convention' s paramount goal of uniformity. Its
approach to remedies does not. however, seem to follow this trend. Rather then
attempting to fashion the approaches of different legal traditions into an elegant.
commercially effective integrated set of remedies. it adopted the often conflicting
approaches of different legal systems. with modest alterations. into a complex set of
remedies.91
A further problem is the tendency of the Convention to develop various specific
provisions relating specifically to variants of breach. thereby deviating from the unitary
notion of breach. which the CISG allegedly embraces. Following the above discussion, it
is clear that there is at least to some extent an implicit classification of breach within in
the text of the Convention pertaining to remedies. This anomaly is quite curious if one
considers the simple, almost non-existent categorization of breach offered by the text of
the Convention and the idea that the remedies available are independent of the
classification of the wrongful conduct.
It is submitted that an analysis proceeding from the remedial provisions of the ClSG will
present a perspective on the classification of breach which differs from that provided for
in the text. This will militate against the premise that the remedies for breach do not
relate to the form of breach. The correctness of this submission will be examined below
after a consideration oftbe categories of breach provided for in tbe text of the CISG.
6 3 The classification of breach in the CISG
From the above. It is clear that. despite the theory of a unitary system of breach adverted
to in 6 I above. the CISG draws a distinction between two groups of breaches. The first
distinction is abundantly clear from a reading of the Convention. namely the distinction
91 Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the ClSG 43.
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between a fundamental and non-fundamental breach. This will be examined at length
below92 The second distinction. which is less clear and only becomes ascertainable on a
closer inspection of the remedial provisions. 93 entails a differentiation between between
delay (mora) and other breaches.
Intriguingly. there are two further traditionally recognised forms of breach which enjoy
their own separate recognition and consequences in the system of the Convention. in spite
of the premise that the C1SG embraces a unitary notion of breach. These are anticipatory
breach and impossibility of performance. The former will be discussed in the following
section. while the latter will be discussed in relation to the issue of impossibility and
exemptions from liability under the Cl Sï.i.
6 3 1 The distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental breach.
6 3 1 1 The significance of the distinction
The most obvious relevance of the distinction between a fundamental and non-
fundamental breach is to determine when a contract can be avoided." Typically. legal
systems prescribe a certain minimum level of seriousness lor a breach to warrant the
resort to the drastic remedy of terrnination." and the CrSG is no different."
The distinction also determines whether or not the innocent party may claim the delivery
f bsti d'J7o su titute goo s. If one considers the enormous costs of transportation in
international trade. it is understandable that the breach needs to meet a certain threshold
of seriousness before a request for new substitute merchandise can be walTanted9X A
I)~ See 6 3 I in/ra,
<)~ .
, See 6 2 supra.
y.j In the CISG the word avoidance is used to refer to what is traditionally labeled as cancellation in South
African law.
95 Treitel Remedies 161 as referred to in Schlechtriern (ed) Commemurv IJ!1 (he U/V Convention 174.
96 See 6 2 2 2 supra for a more in-depth study of avoidance. .
97 Article 46(2).
<JR Schlechtriern (ed) Commentarv on the UN Convention 176.
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fundamental breach of contract by the seller further results in the buyer maintaining all
his remedies despite the transfer of risk9lJ
There is, however. a further much less publicized use for the notion of materiality which
is the most noteworthy for the purposes of this thesis. and that is its relevance as the
principal standard for the classification of breach of contract. ! (J(I As mentioned above.
this is the only express basis for a differentiation between different instances of breach
recognised by the CISG.
6 3 1 2 The meaning of the provision
In view of the magnitude of its effect and the centrality of its role in the CISG' s system of
breach. a thorough examination of the distinction between a fundamental and non-
fundamental breach is required.
This essentially entails a scrutiny of article 25 of the Convention. which reads as follows:
A breach of contract committed by one of the parties is fundamental if it results in such
detriment to the other party as substantially to deprive him of what he is entitled to expect
under the contract. unless the party in breach did not foresee and a reasonable person of the
same kind in the same circumstances would not have foreseen such a result.
As with many other articles in the Convention. the notion of a fundamental breach is a
legal concept "born from compromise".'?' The quest for a concise definition acceptable
to all the participating nations once again resulted in the introduction of vague concepts.
open to a number of different interpretations.l'" The result is an open-ended and
accordingly imprecise definition of a central idea. This lack of certainty is highly
'J'J Article 70. Cf. Schlechtriem (ed) Commenrarv on the UI\' Convention 176: Bianca & Bonell/l1lerna/io/1al
Sales Law 205 & 2 I I.
lUll Enderfein & Maskow lnternationat Sales l.uw: Uniled .vat ions Convention 1)/7 Contructs fnr the
International Sale of Goods ( 1992) I 12.
rru Bianca & Bonell/nternC/lional Sales l.aw 210.
IU2 See Schlechtriem (ed) Commentary on the UN Convention 174 - 176: Kritzer (ed) General Provisions
in Guide /0 Practical Applications 20 I: Bianca & Bonell/nternalional Sales Law 205 - 209 on the process
and compromises made before the article was eventually drafted.
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undesirable. especially In light of the enormous role this distinction plays as under the
CISG.lo3
The abstract nature of this article also prohibits a complete depiction of its meaning and
the present section wi Il therefore simply attempt to sketch the gist of it. 104 The two tests
for a fundamental breach are plainly "substantial detriment" and "unforeseeability".
6 3 1 2 1 The meaning of "substantial detriment"
Schlechtriem is of the opinion that the scope of the detriment element does not pertain to
the extent of the actual damage caused by the breach. but relates rather to the importance
to the injured party of the contractual interests infringed by the breach.l'" The
implication of such a subjective perception of the notion of detriment is that it is up to the
the parties themselves to indicate the exact importance of the various contractual
obligations in their agreernent.l'" By explicitly stating which obligations would upon
breach give rise to detriment significant enough to warrant avoidance. uncertainty will be
prevented. If this is not done. the courts will need to evaluate the weight or significance
of the interest of the innocent party that has been infringed.
This approach is highly subjective, and for this reason some writers advocate the use of a
different method. which does not determine the fundamentality of a breach by way of a
strict, uncompromising adherance to the terms of the contract.l'" Effect is rather given to
the interaction between the contractual description of the interests of the promisee in the
d h f b h : . I· lOXcontract an t e consequences 0 reac 111 a partreu ar instance. It is. submitted.
however. that this approach will result in uncertainty. as it proposes that the
lin See 63 I I supra.
I(J-I See 65 infra for a discussion of the application of the definition in case law.
IllS Schlechtriern COl11men/WT on/he UN Convention 17).
1116 Schlechtriem (ed) COll1m~l1larl' on/he UN Convention 177. Cf Babiak "Defining Fundamental breach"
120.
107 See inter alia Bianca & Boneli international Sales Law 214-215: Koch .. The Concept of Fundamental
Breach of Contract under the United Nations Convention for the International Sale of Goods Pace Review
ofthe Convention on Con/raus/or the international Sale ofGoods (CISG) 1998 1999 177 328-329.
lOS Naude & Lubbe "Cancellation for ·Material or 'Fundamental breach 37R who rely on Koch
"Fundamental Breach" 330.
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fundamentality of the breach and the consequent remedies be determined with reference
to the time of the breach. According to the first mentioned view the parties will be aware
of the conduct which will give rise to a fundamental breach and its resultant
consequences as from the conclusion of the contract.
Unless the importance of the interests infringed were known to both parties. a strict
application of the test adopted by Schlechtriem could. however. lead to uncertainty
regarding the exact finding which will be made by the courts and consequently the
remedies attending the breach. This uncertainty could. however. be addressed by
recourse to established business norms of everyday trade in order to determine which
interests are traditionally regarded as significant enough to result in substantial detriment
if infringed. This would involve a common sense approach by the courts and would
introduce a certain level of objectivity. Further. obligations which do not conventionally
form part of such contracts. but are rather unique to a particular contractual understanding
can very often. based simply on their express inclusion by the parties. be viewed as being
important enough to be result in substantial detriment if breached.I(),) The situation does
not therefore seem as problematic as it appeared initially. 11(1
6 3 1 2 2 The meaning of "unforeseeability"
As suggested above. the issue of "substantial detriment" essentially revolves around the
interests of the injured party as envisioned by him when entering the contract.111 Article
25. however. incorporates a further test. that of foreseeability. which theoretically at least
would seem to limit the supposedly subjective consequences of the first test. This test
appears to have been introduced on the grounds of equity and enables the breaching party
to escape a finding of a fundamental breach and the attendant consequences if he can
show that neither he himself nor a reasonable person could have foreseen the result.112
lO') Schlechrriern (ed) Commentarv on the UN Convenlion 178.
11(1 See. however. the divergent outlook of other writers cited in n 107 & 108 supra.
III See the divergent outlooks of the writers cited in n 107 & 108 supra
II" Bianca & Boneli International Sales Law 215. The time the result must have been foreseen remains
controversial. see Kritzer (ed) De/ailed Analysis in Guide 10 Practical Applications 216. In the author's
opinion the conclusion of the contract should be regarded as the relevant time. This is also the view adopted
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It is obvious that this route will not be open where the parties have made it clear in their
contract or contractual negations that an obligation. if infringed. is to be regarded as
resulting in a fundamental breach.l+' It would appear that the only time that
foreseeability may prove to be an issue is where the importance of the obligation. which
has been infringed. has not been unequivocally identified as being of a fundamental
. h hl" 11-1nature 111 t e contract or t e contractua negouauons.
In this last situation one would need to determine whether a reasonable person in the
same branch of trade would have foreseen such a result. Essentially this once again
gravitates towards the idea of whether or not commercial Iife views that particular
obligation as important enough to warrant the regard of its infringement as a fundamental
II';breach. . In other words. the same objective factors taken into account when
determining the existence of substantial detriment. are to be taken into account here.
If it is found that the reasonable person would have regarded the obligation as of
substantial importance. the fact that the actual infringing party did not foresee the result is
f 116o no consequence. Where things become more involved is where the objective
reasonable man would not have foreseen the result. This would normally be where the
obligation agreed to is not that which typically arises in such an agreement but rather
reflects the individual bargain of the parties. One would then need to determine whether
the infringing party was sufficiently aware of the obligation' s importance and
consequently the fundamentality of its breach. The burden of proof rests on the guilty
party.117 Once more. however. the uniqueness of the obligation would normally entail
by Schlechtriern. see Schlechtriem (ed) Commematv on the UN Convenlion 180. Cf Lorenz Fundamental
Breach under the USC http://cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/lorenz ( 12' I 0/03).
11.1 Schlechtriem (ed) Comment arv on the UN Convention 17R.
II~ Schlechtriem (ed) C{)I1I17/e~Lan'on the /il'v Convention 179. See. however. Naude & Lubbe
"Cancellation for 'Material or 'Fundamental' breach" 379 and the authorities cited therein. particularly in
notes XX57-61.
115 Schlechtriem (ed) Commentary on rhe UN Convention 179. Cf Babiak "Defining Fundamental breach"
122.
116 Schlechtriem (ed) Commentary on the UN Convention 179.
117 Bianca & Boneli lnternational Sales Law 216: Schlechtriem Commentarv on the UN Convention 181.
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considerable discussion which will more often than not imply an awareness of its
importance.
It thus appears that the "unforeseeability test" does nothing more then invoke the very
same scrutiny invoked by the "substantial detriment test". and similarly attempts to
determine the exact importance of the obligations and the consequent seriousness of their
breach. The only area were this test will seemingly playa role is in the event of the
infringement of an obligation which is not typical or usual for a particular kind of
transaction. and the importance of which was not firmly established as between the
parties. This situation. as illustrated above. will not arise often and the additional test
embodied in article 25 merely provides a further safety net.
The test for fundamental breach therefore essentially involves a determination of the
exact importance the injured party has attached to the obligation and a subsequent
determination of the reasonability of this view.llx Both tests emphase the intention of the
parties. as deduced from the contract and negotiations and if this is not ascertainable. the
application of the very same set of commercially based objective factors.'!"
6 3 2 Anticipatory breach
In the course of the discussion of the remedies available to the buyer and seller in 62 1. it
was pointed out that these only become available when the buyer or seller have not
performed their obligations. This is usually only discernible once the date for
. 120performance arnves.
The Convention does. however. provide relief for a party should it become apparent
before the date for performance that the other party wi II cornm it a fundamental breach of
IIR Once again it must be pointed out that by unequivocally stating the most important obligations in their
respective contract. the parties will ensure the greatest degree of certainty regarding the classification of
breach should it arise and its resultant remedies. See Babiak "Defin ing Fundamental breach" 142. which
sets out guidelines for the preparation of the contract in order to achieve the greatest level of clarity
regarding the classification of a breach as a fundamental breach.
110 See 6 5 infra where the interpretation offundarnental breach in case law will be analysed.
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contract.':" Article 72. subject to certain provisos.':" provides that the contract may be
avoided in this instance.l'' Article 72( 1) provides that where it is "clear" that a party will
commit a fundamental breach. the other party may avoid the contract. There is an
obvious lack of certainty here and therefore some degree of protection is provided for the
innocent party by article 72(2). which requires the guilty party to give the former
reasonable notice of his intent to avoid should time permit it.12.J This then enables the
"guilty" party to give assurance of his performance. and if this is not provided. it is
"clear" that he will commit a fundamental breach. I}:' Article 72(3) applies lO the situation
where the guilty party has declared that he will not perform. and there is consequently no
need for an additional "clarity' provided for by 72(2). which is consequently not
applicable to this instance.
While article 72 is aimed at providing the innocent party with the right to avoid the
contract in the event of anticipatory breach. article 71 attempts to ensure the enforcement
of the contract.l'" It entitles the innocent party to suspend his performance if it becomes
apparent that the other party will not perform a substantial part of his obligations due to a
serious deficiency in his ability to perform or his creditworthiness or by his conduct.l "
As the relief provided by this article is far less drastic than that provided by article 72. it
is not necessary to prove that there is danger of a fundamental breach ensuing or that a
120 Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the else in Europe 9:2
121 See article 73(2) for the provision of relief in installment sale transactions.
122 See infra.
12~ Article 7:2 provides: (I) If prior to the date for performance of the contract it is clear that one of the
parties wi II cornrn it a fundamental breach of contract. the other party may declare the contract avoided. (:2)
If time allows. the party intending to declare the contract avoided must give reasonable notice to the other
party in order to permit him to provide adequate assurance of his performance. (3) The requirements of the
preceding paragraph do not apply if the other party has declared that he will not perform his obligations.
12~ This concession is not applicable if the guilty party has declared that he will not perform his obligations.
See article 72(3).
12' Koch "Fundamental Breach" 304. (available online http> www.cisg.law.pace.edu cisg/biblio/koch-Z?
(07/11/03))
12(, Eiseien Editorial remarks: Remarks on the manner in which the Principles (Jl European Contract law
ma)" be used to interpret ur supplement .Articles - / and -) /)1 the elSG
http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu.lcisg/textlpeclcomp71.7:2 (07/1 1/03).
127 See Sch lechtriern Commentary on the Ut» Convention 5:23 where it is pointed out that article 71
highlights the fact that the Convention is based on the notion that a contract of sale is a reciprocal contract.
See chapter seven for comments regarding the South African equivalent of this remedy.
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total repudiation will take place.l " Once again the 'guilty" party must be provided with
sufficient notice and once the "guilty party" provides adequate assurance of his
performance. the suspension of performance is lifted.129
The relief provided to the innocent party by article 71 is of a temporary nature and is
applicable "to all acts and omissions preparatory to his performancei" The exact role
of this relief is not clear. lt is not certain whether it is a distinct remedy for breach
(whether in the traditional unitary sense or another form) or merely a tool employed in
the quest to attain specific performance. or both.':"
Article 72 is said to provide relief against a future breach of contract.l" lt can thus be
gauged that this remedy is provided in regard to a breach in terms of the Convention's
unitary notion. but which occurs in the future. rt is. however. submitted that the relief
provided is in response to a distinct form of breach already in existence in the form of
"anticipatory breach" or "repudiation". rather then a future threat of breach in the unitary
sense.l:' This submission is supported by Eiseien. who states that "article 72 is aimed at
the phenomenon of anticipatory breach of contract. i.e Q breach of contract that takes
place before the performance is due by the party in breach". This form of breach must
consequently be viewed as entailing its own distinct requirements. Once again thus the
unitary notion of breach is eroded.
128 Fletchner Remedies under the New international Sales Convention: The Perspective from Article 2 ol
the U C C http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/bibliolflecht.( 121 I0103).
129 Article 71 (3). See article 71 (2) which provides additional relief for the seller who has already dispatched
the goods. Cf Leokofsky & Bernstein Understanding the ("lSG in Europe 93
1;11 Schlechtriem Commentarv on the UN Convention 527.
1'1 Eiseien who regards tl~is article as providing relief for both anticipatory breach and incomplete
performance. Eiseien Editorial Remarks http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu.lcisg/texvpeclcomp71.72
(07/11/03) See infra regarding the status of anticipatory breach. and 7 <-I I intra
132 Schlechtriem COll1meJ1{WTon the UN Convention 533. Koch also frequently refers to "a future
fundamental breach". Koch "Fundamental Breach" 303.
1;3 Eiseien Editorial Remarks http://www.cisg.law.pace.eelU.icisg/text/peclcomp71.72 (07/1 1/03). He also
refers to the fact that "th is remedy ... allows the innocent party to avoid the contract when the breach occurs
without having to wait until performance becomes due." Cf Strub "The Convention on the International
Sale of Goods: Anticipatory Repudiation Provisions and Developing Countries" 1989 tnternational and
Comparalive Law Quarterly 475479.
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6 4 The role of fault in the CISG
As a point of departure. most commentators feel that the CISG has adopted a no-fault
approach in respect of breach.i'" The foundation for this premise is article 45 (I)(b),
which gives the buyer the right to claim damages for any breach without any mention of
fault on the part of the seller.l " Similarly. article 61 (1 )(b) entrenches strict liability on
the part of the buyer. as he is liable for damages for the mere failure to perform any of his
bl' . I jóo igations."
This premise of strict liability is, however. subject to one exception in the form of article
79.
Article 79( I) provides that a party will not be liable for certain of the consequences of his
breach if it is due to circumstances beyond his control and if at the time of conclusion of
the contract. he cannot reasonably have been expected to have taken this impediment into
consideration or have avoided or overcome its consequences. This exemption is also
applicable in the event that a third party is responsible for a particular party's failure to
perform as long as the third party and the breaching party are both excused from liability
under article 79( 1).137 Article 79(4) requires that notice of the impediment and its
consequences are to be given to the non-breaching party within a reasonable time after
the breaching party became or ought to have become aware of il. The exemption from
liability only lasts for the period that the impediment exists and affects no other remedy
barring darnages.l " Some writers have. however. provided illustrations of circumstances
when this exemption should also effect the granting of specific performance.':" As this
exemption has far-reaching effects. the party wishing to rely on it has the heavy task to
bl' h the reoui b I.jOesta IS t e requirements set out a ave.
1,-1 Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the ('Ise in Europe 96: Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the
else 38-39: Schlechtriern Commentarv on the u.".' Convention 603
l,S Lockofsky & Bernstein Understanding the CISCi Il1 Europe 96.
1.,(, Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the elSCi in Europe I 17.
1,7 Article 79(2)
liR Article 79(3) and 79(5)
1,9 See inter alia Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the CIS'Cj in Europe 110
I-IU Lookofsky & Bernstein Understanding the CfSe in Europe 107-108.
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There has been a tendency amongst civil lawyers. who are not familiar with the notion of
strict liability. to interpret article 79 very widely with the result that it serves as a sort of
exception from liability if the party liable is not at fault. 1.J I
It is submitted that this approach should be avoided as far as possible. This article was
originally meant to provide a party with a means to escape liability in cases such esforce
mujeure.I.J2 The sphere of trade covered by the convention excludes areas in need of
consumer protection.i ':' There is thus no need to provide an additional safety net in the
form of a requirement of fault before a person can be found guilty of breach or even an
exemption for liability based on a lack of fault stretching beyond that ïcn torce majeure.
If such additional protection is required it should be provided for in the particular
contract.
A further common sense remedy is provided in article 80 which provides that a party may
not rely on the other partys failure to perform if this failure was caused by the first one's
act or failure.
6 5 The relationship between the form of breach in existence and the remedies
available as a result thereof.
Essentially. the convention s remedial system should be viewed as a skeleton on to which
flesh still needs to be added. This approach was the only one which could provide a basis
for a system acceptable lO all the parties concerned. Unfortunately there is a danger that
conflicting constructions will be given to the detail required by the basic framework.
This will undermine the goal of uniformity and result in uncertainty.
I.J I Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the ('ISe; 39.
I.J~ See Magnus Force Mateure and the ('ISe; in Sarcevic & Volken (ed) The lnternational Sale ui Goods
Rev~Ued(2003)1 8-33.
I·n See article 2. which sets out the areas which the Convention. does not govern.
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Case law on the Convention thus has a very important function to fulfill and needs to
develop with as little ambiguity as possible. fn order to create the most satisfactory
results. the CTSG needs to "receive the same interpretation regardless of the nations and
courts involved".144 If this is not achieved ..the ideal of an impartial and certain system of
law in the event of breach of contract will be undermined. An examination of the case
law is thus pertinent for the present thesis. which seeks to examine the practical
application of the unitary system of breach as set out in the text of the Convention.
Regrettably. the various national courts and tribunals have often failed to adequately give
effect to the Convention and the spirit in which it was promulgated by slavishly adhering
to national outlooks and applications of the law. A recent example of this is identified by
Romito and SantElia in their discussion of a decision of the Superior Court of Milan of
20 March 1998 (lta/decor SA.S v Yius industries (H K) Limitedi.r" The authors call for
the development of a "new international methodology" pertaining to the CrSG. one
removed from the constraints of a nationalistic approach.!" By not adhering to the
purport of the Convention and its rules. the courts wi II fai I to develop a set of clear cut
I d I . 1-17ru es an consequent y generate uncertainty.
In spite of the indications of a so-called homeward trend. there is nevertheless evidence
of a tendency towards a uniform treatment of breach under the CISG. The decisions do
not. however. assert a bland notion of unitary breach. but rather converge in recognizing
the need to distinguish between various forms of breach implicit in the text of the CrSG
and their specific consequences and remedies.
By far the most identifiable of these distinctions is that drawn between delay and other
instances of breach. A restriction on the right to avoid the contract when non-conforming
goods are delivered is evident in case law. where it has been pointed out that the delivery
1-1-1 Fagan "The Remedial Provisions of the Vienna Convention on the International Sale of Goods 1980: A
small business perspective" 1998 Journal (I/Small and Emerging Business Law 317 320.
1-15 "CISG: Italian Court and Homeward Trend" 14 Pace lnternational LCllI· Review Spring 2002 179 185.
1·16 "Italian Court and Homeward Trend" 185. Cf Pauly "The concept of Fundamental Breach" 235-23 7.
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of non-conforming goods does not amount to non-delivery and should not receive the
same sanction.l'" Both the CrSG itself and academic commentary on case law. has
further time and again pointed out that avoidance for breach other than non-delivery is
only permitted within a reasonable time.I-I9 The development of this clear distinction
between the treatment of non-conforming delivery and a non-delivery of proper goods is
clearly identifiable in the text of the Convention. which provides an additional mode of
relief for non-delivery in the form of the Nachtrist period which is not extended to the
delivery of non-conforming goods. Schlechtriem is of the opinion that the explanation
for this development lies in the vast storage and transport costs and risks associated with
international trade. It makes economic sense for the buyer rather to reduce the price and
use the non-conforming goods as far as possi ble.I:i1J Any further loss can be addressed by
I" Iway of damages ..
In chapter three it was submitted that the issue of avoidance of the contract comes down
to the idea of materiality of the breach. which is just as difficult to define under the CrSG
as in South African law and which is applicable to all forms of breach just as required by
the CISG.I:i2 Under the Convention this notion is referred to as fundamental breach and
requires the application of article 25 as discussed above. I:i3
1-1- For another example of a nationalistic approach see Delehi Carriers ,c:,PA,. Ratorex Corportation 71 F.
3d 1024 (2'1(1 Cir 1995) LJ S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Cr. the discussion of this case in
Pauly "The concept of fundamental breach" 235-23 7.
I-lRBundesgerichtshof: VIII ZR 51/95. 3 April 1996.
1.10 See Schlechtrierns commentary on the Bundesgerichtshofof 15 February 1995 where the buyer lost his
right to avoid the contract because he did not do so within a reasonable time. See
http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/950215gl (12/10/03) for a discussion of this case.
ISOCommentary on Bundesgerichtshof: VIII ZR 51/95. 3 April 1996. A discussion of the case is available
online at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/960403gl (12/10103)
151 It seems difficult to determine when the date for delivery is an essential term of the: contract lo the extent
that non-compl iance with it amounts to a fundamental breach. In South A frican law the ru les are inrricate
but are clearly spelt out. Under the CISG one has to show that late deliver. would cause substantial
detriment before one can avoid. The CISG does. however. provide for a Nochfrist period in which to
perform timeously and to create certainty regarding when one can avoid the contract.
!S2 As shown above. however. delay is elevated above the other forms of breach and one can even avoid the
contract if the breach does not cause substantial detriment provided that the Nochfrist mechanism has been
used.
I" See 6 3 I supra.
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Many adjudicators. however. fail to delve into the meaning of article 25.1)-1 A study of
the case law. nevertheless. reveals an encouraging inclination on the part of tbe courts to
give effect to the wishes of the parties and where this is absent. to apply common sense
factors.
[n the decision by the Court of First Instance di Parma of 24 November 1989 (Foliopack
AG v Daniplast SpA). the court found that correspondence between the parties gave rise
to the conclusion that the time for delivery was of vital importance. In a decision by the
Oberlandesgericht Frankfurt on 17 September 1991. the court held that non-compliance
with a mere ancillary obligation should be regarded as a fundamental breach owing to the
importance of the obligation to the parties as apparent from the agreement. 15) Similarly
in the Helsinki Court of Appeal decision of 30 June 1998 (EP SA v FP Oy{i6 the court
held that the contract determined that the non-conformity of the goods was sufficiently
serious to justify avoidance. This clearly thus proves what was alluded to above.l "
namely that when interpreted correctly. the CISG seeks to give effect to the wishes of the
contractants and to ensure that the most accurate and sati sfactory effect is gi ven to thei r
contract. they need to clearly point out the obligations which they hold as essential to the
contract. l:i»
Where the fundamental nature of the obligation is not clear from tbe contract. the courts
have developed certain rules of thumb for situations which occur often in commercial
practice. In the decision of the Oberlandesgericht Hamburg on 28 February 1997.159 the
court held that the time for delivery was an essential term of the contract. They gauged
this from the fact that the contract included a ClF term which. by definition. requires
15-1See inter alia "Italian Court and Homeward Trend" 192.
135 A discussion of this case is avai lable at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/91 091 7g I (12/10103).
I<!, A discussion of this case is available at hnp:uwww.cisg.law.paceedwcases/980630f5 (12/10103)
137 See 6 3 I supra. See however the divergent opinions cited in n 108 and 109 supra.
15S Other examples of case law where the fundamental nature of the breach giving rise to the avoidance of
the contract was gauged from the contract include decision of Superior Court of Milan of 20 March 1998
tltaldecor SA.S I' Yiu s industries (HK; l.imitedi. (a discussion of this case is available online at
http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/980320i3 (12/10/03)): Downs Investments (Pil; Ltd I' Perwaja Sleef
SDN BHD (2000) QSC -121 (17 November 2000). A discussion ol the case is available online at
http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/OO I I 17a2 (12/ 10/03)
159 OLG Hamburg I U 167/95.28 February 1997.
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delivery by a fixed date. The use of objective factors such as trade usages to determine
the importance of obligations and their resultant consequences should be encouraged.
Similarly in a decision of the Court of Arbitration of the international Chamber of
Commerce in January 1997. it was held that the delay in the delivery of clothing should
be regarded as fundamental. This decision was based on a principle developed in the
Oberlandesgericht Hamm. in its decision of 8 December 1980.160 that the delay in the
delivery of a seasonal product usually constitutes a fundamental breach. This
development with regard to the obligations concerning certain types of goods is
heartening for the proponents of certainty.
Up to this point. the only real distinction made between the forms of breach is between
delay and other instances of breach of contract. There is. however. recognition of a
further distinction implicit in the CISG. namely that between anticipatory breach and
other instances of breach. In the Austrian decision by the Oberster Gerichtshof delivered
on 6 February 1996.1111 the court clearly separated the consequences of breach of contract
from the consequences of anticipatory breach.
6 6 Concluding Remarks
This brief study of the remedies available for breach and their application in recent case
law has led to the conclusion that the tendency to differentiate between various forms of
breach is alive and well both in the text of the CISG and the application thereof. The
unitary notion that all forms of breach should give rise to the same consequences is
clearly not an accurate portrayal ofreality. The fragmentation of the notion of breach has
been seen as productive of uncertainty and as one of the obstacles standing in the way of
the widespread use of the CISG in commercial activities.l'" but all is not lost. however.
The struggle for uniformity and certainty in the event of breach has reaped some rewards.
11,(1 For a discussion of th is consu It http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/970228g I .html ( 12/ 10/(3)
II>! A discussion of this case is available: http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cases/960206a3.htllll(12/IO/03)
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especially in the development of a number of objective factors. based on experiences in
practice. to determine the fundamentality of breach and the consequences thereof. The
harmonising of results achieved in the sphere of damages is also encouraging.l'"
11>2 Erauw & Flechtner Remedies under the else 75.
163 See 6 2. 2. 3 supra.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE REFORM OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
SYSTEM OF BREACH OF CONTRACT
7 1 Introduction
"Commercial law wil] not remain civilian. but in due time uravitates toward the law nl" the
dominant surrounding economy or major trading partners." I ~
The shortcomings of the South African system of breach and remedies were pointed
out in Chapters two to four. The lack of a logical motivation for the intricate
arrangement of the forms of breach was revealed in chapter five.2 and the need for
reform and modernisation was highlighted. Inspiration was sought in the CISG's
system of breach, which was analysed in Chapter six.' The present chapter will now
seek to outline the results achieved and offer recommendations for the future
reconstruction of the South African system of breach.
After a general discussion of overriding issues pertinent to the comparative process.
subm issions relating to a potential reform of South African law by the adoption of a
simplified classification of breach will be provided. The chapter will conclude with a
reflection on the future of the South African system of remed ies and suggest possi bie
changes. which if implemented, could result in greater legal certainty.
The provisions of the German Civil Code relating to breach and liability of the seller
have recently been reformed. in part under the influence of the CISG ...J The changes
implemented as a result of this process may provide useful comparative insights for
the present chapter. This reform process will accordingly be referred to when
relevant. In a similar vein. the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial
I Palmer (ed) The Third Legal Family 20.
2 This will be revisited in 7:; infra.
3 See Chapter one for the rationale underlying the comparison otthe SA system with that o lthe ClSCi.
4 Burgertiches Gesetzbuch. hereafter referred to as the BGB. The legislative enactments elfeeting the
relarm came into operation on January 1.2002. See generally: Palandt Geset: ::'11,. stodemizierung des
Schuldrechts. Ernst & Zimmermann (eds) Zivilrechiswissenschatt lind Schutdrechtsreform:
Westermann Das neue Kaufrecht ,":JW 2002241.
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Contracts) and the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL)6 will be referred to
where applicable in order to provide a further benchmark for any suggested reform of
South African law.
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7 2 Issues pertinent to the comparative process
In Chapter one it was stressed that while the South African law governing breach of
contract is applicable to all contracts. the CrSG's scope is limited to international
commercial contracts of sale. Although the appropriateness and value of a comparison
of these two systems was unequivocally established in chapter one. the substantial
difference in the fields covered must be borne in mind when one attempts to refer to
the CISG to reform the general principles of breach and remedies of South African
law. In other words. one must tread lightly and continually bear in mind that the
South African system addresses needs that differ from those dealt with by the C ISG.
The requirements of the international sale should be addressed by the ratification of
the CISG by South Africa in its entirety. This would still prove to be a prudent option
despite the shortcomings of the system identified in Chapter six. The reasons for this
conclusion are various.Ï The principal motivation is the fact that the convention was
drawn up with the specific needs of the international trader in mind. There is no other
legislation currently in force of the same magnitude or purpose. It has also been
, Hereafter referred to as the UNIDROIT Principles, lJNIDROIT is the International Institute lor the
LJniJication otPrivate law and it produced its Principles lor the Unification ofPrivate l.a« in 1<)94. The
Preamble to these Principles reads as 101i01l'S: I hese Principles set forth general rules tor international
commercial contracts, lhey shall be applied when the parties hal e agreed that their contracts be
governed b) them, The. ma) be applied when the panies hal e agreed that their contract he governed
by "general principles nl' law". the "lex mercatoria or the like. Thcv may provide ~ solution to an
issue raised when it prov cs impossible to establish the relcx ant rule o l the applicable la«. Thc) ma) be
used to interpret or supplement international uniform lall instruments, they may serve us u modelfor
national and international legislators (author's emphasis). In the comment on the preamble it is stated
that the principles nw) be uselu] lor countries intending to update their law to "current international
standards". par 7,
" Hereafter referred to as the PECI" The Principles of I-:uropean Contract l.a« j)1'C)\. ide <I statement ol'
the principles of contract law shared b) the member states o lrhc huropean Union. These principles arc
regarded as an essential step towards the development o l cl l.uropcan Ci . il Code, I he Commission on
european Contract Law. See: introduction 10 117(' t'rinciples I)f European Contract
http//:II'IIII.cisg.lall.pacc.cdu.lcisgitextpeclcomments (07'1 ll():», These principles relating to non-
performance and remedies will be consulted in this chapter II here relevant.
1·01' further arguments both lór and against ratification see l.isclcn "Adoption o l the Vienna
Convention ( 1999) I 16 S>I L.J :>23 :>39-371. who comes to the conclusion that raii lication i~ necessary.
See also Hugo "The United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods: Its Scope of
A ppl ication from a South African Perspecti le" 1999 S-J .I Iere U I.
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adopted by most of South Africa's chief trading partners and will provide the
country's importers and exporters with the greatest degree of international uniformity
and certainty currently possible." As shown in chapter three, the lack of uniform
application of the CISG in the case law constitutes a threat to the success of the
Convention, This is a problem which requires attention at international level. and
South Africa could playa role by correctly interpreting the CISG's provisions and in
so doing fostering greater certainty and international harmony, This area of trade is
further free from any substantial need for consumer protection, Principles which
assure the greatest degree of econom ic certainty and accord can consequently be
rei ied upon without any sign ificant fear of harm to consumer interest.
At a domestic level the rules applicable to breach should be developed to more
adequately provide for the needs of trade." Legislation, applicable to consumer-
orientated contracts should be promulgated to provide consumer protection and to
counter abrasive effects resulting from the application out of context of principles
I' bl ' I ,1(1app rca e to commercia transactions,
All in all it is submitted that much can be borrowed from the CISG when developing
more efficient and updated principles appl icable in cases of breach of contract.
7 3 The lack of interdependence between the form of breach and the remedies
available to the injured party for breach of contract
The conclusions drawn from the analysis of the South African system of breach of
contract and remedies was provided in chapter five. An important tinding was that
regarding the exact relationship between the classification of an instance of breach of
contract and the remedies available as a result. The results come to undermine pre-
conceived notions regarding this link and should prove instrumental for any future
'cr I::::iselen "Adoption ofthe Vienna Convention" ,HR,
"Suggestions lor a more simplified classilicarion olbreach and remedies will he provided in 7 -+ infra.
Iii An example or such a provision enacted in current legislation is the cooling down period applicable
to consumer contracts lor the alienation or land as provided lor in s 29A o lthe Alienation or I.and Act
68 or 1981. Cf. South A trican Law Commission Project -+7 and the proposed Bi II on the control of
unreasonableness, unconscionableness or oppressiveness in contraers or terms, a\ ailablc online at
hnp/zvvvv« serv er.law ,\\ i ts.ac.za/sale/report.pr-l 7 .comracts.pdr.
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reform of the system. For this reason the inferences drawn In 5 3 will once again be
outl ined brietl y.
Throughout the discussion of remedies in this thesis. the primacy of enforcement of
performance has been asserted. As shown in 5 3 I. th is remedy arises from the
contract itself and it is accordingly not dependent on the proof of the existence of
breach. There is consequently no necessary link whatsoever between a claim for
performance and breach of contract.
Cancellation clearly arises from the proof of a breach of contract. It was. however.
established in 5 3 3. that it is the materiality of the breach rather then its form or
classification. which ultimately determines the availability of this remedy.
A claim for damages. finally. was shown to depend on the application of certain
general principles of the law of damages rather then the existence of a specific form of
breach. Although the various standard measures of quantification have developed in
respect of recognised forms of breach. these measures retlect the general principles of
damages and are only applicable as far as they give effect to them. There is in any
event support tor the view that a breach ot' contract could be regarded as a distinct
wrongful act in the delictual sense. resulting in an obi igation to pay damages. I I The
rules determining the existence of a breach are accordingly of a general delictual
nature and independent of the recognition of particular forms of breach. The form of
breach may be relevant to determining the wrongfulness aspect. but the manifestation
of wrongfulness in a particular case does not affect the claim for damages. I:'
11 Van der Merwe ct al General Principles 29R and see the relerences cited in n -I S: 5. lhe element of
wrongfulness is sauslied h; I icwing the breach ofan obligation CIS either the infringement o lu right to
claim performance or the transgression of a norm ui' conduct applicable to contractual relationships,
I-:ither lVay or looking at the situation gives rise to the finding that sllciet) demands that a IXIrl) be held
liable lor a breach of contract. Van der Merwe ct al General l'rinciples 300, ~cc also the above
comments in chapter three n 74 regarding the obiter suggestions made ill Thoroughhred breeder '.I
-ïssociation l' rrice ïïaterhouse C()IJpers supra SR2 that the llex ible test of la« nl' delict should be
imported into the la« o l contract.
12 A further aspect requiring attention is the issue or fault. which i, OIlC o l the delictual requirements,
which needs to be mel. II is suggested that this should OCCUP) the same role as proposed in chapter
Iiv e. namely il should he presumed and possibly provide a justification ground, See \ an der Merwe ct
al General Principles 3() 1-302,
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In conclusion, the absence of any logical connection between the remedies available
for breach and the traditional forms of breach is clear. This discovery is of extreme
sign ificance and provides the foundation for the suggestions for reform outl ined
below.
7 4 Recommendations for a new classification of breach
In chapter two the South African system of breach was extensively dissected and
discussed. The inadequacies and lim itations of the system were exposed and the need
for reform was established. But what is the way forward?
Following the discovery of the lack of interdependence of the forms of breach and the
resultant remedies. a simplification of the classification of the forms of breach is
proposed. The more stream Iined construction underlying the C ISG' s system of
breach should be the template for this process. Although the notion of a wholly
unitary concept of breach for the CISG has itself been shown to be in need of
qualification in chapter six. the CISG's structure is still much simpler than that of
South African law As was the case with the BGB. the Convention mav serve as a
basis for the transformation of the overly complex system of breach that has
developed in South African law.
South African law supposedly requires that conduct first needs to be classified as a
particular form of breach before the remedies available to the parties can be discerned.
In contrast the C ISG' s system of breach. at least in pri nciple. regards any non-
fulfillment of an obligation by a party. whether expressly stated in the Convention or
prescribed by the contractants within their individual undertakings. as a breach of
contract. The pre-eminent distinction made between the forms of breach in the CISG
arises by virtue of the fact that some breaches are treated as more serious than others
and so that correspondingly greater consequences attach to them. In the light of this
change of emphasis. the distinction between various forms of breach apart from the
seriousness of their effects. assume a diminished importance.':' The traditional idea of
various forms of breach. each with its own set of requirements. is replaced with the
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idea that any infringement of an obligation is classified as a breach and that' the
seriousness of the said breach rather than its form. will determine its legal
consequences.
A proposed re-classification of South African law along these lines is far-removed
from the present system and will thus most likely attract considerable resistance. It
has. however. been conclusively established in chapter five that there is no plausible
need for the severe fragmentation currently in existence and thus no real danger in
altering the system. As mentioned. the BGB has also recently been transformed and
now embraces a far more streamlined system of breach. one which can be equated to
that of the CISG. on which it was modelled."
It is also comforting to note that the UNIDROIT Principles embrace a construction of
breach similar to that of the CISG. Article 7.1.1 defines non-performance as the
"failure by a party to perform any of his obligations under the contract. including
defective performance or late performance." In the comments on this principle. it is
further stated that there is no provision dealing with cumulation of remedies. the
assumption underlying the principle is simply that all remedies which are not logically
inconsistent may cumulate. On a further inspection of the remedies it is clear all of
them are essentially available for non-performance. some however simply require it to
be fundamental.l ' A similar approach is also followed by the PECl which states in
article 8: 101 that "whenever a party does not perform an obi igation under the contract
and the non-performance is not excused under article 8: 108. the aggrieved party may
resort to any of the remedies set out in Chapter 9.
It is accordingly clear that South Africa would find herself in good company should it
adopt this new classification of breach.
I, See chapter six, where the classification of breach as arising \I ithin the text o l the I'Cll1eJ: provisions
and within practice was set out.
14 See paragraphs 4]]-47<) BGB. particularly -+33-4]5.
I; Of these principles II ill he discussed below and include inter alia I i! I DROIT Principle, Art. 7.2.2:
7.],1: 7.·U.
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7 4 1 The metamorphosis of the fractured system of breach to a more unitary
system
The present section will attempt to provide an outline for the transformation of the
South African doctrine of breach of contract by the substitution of a simplified
classification of breach for the traditionally recognised forms.
Positive mal performance provides the easiest transition to the new concept of breach
as even its traditional definition encompasses the notion of an infringement of an
obligation without any further technical requirements that need to be satisfied. Proof
of breach simply entails ascertaining what obligations flowed from the contract and
determining whether they have been complied with or not. This is akin to what is
required under the CISG for all instances of breach.
The most complex form of breach recognised in South African law is mora. In
chapter two. the distinction drawn between mora debitoris and mora ereditoris was
debated. The need for this classification falls away it' breach is understood as simply
comprising the infringement of any obligation. Such an understanding places the
elements traditionally required for a finding of mora in a different perspective. This
will result in greater certainty and fewer pitfalls for both parties. A party would now
simply need to prove the existence of an obligation. for example delivery by a specific
date. and if this date is not clear from the contract it can be established in the usual
method." Proof that the other party has infringed the obi igation would essentially
involve the determination that the debt was due and enforceable and that performance
was not made in accordance with it. 17 Then the rerned ies a vai lable to the party can be
determined. IX
Repudiation. however. proves more intricate. As shown in chapter six. anticipatory
breach is regarded in the CISG as a separate form of breach giving rise to its own set
I" See 2 3 I I I I supra in this regard.
Ii The exceptio non adimpleti COn/raC/II.I· may pia: a role here. sec intra
IR See the discussion on the role fault in 5 2 supra and infra
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of remedies. even though this is not expressly stated in the convention.!" This would
seem to be in direct contrast to the underlying notion of unitary breach. In South
African law it is also regarded as a distinct form of breach. but in order to establish
whether it is compatible with the unitary notion of breach. one needs to determine
what it is that is being breached. It has been established that repudiation amounts to
the breach of an existing obligation. It is thus clear that the courts regard the relevant
obligation as in existence even before the date for performance under the contract.
. '(IIn Tuckers Land and Development 11 Hovis. - Jansen Jx stated that
.. (t)here can be little doubt that in grafting the doctrine or anticipator) breach upon our ICIII. the
view that such a breach is the breach ofan existing obligation would be consonant with our law It
could be taken as and obligation ex lege. i.e implied by lavv ...
This is analysis. it is submitted. is wholly consistent with a unitary notion of breach.
If there is a separate ex lege duty not to repudiate. the act of repudiation is simply a
non compliance or infringement of that duty. which is wholly consistent with the
unitary notion of breach. A different explanation for repudiation is put forward by De
Wet and Van Wyk. They hold that duties to perform under a contract arise as soon as
the contract is concluded. even though they might be unenforceable because of a
suspensive time clause or a cond ition. ê I Although th is construction is contrary to that
advanced in the Hovis case. it is also compatible with the notion of a unitary breach.
What is being infringed is simply the obligation to perform. Although the absence of
theoretical abstractions in the text and discussions of the CISG tends to obscure this
aspect and to enforce the notion that antici patory breach requ ires recogn ition as a
separate form of breach. this does not appear to be a matter of logical necessity.
To determine whether repudiation warrants independent treatment. one needs to
ascertai n whether the remed ies appl icable to repud iation differ from those appl icable
to other breaches. Consistently with the notion that repudiation entails an actual
rather than a prospective breach. South African law recognise the remedies that are
generally available in cases of breach as applicable lO a repudiation of a contract. To
I" See (1 3 2 supra.
:(1 De Wet & Van W>k Kontraktereg en Handelsreg 169:" Illaar hou "n Illens in gedagte dal die skuld
nie eers b: opeisbaarheid onstaan nie. is die glad nic 'n anomalie Olll 1<111 die skending van die
verpligting le praat nie" (cl' Lubbe & Murray Contract ~77).
: I See Ii :1 2 .1'111)1'(/
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the extent that specific performance is only available as from the performance date
specified in the contract. this follows from the terms of the agreement rather than the
character of the breach." Other legal consequences. such as the fact that an
unaccepted repudiation results in a suspension of the performance duties of the other
party.v' might. however. suggest a need to treat repudiation as a special form of
breach. Whether such a conclusion necessarily follows from this phenomenon. is
debatable. however. To the extent that the doctrine of Erasmus II Pienaar is based on
waiver. as is suggested by older decisions.r ' the form of breach is of course irrelevant.
The explanation advanced in Erasmus " Pienaar. namely that the suspension is
indicated by the maxim unicuique sua mora nocet," does not take the matter much
further than the vague principle that a party ought not to rely on his or her own wrong,
which again renders the particular form of breach irrelevant. More properly the rule
laid down in Erasmus's case would seem to be a consequence of the principle of
reciprocity. which implies. amongst other legal consequences. that a party need only
perform if and to the extent that the other is willing and able to do SO.26 This
approach. which suggests that what appears to be a particular legal consequence of a
specific form ot' breach is in fact attributable to another legal principle. is echoed
"7elsewhere."
In the exploration of the practical consequences of the Cl Sfi it was established that
the case law differentiates between the consequences of anticipatory breach and those
of other forms of breach." The satisfaction of requirements not mandatory for other
instances of breach and resulting in divergent consequences. suggests that it should
still receive independent recognition, as is the case under the eISG. Articles 71 and
72 of the elSG provide. respectively. for the suspension of performance by a party if
the alleged breach is substantial (but not necessarily) fundamental. and for avoidance
22 See 5 :; SI/pro.
23 Erasmus ,. Pienaar supra 26-27: el'. Van der Merwe el al General Principles 347-34X.
24 See ee ill/ajar .I' Estate ,. De Jager 1944 TPD 9(1 103-104.~ ~, .
Erasmus r Pienaar supra 29-30.
26 RK Tooling tEdmst Hpk ,. Scope Precisinn I:ngineering IFdl17,\) Bpk 1979 I SA 391 (l\): Thompson ,.
Scholtz 1999 I SA :n2 (SCA I and cf Lubbe & M UITa\ Contract 56l) note I on the elfeet of the
~rinciple o lreciprocity on the enforceability otobligations.
7 Thus the traditional view is that a perpetuation o l obligations i, Cl particular consequence or mora,
Seen ill proper perspeen. e. this rule is more properly regarded (I, d corollary Ill' the doctrine or
supervening impossibility orpertorrnance. and in particular oj'the rule that Cl part) is not excused where
the impossibility is imputable to him or her.
28 See (1 5 supra
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if the breach. which is bound to ensue. would be fundamental in nature. Article 71
fulfills a function similar to the exceptio non adimpleti contractus in South African
law. and should be regarded as a mechanism to facilitate the claim for enforcement of
perforrnance.:" What is significant. therefore. is that as in the case of other breaches.
the gravity of the breach largely determines the available remedies. If. on the analysis
above. repudiation is to be assim ilated to the actual infringement of a contractual duty.
the need for differentiation form other forms of breach falls away. the availability of
the remedy will depend on the seriousness of the breach. That the elSG and other
international instruments might not go so far?' ought not to stand in the way of South
African law taking this route.
Prevention of performance remains an anomaly in South African law. As indicated in
chapter two. its exact construction and effect has not yet been decided with any real
certainty. If fault is to assume the role suggested in chapter five, namely as a means
to limit liability in the event of obstacles to performance in cases where the infringing
party is without fault. this form of breach should be subsumed under this legal
rubric." A prevention of performance occurring after the date for performance
amounts merely to an ordinary breach of an obligation. the effect of which depends on
its materiality or otherwise. Because performance is no longer possible. cancellation
of the contract should normally be available. Where prevention occurs before the
delivery date and is due to the fault of a party. it becomes absolutely certain that
performance will not be forthcoming. The difference between this supposed form of
breach and repudiation - which indicates with reasonable certainty that performance
will not be made - is therefore a matter of degree only. If on the reasoning above.
instances of so-called anticipatory breach involves the immediate infringement of an
existing duty. the way is open to assimilate this problematic form of breach to a
general unitary notion as well.
,,, Article 9:201 (21 ofthe PEeL states that the part) may withhold performance tor as long as it is clear
that there will be a non-performance b) the other party when his performance becorne-, due. which has
the same impact as the <:.I"CI!pti(J IINIDR()li Principles Art 7.1 ..1 embodies ~I pn » ixion similar to the
South African construction (lI· this concept and in the comments lo thi-, artic!c il is Slaled that this is
akin to the civilian notion of exceptio /10/1 adinipleti contractus .
.'(1 Bath UNIDROIT Principles An 7.3.4. and Anieie ():304 otthe I>r-:CI. afford reliel on the basis that
the conduct of a part) makes il clear that there \\ ill be a fundamental non-performance. This suggesis
that so-called anticipatory breach is premised on the idea of a future breach of an obligation rather than
an actual. present breach .
.11 Consult in this regard the discussion in 5:2 supra on the role otlault in South African law
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7 4 2 The metamorphosis of specific forms of breach in respect of contracts of
sale
In chapter four the principles specifically applicable to contracts of sale were
identified. Two specific obligations of the seller. namely the obligation to guard
against latent defects and to warrant against eviction were discussed along with the
remedies available to the buyer should they not be met32 The question is whether it is
in fact necessary to recognise the infringement of these obligations as independent
forms of breach and more importantly. whether the remedies available for non-
compliance with them merits independent recognition.
It is submitted that, despite the controversy in case law. discussed in chapter four. the
infringement of the obligation to guard against eviction should simply be viewed as
falling under the unitary notion of breach as an infringement of an obligation and the
remedies available should be exactly the same as those arising from any other
infringement ofand obligation"
Article 43 of the CISG. which regulates the seller's obligation to deliver goods free
from third party claims, similarly states that the ordinary principles applicable to all
other breaches are applicable in this instance. In the recent reform of paragraph 435
of the BGB. the notion ofvdefects in title" has been reformed and the word "defect" is
now defined as any deviation from the contractual obi igations. Paragraph 437 of the
BGB states that the remedies available to the buyer arise in the event of defects and
defects in title have therefore been brought within the more general notion of non-
compliance of an obligation rather than an independent form ofbreach."
It is clear. therefore. that the recognition of this specific "form of breach" and the
controversy surrounding its exact foundation is unfounded. Accordingly. the often-
complicated application of the infringement of this obligation in the case law may in
the future be avoided. The specific measures of quantification for loss due to this
le See 4 2 snpru,
33 See ~ 2 1 supra.
34 Westermann .\:;11" 2()()2 241 242.
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infringement should. however. be maintained to the extent that it IS found to be
functional."
The position with regard to the sellers legal responsibility in respect of latent defects
is more intricate. In South African law. it extends to the liability for consequential
losses attaching to a merchant trader publicly professing skill and knowledge in
relation to the goods sold. and a seller who is a manufacturer." as well as liability
under the aedilitian remedies for those sellers not falling into the above mentioned
categories. even In the absence of a guarantee or warranty or delictual
misrepresentations regarding the qualities of the goods sold.
The issue is therefore is whether the seller's liability in respect of latent defects should
be recognised as a special case resulting in extraordinary remedies. A further more
complicated question relates to the exact foundation of this liability. As mentioned in
chapter four. it is not absolutely clear whether this liability is to be regarded as a form
of breach of contract in the traditional sense or simply a sui generis liability. The
same problem is experienced in respect of the exact foundation of the remedies which
sanction the infringement of this liability.
In view of the approach adopted in the CISG. it is submitted that the nature of the
contract of sale is such that justice dictates that the absence of a latent defect should
always be impliedly assumed in a contractual sense regardless of the status of the
seller or his lack of fault or knowledge.:" Unfairness can be prevented by the
inclusion in the contract of an exemption clause lO protect the seller against such a
general contractual Iiabi Iity for latent defects.
Such an approach would render it unnecessary to portray this liability as a special
form of breach and the complexity brought about by the distinction between various
kinds of sellers will be avoided. This construction not only provides the same degree
of consumer protection as before. without the need to have regard to overly elaborate
specific requirements. but is in tune with the notion of strict liability for trading
35 See ~ :2 I I supra panicularly n l} & I ()
," See 42 :2 I I supra.
17 Fault has lurther been ruled out as a requirement lor breach or contract in ~ :2 supra.
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parties as incorporated by the CISG and the need to create greater certainty in both
national and international trade.
On closer inspection. it is further evident that the specialised aedilition actions do not
provide any substantially different relief than that provided by the traditionally
recognised remedies. The actio redihibitoria. the availability of which depends on the
materiality of the breach. provides the same relief traditionally provided for by
cancellation." The actio quanti minoris can. at least for South African law. be
subsumed under the damages remedy on the basis that it amounts to a restitutional
award according to negative interesse.r" Thus there will be no real practical change in
the relief obtained. if these traditionally recognised remedies were to be equated to the
more general remedies available for breach of contract. A possible justification for
such a reform is the need for the adoption of internationally recognised terms and
remedies and the fact that the CISG's approach provides a widely accepted and
streamlined approach to the remedies available to a seller.
By reducing the liability of a seller previously regulated by the aedilitian actions to
the CISG's notion of a more simplified notion of breach. the complexity and
confusion attendant on the threefold South African classification of the potential
grounds tor the liability of a seller. ie for breach of warranty (express or tacit).
delictual misrepresentation and the aedilitian actions will be greatly obviated. In a
similar manner. it is proposed that the dictum el promissum of South African law be
treated as a guarantee or warranty. a breach of which results in the normal contractual
remedies coming into operation. rather than an additional. and anomalous. basis of
liability warranting independent recognition and remedies."
'x Sec 7 5 I :; infra lor more on suggestions lór cancellation,
39 See Lubbe & Murray Contract 355 note -l on the debate regarding the del elopmeru otthc actio
~uanli minoris into a general claim lor a restitutional rnonetary award.
o See paragraph -l:l-l H(iB lor Cl similar development. cl' Westermann ,\.III' 2002 2-l2 2-l5,
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7 4 3 Concluding remarks
By way of conclusion. the system of breach proposed here can be summarised as
being organised around the principle that any non-compliance with an obligation or a
threatened non-compliance which itself constitutes an immediate breach according to
the requirements of anticipatory breach. opens the way for the determination of the
remedies available to the aggrieved party. The applicability of the remedies is
governed by rules specifically designed to ensure their proper functioning in view of
considerations of policy and fairness rather than on the formal classification of the
breach that has taken place. There is thus no stringent or mechanical adherence to the
notion that the availability of specific remedies is determined by the form of breach
that has occurred.
75 Proposals for the future of South Africa's remedial system
The development of a simplified system of breach would contribute substantially to
the modernisation of the South African law. The remedial system is. in addition, also
in need of development to obviate uncertainty regarding the remedies available upon
breach.
In chapter three the South African remedial system was examined. The conclusion
was that the complexity of the system creates uncertainty and constitutes an obstacle
to the efficient resolution of disputes. A discussion of the traditionally recognised
remedies will provide a basis for reform of the remedial system with a view to more
satisfactory outcomes.
7 5 ] The remedies traditionally recognised in South Africa
7 5 1 1 The enforcement of performance
This remedy was investigated and evaluated in chapter three. It was pointed out that
the notion of pacta sum servenda still resonates strongly through the legal system.
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Accordingly. subject only to a broad judicial discretion. a party always has the right to
claim performance of the obligations in cases of breach. regardless of which form it
takes. This primacy of this remedy. in relation to the other remedies was confirmed in
chapter five where it was submitted that the claim to performance in tact arises from
the contract itself rather than from its breach. Uniquely amongst the traditional
remedies. it is consequently unnecessary to prove the existence of a breach. in order to
rely on this remedy.
As was stated in chapter three. I am of the opinion that the continued primacy of this
remedy will not only provide the most just outcome but also the greatest degree of
. & h . h ~Icertainty lor t e parties to t e contract. In order for parties to be able to rely on the
realisation of what was agreed in the contract. the right to enforcement should be
regarded as arising automatically from the contract. Any injustice could be tempered
by the courts discretion not to allow this remedy if it would be contrary to the
interests of fairness and equity. While this discretion is not to be exercised in a
mechanical manner with a view to set instances. it is submitted that a host of factors.
which occur frequently in practice should be identified by the case law in order to
provide guidelines for this discretion and discourage ambiguity.-lc This does not
militate against the findings in Benson I'SA Mutual Life Assurance ,f.)ociell,.-l3as the
goal of the development of these factors is not to curtail the discretion of the court but
rather to provide guiding principles to facilitate greater clarity.
Article 46 of the CISG. which as mentioned before." barring a tew exceptions. grants
a quite extensive right to claim performance. This approach is confirmed on an
international level by the UNIDROIT Principles. which in An 7.2.2 provide a right to
claim performance of non-monetary obligations subject to certain qualifications."
Unlike the South African law. this remedy is not discretionary and it is clear from
both the article itself and the comments to it that the right to performance is given an
41 l-or counter arguments regarding the primacy o l this rcmedx sec chapter .1 :! 3 and the reterences
cited in n 36. See Lubbe & Murraj Comme! 54X tor Cl discussion o !the contentions based on the
economic analvsis o lIa« in this rezard.
~: Il was sublllilled in chapter threethat the list of "crystallized instances used in the past as rigid rules
could be adapted as 1~ICl(lrSto he laken into account in this respect. sec J :! 2 supra
43 See 3 2 2 supra.
44 See 6 2 2 1 supra.
45 UNIDROIT Principles An. 7.2.1 also provides a right lO claim performance o lmonetary obligations.
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important role within the UNIDROIT Principles and is not easily dispensed with. The
PECL also contains similar provisions to the UNIDROIT Principles in this regard."
The right to reject performance and claim substitute goods if the defective
performance proves serious enough. is part of both South African law and the CISG.
The materiality of the defect is determined under the CISG with reference to the
existence of a fundamental breach. Under South A frican law it is based on the same
test used to determine the right to cancel." The CISG also allows a claim for repair
of the goods if this would not be unreasonable." Based on the above discussion of
the primacy of the right to have one's interests in the contract enforced. it is submitted
that th is latter approach of the C ISG should be adopted by South A frican law in
addition to the existing principles. The UNIDROIT Principles Art 7.2.3 also regard
the right to performance as including in appropriate cases the right to require repair.
replacement or other cure of defective performance."
7 5 1 2 The claim for damages
It was observed in chapter three that the CISG's provisions on damages have received
much praise for the concise and simple method in which it achieves its purpose. In
direct contrast is the complexity associated with damages in South African law. as
briefly highlighted to in chapter three.
All that the convention requires in order to recover loss is a causal connection
between the breach (in the C lSG' s sense of any infringement of any obi igation) and
the damage and that the loss be foreseeable by the defendant at the conclusion of the
contract." This remedy is then available regardless of the form of breach or its
degree of seriousness. While the same effect is essentially achieved in substance by
46 See article 9: I() I and LJ: 102 in respect ot" monetary and non-nu >lleWI') "hl igauons respedi I eh .
-Ii See further on this belo« . See also 2 .> I 2 supra n 61 II here authoru. Itll'" IlCII icsr hased on the
decision in H'" Tooling (Edms) Bpk I' Scope Precision Lngineeril7X (Edms) Bpk supra II hich suggests
that also in the case o l non-reciprocal contracts. Cl part) can reject detectiv e bUL substantial I) complete
performance 10 gain proper performance. even if the breach is not lundarnental.
-IR Article 46(3). See 622 I supra.
-I" As this these rights rail within the right to clairn performance. the) arc subject to the same
restrictions mentioned above in the discussion or! INIDROIT Principles Art. 7.2.2,
<II See article 74 and ó :? :? :; supra.
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the general principles applicable in South African law. the process and principles to
be applied are far more complex."
The distinction made in South Africa between general principles and specific
measures of quantification was highlighted in the chapter six. where it was pointed
out that the latter must always be regarded as a manifestation of the former. To an
extent. a similar approach is followed in the C[SG in the event of avoidance. as in
addition to the more general approach provided in article 74. it provides specific rules
for the assessment of loss after avoidance of the contract." The UNIDROIT
Principles Art 7.4.5 and 7.4.6 also provide similar provisions." as does the PECL in
article 9:506 and 9:507. These provisions are based on recurrent practical situations.
The specific measures of quantification have the same foundation.
in chapter five. it was suggested that the quantification measures have to a certain
extent developed in line with certain instances of breach occurring often in practice.
This may be an area where the traditional forms of breach playa greatly diminished
role in the future. as a means of assessing the extent of loss.
It is suggested that in the future greater emphasis should be placed on the measures of
quantification rather than the general principles in the assessment of loss." While the
quantification measures have developed in line with certain traditional forms of
breach. they are still based on the general principles. which are independent from the
form of breach in ex istence. and consequently th is suggestion does not m iIitate against
the arguments concern ing the independence 0 t' damages from breach 5-; The
application of the more practically orientated quantitative measures can act as
guidelines and prevent arbitrary decisions. while providing sufficient tlexibility to
ensure justice and fairness in every situation.
51 See .1 :; I supra
-: Article 75 and 76.
53 The comments to these articles further state that the) correspond in substance \\ ith article 75 and 76
of the eIS(;. It is also stated that both articles establish il minimum right o lrecox crv and additional
loss. This points to the lact that the general principles are still applicable. and that these articles sirnpl ,
~resent a wa) to assess loss. A similar provision is prol ided in the PleTI. articles mentioned SI/pro.
4 See Katzenellenbogen i: 1IIIIIin supra 880. which appears tu support this \ iCII.
55 In this regard. also sec the argument provided in 7 .1 SI/pro regarding the \ iewing of breach as giving
rise to a nell independent claim lor damages.
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7 5 ] 3 The availability of cancellation
When the forms of breach were discussed generally in chapter two it was illustrated
that under South African law. the availability of cancellation is directly dependent on
the form of breach. It was consequently concluded that any attempt to achieve a more
unified system of breach would require a drastic reconsideration of the bases for the
availability of a right to terminate the contract.
In 5 3 I it was established that the materiality of the breach. rather than its form. lies
at the basis of the right to cancel." This was also shown to be the approach adopted
by the CISG. which requires the proof of a fundamental breach before the contract can
be avoided. The exact meaning of material breach remains obscure in South African
law and it was subm itted that there is a need for the development of more precise
factors based on recurring practical instances.
Such a development has taken root within case law on the CISG. and should be
regarded as one of the most fruitful developments to date in the quest to attain greater
certainty. In the analysis of the convention's concept of fundamental breach in
chapter six it was suggested that whether a breach is fundamental in nature is largely a
function of the intention of the contractants.:" The court must thus always attempt to
determine the wishes of the parties. who themselves achieve certainty by making their
wishes in this regard clear in the contract and the negotiations."
In the absence of any basis for a definitive conclusion in this regard. one should turn
to factors deri ved from recurrent practical instances in order to deterrn ine the severity
of the breach and its consequences.i" This development is based on the belief that if a
)" The development ol Cl unitary notion or breach also refutes the contention ofl larkcr. as stated in J -+
I supra. that thc multiple lorrus o l breach stand in the wav uf del clupint! critcriu li)r determining the
materiatit- or a breach.
57 See however the dissenting opinions on this proposal mentioned ill ().l I :2 I and the reterences cited
in notes lOX and lO').
i~ While this has strong remnants or the historical requirement to include Cl In commissoria. this
parallel would be incorrect as the parties do nOL hale LU expressly state that an infringement of the
obligations wil] result in cancellation (even though this would result in the greatest degree nl" certainly).
All that is required that the importance of the obligation should bc apparent trom the contract itself or
the negotiation process.
"l See the case la\l prov ided in this regard in (1 5 supra.
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particular obligation is not regarded as significant enough to warrant cancellation by
commercial standards, it cannot be regarded as being of a fundamental nature.
Article 7.3.1 of the UNIDROIT Principles defines fundamental non-performance for
the purposes of the termination of the contract and it postulates certain factors to
determine whether the non-performance is fundamental. These include the
determination of whether strict compliance with that obligation is of the essence of the
contract. or whether non-compliance deprives the aggrieved party of what it was
entitled to expect under the contract. unless the other party did not foresee and could
not reasonable have foreseen that result. Article 8: I03 of the PECl is to similar effect.
It is accordingly clear that these articles largely adopts the approach of the C lSG and
places the intention of the contractants at the forefront of any enqu iry into material ity.
In conclusion. it is strongly recommended that South A frica should base its
determ ination of the material ity of the breach on the intention of the parties as derived
from the contract or the negotiations. In the absence of clear evidence regarding the
wishes of the parties. one should be able to have regard to factors developed on the
basis of recurrent practical instances. This solution is not only based on sound
reasoning. but will also avoid vague and arbitrary case law and thus uncertainty in the
minds of traders. By giving affect to the desires of the parties as far as possible. and
absent th is. the norms of practice. the courts wi II ensure the most .iust outcome and
avoid cancellation on the grounds of random and insignificant infringements.
7 5 2 Suggestions regarding the refinement of other areas of South African law
based on aspects of the CISG
7 52 I The possible recognition ofthe CISG's right to fix an additional period of
time for performance-Nach{risf
As shown in chapter six.I1U the CISG provides both the buyer and the seller with the
right to fix an additional period of time for their counterparts to perform certain
specifically named obligations. The buyer may extend the time for delivery and the
60 See supra (1 :2 :2 :::.
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seller may fix and additional period of time for payment or co-operation by the buyer.
Ifat the lapse of this additional time period the relevant party has still not performed.
the other party may cancel the contract even i r the breach is not held to be
fundamental.
This development was praised above.?' for the additional certainty it provides
regarding the obligations and remedies of the parties. As suggested In 6 5. the
Nachfrist provision does not fulfil the function of a remedy in the CISG. It is simply
a mechanism used to determine the time tor performance if it was not set in the
contract. and if it was set, it is used to gain the right to avoid the contract. The role
performed by Nochfrist can be compared to the function fulfilled by the notice of
rescission in South African law. There is however a difference between the two.
While the sending of a notice of rescission indicating that cancellation will follow if
delivery does not ensue by a certain date will bring about the same consequence as a
Nachfrist notice. the giving of a notice of rescission depends on the breach being of a
material nature.I" It is submitted that the South African law should be adapted to
conform to the Nochfrist provision. The CISG's approach does not differ much in
substance from the South African equivalent. but nevertheless embodies a more
streamlined approach. This is the approach of the UNIDROIT Principles in Art 7.1.5
and the PECl in Article 8: I 06. The text of both articles is almost identical and
coincides with the wording of the CISG in this regard. Both articles only allow
avoidance for non-fundamental breach in the event of a delay in performance.
The argument raised above against the extension of Nochfrist is not really applicable
in South African law. There is. however. the fear that such an extension would result
in the cancellation of the contract for arbitrary reasons. The obligations warranting
the granting of an additional period for performance in the CISG are. however.
normally essential to the contractual undertakings of the buyer and seller respectively.
Thus the non-compliance with them. even once an additional period tor performance
has been set. would seem to validate cancellation of the contract without the lear of
this causing substantial injustice. The same can at present not be said of other
obligations under the contract. Nevertheless. it may be that if other obligations prove
61 See supra 62 2 2.
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to warrant this treatment in the future. the Nochfrist period could be extended to them
as well.
7 5 2 2 Reduction of Price
The introduction into South African law of the CISG's remedy of price reduction was
proposed in 6 2 :2 4. This. it was submitted. would not bring about a ubstantive
difference in the relief provided to the buyer by the actio quanti minoris. The
measure for the calculation of the price reduction followed by article 50. by making
use of the actual value of the conform ing goods rather than the purchase price.
adheres to what appears to be a more economically sensitive option." While this
benefit alone would probably not warrant the adoption of the CISG's version of the
remedy. the proposed reform wi II result in a more stream Iined and internationally
recognised system of remedies. As was proposed above.?' the adoption of a remedy
which receives such international recognition would be an important step in the
reformation process,
The international acceptance of the CISG's remedy of price reduction is reflected in
the PECL. which provides for this remedy in article 9:40 I. in terms of which the price
reduction is determined by the same method used in article 50 of the CISG. In the
recent reform of the BGB. similarly. the remedy of price reduction was introduced by
paragraph 441. which corresponds with article 50 of the C ISG6-i
As indicated above. the subsurntion of the liability previously regulated in South
African law by the aedilitian actions under the CISG's notion of a more unitary
notion of breach. will avoid much confusion and present a more certain system for
international traders.?"
,'c Sec :2:; 1 1 1 :2 supro ,
hi Sec 25 1 :2 1 supra.
64 See 7 ..( 1 2 supra.
65 Westermann \JI/' :2002 241 149,
66 See 7 ~ 1 2.\'1//)1'(1,
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7 6 Concluding Remarks
The South A trican system of breach is characterised by features that reflect its
historical origins. The central concern of this thesis has been to establish that this
approach. whereby the categorisation of a breach supposedly dictates the available
remedies. is without substance. By establishing the non-existence of this link. the
door is opened to the introduction of a modernised. efficient system of breach and
remedies. The present chapter makes proposals. which. if implemented could also
meet the demands of modern trade more adequately. The retention of specific
principles applicable only to the contract of sale is rejected on the ground that to do so
is unnecessary in light of the extensive remedial system already in existence which
could adequately cater for the needs of the parties to the contract of sale.
In conclusion. it must. however. be stressed that both internationally and nationally.
courts are reluctant to embrace reform of such a sweeping nature as is proposed here.
The reality of the situation facing South Africa in law is nevertheless simply this: If
we do not institute reform with a view to greater certainty. we will be left behind.
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